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Laser aids eye doctors
delicate-surgeries
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Columnist says America
has full agenda for 1985

See story, page 2A

Miami tops Lady Racers
iii-Womees Court Classic

Southelrn S(en, page 3A

See story, page 6A
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News in Brief
Soviets make big ordier of -corn
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Soviet Union has bought an
additional 1.25 million metric tons of U.S.-nom - about 49
million
bushels - for delivery through next Sept. 30, says the Agriculture
Department.
It was the second big order by the Soviets this week. On Thursday the department announced sales of 1.15 million tons
of Corn.
Friday's announcement.pushed the two-day total to 2.4
million
tons or almost 95 million bushels.
Last month the Soviet Union canceled several larger orders
of
corn, but department officials at the-time attributed it to
shipping
problems at Soviet ports andexpreased confidence that
make-up
orders would be forthcoming.
•
The latest sale was reported to-the department by private
ex-porters, as required by law. NO prices or other
details were
disclosed in the annoinn e
_
WARM sa s e la1t estimated farm price Of
corn is $2.57 per bilshel. A metric ton'is about 2,205
pounds and is
equal to 39.4 bushels of corn or 36.7 bushels-of wheat or soybeans.
Thus, the latest sales would have an estimated U.S. farm
Value
of $126 million.
• •

REA calls in Big Rivers loans
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API - The Rural Electrification Administration has called in more than $1 billion in loans to the Big
Rivers Electric Corp. and wants the nidney by.Jan. 17.
The federal agency th,reatened the utility with 'appropri'ate
legal procedures" if the money isn't repaid in less than, two
_
weeks.
"It is somewhat unusual. Most any action on a debtof this Size
s siL.n ca.74," said Harold Hunter, REA administrator. The loan
-ht;-**Sarily "Mean that the WK._
-It • - file for ankruptcy, Hunter said.
The debt of more than $1 billion. plus $143 million-owed to other
creditors, is equal to 97 percent of the utility's net worth. Paying
off the REA-backed loans by Jan. 17 could mean huge rate increases for the utility's 71,000 customers in. 22 western Kentucky
counties.

Diversions of
the day after At right, Krystel and Carl
Mowery,of 1406 Vine Street, put
. on the finishing touches to Carl
the Snowman while they enjoyed.
a day off from school this past
week. Below, MVO Of stadium
seats are marked by a blanket of
snow following Thursday's
wintery blizzard. Ty Holland
SfadhifUsellikeelpOOtAILVagfaVigit'7"---T-47L'
County, received a more than
seven-inch coating of the white
poWder. Unlike most of the
county's snosvcove,pough, the
stadium remained uztaltered by
human hands as late as
Saturday.
„,.
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Coal equipment ruled tax-exempt
FRANKFORT,Ky. AP - The Court of Appeals has ruled that
al: equipment used In die extraction Of coal, including reclamation equipment. is exempt from taxation.
The ruling Friday overturns a decision by the Revenue
Cabinet, which the court accused oftrying to ignore legislative
intent and judicial mandate on the tax issue,

Elsewhere...
^
Ry Tb. Asseciserd Press
LA PAZ. 'Bolivia - Mountaineers, journalists and a U.S.
diplomat climbing to the site where an Eastern Airlines jefti.rashed, turn back because of heavy rain and snow. However,three experienced Boliviani continue their climb and say they hope to
reach the wreck today.
-•
BOSTON - Some people infected with the suspected AIDS
virus do not produce any detectable antibodies to the germ - a
discovery that complicates efforts to keep.AIDS-tainted blood out
of blood banks. researchers say.
WASHINGTON -..Secretay of State gorge Shultz sets out for
arms control talks in' Geneva claiming strong backing in Congress for the "Star Wars" anti-missile program, which the
Kremlin insists must be abandoned if U.S.-Soviet negotiations
are to progress.
-

110SCOW - The Soviet Union today published ,a report
,*knowLedging,that a target missile fired during exercises in the
Barents Sea might have violated the airspace-of Finland-and Norway, and apologizing to the twO-countries.
WASHINGTON - Many House Democrats predict President
Reagan't defente-ifiltiati-veS will be subjected to.tougher; more
_critical s&utinyn is the result,of the generational battle that
brought Pentagon gadfly Les Aspin to the chairmanship of the
House Armed Services Committee.
Today in History
_ Today is Saturday...lan. 5, the fifth day of 1885. There are 360
days left in the year.
Today'; highlight in history: On Jan. 5, 1896, the Austrian
newspaper Wiener Prelse published the first public account of a
'discovery by German. physicist Wilhelm Roentgen of a font ol _
radiation that became known as X-rays.
Today!s birthdays: Former Vice President Walter MOndale is
57. Actor Robert Dtivall and choreographer Alvin Ailey are 54.
Thought for today: "Ninety-nine percent of the failures come
from people who have the habit of making excuses-." - George
WriShington Carver (1861-1943)_--
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GOP Senators won-t---waitfor Reagan budget plan;
.eye deeper spending cuts

By W.DALE NELSON
White House spokesman
Associated Press Writer
Larry Speakes said Reagan's
WASHINGTON (API budget is expected to be submit-Senate Republicans plan to
ted to Congress during the first
write their own budget without
week of rebruary, probably
.waitidt for President Reagan to
before he _delivers his State of
submit his,, saying the presithe Union message Feb. 8.
dent's plan will apparently not
The'Pentagon budget, which
make deep enough cuts in
Reagan is reluctant to. tarpper
defense and other spending to
with, was a major,issue as the
meet deficit-reduction goals.
GOP senators met. with
_r"We are going to take the
Stockman and James A. Baker
president's budget and improve
III. White House chief of staff.
on it," Senate GOP Leader
"They said the president has
Hobert J. Pole of Kansas said 7 made up his mind." Sen.
William Armstrong of Colorado,
after he and other Republican
chairman of the Senate,
senators met Friday for nearly
four-hours-with-Budget-EHreetou--Republican_Policy Committee,
reported.
David A. Stockman.
Armstrong, however, said
Dole said the meeting was
that "defense is not going to be
called to give Stockman an opexcluded" from the budgetportunity to outline the still'uncompleted presidential
cutting process.
budget.. A day earlier, - the
Sen. Ted Stevens of Alaska,
Saturday will be mostly
chairman'ofthe Appropriations budget director had told the
sunny with the high 35 to 40.
subcommittee that screens Penlawmakers that projected
Winds will be light from the
tagon spending, said that in any
deficits for the next three years
west. Saturday night will be
over-all spending reduction "-'we
are- $8 billion to $11 billion
clear with in the low to mid
will see to it that defense expengreater than the administration
20s. Sunday will be mostly
ditures are reduced
had expected.
sunny with the high 40 to 45.
accordingly."
_
"After a couple of hours, we
Extended forecast
Republican senators were also
have
ooshi
decided
a
we
to
The extended forecast for
more willing than Reagan to
Republican proposal." Dole
Monday through Wednesday
look at freezing cost of living insaid.
calls for fair to partly cloudy
creases for Social...Security.
skies with sealtOnahly mild _
sa,jd a group drawn from - recipients.
•
temperatures. Highsr-will be
the GOP Ieaderthip
-and coinSenate Finance Committee
40514811ditriiii3 45'tó55 -- rnittee chairmen would begin
Chairman Robert Packwood ot
on Tuesday and Wednesday.
worIenexi...W.ednesday,with
' • Oregon. said, "There will be
Lows will be from 25 to 35.
structioni to report to him by
nothing left outof
mix" when
rt.b. I
•
the cuts are distribttted.

-Murray-got 7inches —a-t-least
Just 'exactly how much
snow fell on Murray during
that big storm Thursday and
Friday?
John _ EdScott. local
weather recorder for the Na
tional Weather Service, said
he measured 5.5 inches at
7:30 p.m. Thursday, after the
first slew -of snow was
dumped. He-measured again
Friday morning, and found 7
inches-had fallen. It was the biggest snowfall

-Since 1978, longtime residents
agreed. During January of
:
that month, 21 inches fell 'The
previous-year. 18 inches fell.
in- Jantrary. Scott said. Prior to those years. the biggest '
January snowfall was 12 in- •
dies in 1908.
With 7 inches already
recorded for this January.
says Scott. -If we have much
More Snow like this, we'll
break a lot of records."

SWAT teams apprehend
armed -woman on jetliner
CLEVELAND. (AP) - An'
armed woman who held seven
hostages aboard_
PanAmerican World Airways jet
was critically wounded late Friday in a gunbattW with "SWAT
teams who stormed the plane
after a six-hour standoff,
authorities said
The woman, who had demanded to go to South America, took
control of the plane around 3
p.M.,after she pulled a gun at an
airpprt boarding gate, shot a
gate_ attendant and forced her
way aboard the waiting plane.
All the hostages were released
unharmed, but a mother and her
8-month-old baby were taken to
a hospital as a precaution.
She *asflitFunfireiiiid Was
takento a hospital after she was
apprehended around 9:28 p.m.,
said Joseph Griffin. agent in
-charge-0 the FBI office in Clev.eland.

The woman, identified as
Ornetta Mays, 42, was in critical
condition' with-a gunShot woundto the chest: at Cleveland
Metropolitan- General Hospital.
said hospital spokesman Jim
Gosky.
''The SWAT teams engaged in,.
a gunfight with the subject.'•
Griffin said. "The subject was
hit."
Ten officers. including FBI
agents and city Wilke: entered
the Boeing 727 after 9 p.m„ when
four of the seven hostages, in:
eluding an 8-month-old baby.
were still aboard. Three
hostages had escaped from the
rear of the plane hours earlier.
_
Griffin said the woman fired
one- shot as the SWAT teams-entered the plane, striking the
bullet-proof vest of one &neer.
The officer -was not Injured.
•
Griffin said.
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Area residents benefiting from new tool - surgical laser
..•
iiit.irahtg numbers, Murray aria-Calldway t ountians are
benefiting from one-of medicine's newest tools - the surgical
laser. For more than 18 months now. Dr. James Hart. Jr.. and
his brother. Dr. William Hart. have been using this revolutionary instrument to treat delicate parts of the-eye. Both are
ophthalmologists on the-medical staff at Murray-Calloway
• County Hospital. •
The laser has changed ophthalmology perhaps ,more 1.11iin any
other medical Specialty. It has allowed physicians to slow, and
sometimes halt, the progress of glaucoma, diabetic retinophy.
and other cohditions which can lead to blindness.
It has transformed surgery forthese.disorders into outpatient
procedures in many cases, and hasprovided an alternative to
more invasive surgical procedures for frail, elderly patients
and fbr patients with severe diabetes or unstable heart disease
for Whom eye.operations would have been considered too risky
a few years ago.
The name-laser" is formed from the initials of the system's
technical name,- Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission
of Radiation. Unlike the diffused light from an ordinary light
bulb, laser light is highly concentrated!

-

N

To illustrate its intensity, one,can imagine taking the light
waves produced by a 100-watt bulb and distilling them into a
single beam less than one-tenth of an inch in diameter.- When
these light waves are compressed into a thin, energetic rod,
that same 100-watt becomes powerful enough to burn its way
through a quarter-inch steel plate. as some of the more powerful industrial lasers are capable of doing.
The laser available to the medical staff at the Niui-ray
hospital is an argon gas laser. one of a wide variety developed
when these. concentrated beams of pure light were harnessed
more than 20 years ago. The hospital's laser, however, IS
- designed and built for surgery and -has a maximum power of •
live. watts,
Representing.an investment by the hospital of more than
$40.000. the laser'equipment is stationary and is located in the
_
surgical suite-of-the-hospital..
Argon. an inert gas. when used in a laser such as the-orre al
•
the Aturray_ hcfspital, produces a blue-green light-that,
.
44000.4:16-Attoweismigar..c.###i--coagulates, but does not vaporize, the tissues of the eye. More
important. its fine beam can be controlled so precisely that
effect may be 'confined to the the tissue--thin retina of the eye.
Most of the work currently being done with_the laser by the
Hart brothers at the Murray,hospital is involved, basically.
with two major eye diseases - glaucoma and diabetic
rehnopathy. •
Glaucoma. Di- Bill Hart explained, is &disease characferized by abnormally high pressure in the ey -i.vhich can damage
the optic:nerve

•

.
Dr. James C. Hart, Jr.. an ophthalthologist on the MurrayC'alloway County Hospital medical staff, uses the finely-tuned
light beam of the hospital's new argon laser to treat Ruth
Edwards, a patient from Clinton with a problem in a delicate part of
the eye.

topical - just a drop in the eye - anesthetic complications can
be avoided. In addition._the risks of infections and bleeding
may be avoided, since no incision is naade in the eye.
In contrast to narrow-angle glaucoma which is an acute,
painful condition, open-angle glaucoma is chrohic and painless.
The patient is psually unaware of this insidious disease until it
, is discovered during a routine eye examination by an
ophthalmologist.
This is the condition which frequently is referred to as simply
"glaucoma." It can be controlled usally by eye drops, but a
few patients require surgefrylo prevent progressive los-s of
vision.
In recent years, a surgical procedure using the argon laser'
and known as a trabeculoplasty has been successfully used to
forestall, and sometimes eliminate, the need for more-eomplicated and risky surgical procedures.
In this procedure, yr. Jim Hart explained, a ring of
microscopic laser burns is'placedalong the drainage system of
the eye with resulting freer exit'of fluid from the eye.
Often this procedure, he said, will lower the pressure in the
eye so that major intraocular surgery requiring hospitalization
can be avoided'.
Both Harts, however, are quick to emphasize that the laser
procedures they use in glaucoma cases are not cures for the
disease. Rather, they are valuable additions to the.
ophthalmologist's means of controlling it, they said.
The Harts also use the laser's beam in their efforts to control
another of the leading causes of blindness - diabetic
retinopathY. Every year. thousands of diabetics.face the tragic
prospect oi losing part or all of their sight to this disease.
In diabetic retinopathy, Dr. Bill Hart explained, abnormal
blood vesselliorm on the surface of the retina of the eye.
These vessels are fragile and have a tendency to bleed. The
blood obscures the vision and causes scarring and distortion of
the delicate structures of the eye. •
In a-procedure known as_plicttocoagulation,-the
ophthalmologists focus the laser beam on the patient's retina.
making tiny burns in rapid succession,to d
.or retard.the,
growth of the abnormal blood vetsels-. ,
:0%
Because there is little or no pain associa
h this procedure, most patients can have it done as outpatients, thus -- •
avoiding the expense of hospitalization. The sensation-Of the .
laser is minor, one of the young physicians explained, "like
watching a flashbulb go off."
The outpatientgrocedure., -however, is very thorough. By firing the laser in rapid succession, the Hart brothers are able to
„selectively seal hundreds of abndrinal blood vessels in the diabetic's retina.
.._Thistechnique has gained widespread acceptance in the past
decade as an excellent-means of helping to control diabetic
retinopathy.
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- —very wen a-CceplaThe eve, he sai&-produces--a fluid that-normally-exits the
opei--atiOn whichIS;_sstill necessary tC)
"---. treat
some cases.of acute narrow-angle g ucoma. An incision is - throughdrainage channels. If the drainage of fluid from the
•
made in the eye and with scissors a ole is cut- in the iris - the
• .eye rs impaired, pressure in the eye may build 'to abnormally
"'The treatment doesn't improve vision in•mostbases," he
colored
high levels. eventually
part of the eye. This hole alloWs fluid_to reach the
dmging
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the
optic
nerve
and
the
__
.
went on. "Our prinaaakok is
._ .
drainage channels. The incision is clps
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eyes'
require
surgery.
- be perforifieIn addition to the task of helping diabetics retain their sight.
However, the patient is subjected to the risks of anesthetic
progressive loss oVvisiorr is to be prevented.. --the Harts use the laser4o seal minor tears and areas of ..
_
complications as well as the surgical risks of infection and ,
degeneration in the retinas of their patients in order to prevent
Tnos, he said, ig glaucoma, and there are two major kinds bleeding, he noted. Another long-term problem is the tendency
retinal detachments.
narrow-ankle and open-angle glaucoma. The laser plays a matoward cataract formation as,well as th2 financial burdens of
for role' in the _treatment of both types nowadays.
'work absenteeism and hospitalization.
,"The laser represents a- tremendous advance in our ability to
Of the two, open-angle glaucoma-is- the usnal type and. by .
In the.late_1960s lasers were- adapted for use- withAhe
io=atinopallay-;--glancornaand some of trie_ft-ther
conmarison, narrow-angle glaucoma is relatively rare Vile
- treatAliabe.t
•
lamp -arrirrstrmnerrrustrd
diseases of the eye," Dr. Jim-Mart concluded, "but don't forget
ophthilinolOgists toexamine
.
see more operialtsli'gtaucomei cases in &week that we do in a
the interior otthe eye. In the eary 1970s, the laser fas.firstus.„..
that these'conditions are usually 'asymptomatic until severe viyear of the narrow-angle type." he said, adding that both types
ed to make'holes _in the iris, and, by 1980. with an improved
sion
loss already has occurred.
have a -tendency to run in families.
.... ..
.
.. -.
laser and a special focusing lens, the laser irridotomy. as the
"Individuals with diabetes or with a family history of
Narrow-angle glaucoma can be cored if diagnosed soon
procedure is called:. had become a routine alternative to its
diabetes or glaucoma Should have their eyes examined by.a
enough he pointed out, noting that, for many years, &surgical
more invasive surgical counterpart.
physiciarioccasionaly since early detection and comprehensive
,
procedure - an- iridectomy - was performed for this purpose.
- This is an outpatientprOcedure which frequently takes less
control frequently can avert the need for more drastic
• Surgical iridectomy, he went on to emphasize. is a safe and
than 15 minutes- to pel-fOrin. -Because the anesthesia used is
treatment."
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The Calloway County . Fiscal
Court will meet Jan. 8,468.6 at-I
p.m. in regular session.
The- meeting will be held in
County Judge-Executive George
Weaks' office rt is open to the
public.
-•

District Court
Summary
The following is a summary of
the .case.s.tirought before the- --Calloway'County -fligtfIct Court
• this week.- Unless otherwise
noted._a.court_cost .of $47.50 was
automatically paid by the. party
Mentioned 4 A -fee" refers to a
srierifrs fee, In the everdbia
riytype of suspensions.-figures listed
represent those fines or sentences
the suspended portion has,- been subtrticted, Those partieS
appearing - -before -Judge - David
. Buckingham may have either
• paid 4 fine. fee,'•court cost, made
restitution_ or. • received a
';isentenise. Some. eases may have
. been cOntinue#1, passed on to
PRE-FREEZE TREES - Earl Crick and Danny Brandon, Murray State grounds crew workers, plant a
another court date or dismissed
flowering crabapple tree near the Wrather building. Workers planted more than two dozen trees around
for a variety of reasons Mirror
the building, getting them in before the ground freezes and before the big snow came Thursday. The
traffic violations and offenses in'plantings and,other landscaping were paid for with a %pedal donation from Chuck and Ann 1114ke.
volving minors are not included
in-the followinghst:
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MSU faculty, students
attend legal seminars

Calloway County
Fiscal Court to
meet January 8.

Thomas Russell Hudson. driving under the In,
• nuence amended to second offense and con
Unued to Jan. 9
Iturry-Dea-grath—E# 1,4 4 .-pretriaIconterence
set for J5.1 23
•Randy L Montgomery. D U I . pretrial con,
ference set for Jan 30
Kelly Jones. 13 U 1 pretrial conferene.vsetlior
Jan 30
Joe Lewis Davis. D U 1 amended to second
offense. pleaded-guilty. fined $sio plus $180,2
'D U.1 fee. seven days in JOU
Arthur Lee. theft by unlawful taking of under
$100, continued to Jan 7 to make pig&
Martha G McCain. criminal facilitation and
receiving stolen property, preliminary hearing
set for Jan 9
Emma lean Hilliard. receivilig stolen proper
ty preliminary hearing set for Jan 9
Louise Dunlap, theft over $400. preliminary
hearing set for Jan 9
Rita Joyce Rosa, burglary-first degree and
theft by-unlawful taking over $100. preliminary
hearing set for Jan 9
Joe O'Brvir, fourth-degree assault. pleaded
not guilty. pretrial conference set for Jan D
Virginia I. Higgins. D U I . continued to Jan 9
Change Gent3Holt. theft by deeeption umber
$100, continued to Jan 7 for sentencing
DOOM, HiSrfrOVIe. fourth-degree assault. con- timid
Micky L. Stone. DUI—to appear Jan
Itiolin H. Tides, then by deception over 9109 • preliminary hearing set ter Jan 9
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State Rep. Clapp to seek the
position of House Speaker
State Rep). 1.loyd Clapp, Li
Wingo, recenUy announced his
candidacy for Speaker Pro Tern

The selection of the 'Speaker
and also assists In,the selection
Pro Tern will be announced
of committee assignments and
following the Ja'n. 10 - reaids in the general reorganizational meeting of the
of the Kentucky Souse of
state legislature, 'which is organization of the House when
Representatives, -joining two
scheduled to begin Jan. 7 in 'the legislature -reconvenes: other .candidates for the
Frankfort Clapp is opposed by William
position.
There are 75 Democratic T. Brinkley, D-Madisonville and
Clapp, a veteran of the state
legislature, has previously servmembers in the House, of which Pete Worthington, D-Ewing. A
Clapp
reported he would need 38 runoff election will be held
ed in We. position during the _
votestO be. named the new among the three candidates,
Julian Carroll administration
the Speaker
Pro T_enn. -:
but-relinquished-the Mk to run,
. _ .•.with the candidate receiving
The Speaker Pro Tern serves fewest ;?iitei dropping (rani, the
unSuccessfully, for Speaker of
as assistant speaker. of • the race sod the remaining two canthe State House of
House, serves as One oftlae. five
ieolf.fic,14each other for the
Representatives
Democratic leaders in the House
position.

Two Murray State University
Weitzman, defense counsel for
faculty members and 13 students John DeLorean, john Shepard.
'are-in Washington. D.C., par- president of the American Bar
ticipatings, in seminars on the
As.s_ociation-1.-and 12-oiher-Priiiiii-T:---7legal system and on the presiden- nent Washington attorneys and
tial inauguration, and national law professors.
Issues.
Under the supervision of the
Dr. Steven L. West associate
professionals, the students are
professor, and Dr. Gail W. West, reviewing judicial decisions
assistant professor, were analyzing the courts and Conselected as visiting professors or - gress,-examining careers in law
the. seminar titled "The Legal and discussing legal education.
System and Legal Careers." Both
Murray State'students involvare in the Department of Political ed in the other seminar are: John
Science and Legal Studies. -Aldridge, Terry Cain and-Nancy
-Eight Students were selected
Herndon, all of Murray; and
for the law -seminar and five for
Missy J6tinson and-Tina Mullen;
the second seminar titled "The
both of Paducah-. - A
Inauguration, the Next Four
They are working under the Years." They -were among 400 supervision of- noted faculty,.
students accepted for the propracticing professionals and
grams from a ntride ap- teaching associates to analyze
plication process.
seminars the President's agenda,- discussare sponsored by The Washington
key political appointments, exCenter, a non-profit educationl_ plore domestic and foreign policy
-organization which educated
decisions and preview key issues
through the resources of the __in-the national economy.
capital city:
Participation by students and
The Murray State delegation
faculty was made possible in part'
will be in Washington through
by grants from the office of Dr.
Saturday. Jan. 12.
James L. Booth, vice president
Students participating in: the
for academic affairs, and Dr.
legal seminar are: Brice BenDavid Eldredge, dean of the Colford, Evansville, Ind., Route 7;
lege of Business and Pubilsiy,..,
Kim Campbell, Fulton Route 5;
Affairs.
•
Shawn Gary and Delbert Lee:
7 both of Paducah; Leslie Herndon.
Cadiz Route 2; Nesha Inman.
„Fulton; Anthony Sinnott, Flatwoods; and Jeff Starks, Lincoln,
They are attending sessions
featuring appearances by noted
attorney F Lee Bailey, Howard

Fire causes
minor damage
The Calloway County FireRescue Squad responded to a
fire at the,home of Opel Morgan,
on Highway 280 across from the
Plainview Church, at about _1
p.m. Friday..
There were no injuries from
the fire, which was reported in
the ceiling directly above a wood
burning stove in' the one-stOrY
frame house. Minor fire and
water damage waa reported by
Fire Chief Eddie Stone, who added that two trucks and seven
firemen responded to the fire
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Toll-free
number listed
to legislature

The LegislativeResearch Commission's toll-free Message -Line
will be open during the January
ork-anizational session -'as It is
year-rbund - If you 'wish to contact or get' in touch with your
legislator.
The Message Line number is
1 -800'372-7181.
Also, if you wish to write to
your lawmaker,- just address
your letter to him or her c/o
Legislative Offices, Capitol An.
Frankfort, KY 40601, and it
-will-be--delivered.
• ,The organizational session conyens Jan. S-and is scheduledlq, adjourn Jan. 11,although it could
continue for as many as 10 days
If eirettertstantes- warrant.
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Things to do in the New Year: agenda for
1985

charles honey
Three Calloway County- residents — a young
lawyer, an elderly lawyer, and a medium -aged
lawyer — sat in a local coffee house engaged in
deep discuss1011. The topic was liquor, second only to sports in order of local conversational
popularity.
The young and medium -aged lawyers were
hard at it. The elderly one was sitting back-enjoying the game.
"Look," said the yowig one earnestly, "all I'm
saying is it's just flat hypocrisy to bust ftaternities and solemnly declare that it's illegal to sell
alcohol in Calloway County, then turn around
and serve it at civic functions and provide it
willy-nilly to patrons of a country club or Fraternal Order of the Caribou. It's hypocrisy, darn
It!''
"Course it is," returned the medium -aged
lawyer amiably. "But where's the harm?
Everybody can get a drink who wants to, and
everybody who doesn't want to can feel good
about living in a dry county. And there aren't any
bars so we keep the Undesirables to a minimum.
"Besides," he added, "it's not really illegal to
sell liquor in a private club. We only sell to
members, and that's really reimbursing
ourselves, not selling."
"Whoa there!" objected the younger, digging
into his vest pocket eagerly. "I just happen to
have a copy of MRS 242.230 (1) with me. I quote
(sure, more coffees all around, Agnes; heck,
give me a chocolate barnyard, while you're at
it I:
".No person in dry territory shall sell, barter,
loan, give, procure for or ftirnish another, or
keep or transport for sale, barter or loan, directly or indirectly, any alcoholic beverage.'
sa,idAigio
tin havister,
0W11d
tv
Vr-r
lititiffph. "way to pay for liquor in there, an
et you eat
this barnyard., Why, if I gave a
to my cat
I'd be breaking the law around here!"
"Hmr0, it has been awhile since I looked at
that stanate," mused the other. "Still, what's the
point? I mean, if everyone who drinks voted wet
In the next election, we would be wet, but Wey
don't. Why? 'Cause they can gel it anyway. If we
were wet, we'd have 20 bars from one end of 641
to the other. Who needs that? The conlige kids go
down to Henry County anyway."
"Right — and get arrested for public-drunkenness or DUI by officers who, shall we say, may
be lesa than vitally concerned about the fate of
19-year-old Racers. And what about the ones that
end up in the hospital after trying to get back to
Murray on that twisty two-lane? And why let all
that liquor money go ..kouring
o.Yarisand_
Paducah when restaurants and stores right here
in Murray could be getting it?"
The medium -aged lawyer chuckled and shook
his head. "Listen. I hear what you're saying, but
it's all been said before. Murray is a nice clean
town and people want to keep it that way. And
besides, a lot of people are really opposed to
drinking. Don't they have a right to live in dry
territory?"
"Sure they do." returried_the young crusader,
''if they can out-vote the drinkers. It's the
hypocrites who vote dry with Coors on their
breath that really bug me."
"They ain't hypocrites, son." This.from the
elderly attorney, who now leaned forward for the
first time. "How can you call it hypocrisy when
everbocly calls it hyprocrisy? I'd call it collusion,
If Fwas you."
"I don't follow you," said the young Turk, now
halfway through his barnyard.
"See here," the elder patiently explained.
"Between the anti-drinkers, the bootleggers and
your Caribous, this county has about as much
chance of goin' wet as that barnyard of yours has
of not bein' chomped down within five minutes. It
ain't hypocrisy, it's a worked-out system that no
one wants to mess with.
"Now I sympathize with them students," he
continued, "but they're strictly pass-throughs,
and Murray isn't going to stand on its head to accommodate their drInkin' habits. Most college
towns, we'd be sittin' in a bar, Agnes would be in-•
hot pants and some orange-haired gink would be
o'Ver the stereo. Son, Murray don't go forthat." That said, he leaned back again with
finality.
Much abashed, the young lawyer orderer
another coffee, and a barnyard to go.
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1984 is ending — not with a bang,
States had reached the zerobut a whirnper.
population growth level, the inExcept for the Olympics, the year
creases in numbers of-aged people
was rather dull, even the presidenand of immigrants posed problems
tial campaign. Especially the
that were not self-solving. The issue
campaign.
3f how to be a caring nation without
Despite the fact that the
turning the American Dream into a
Americans and Russians didn't
nightmare of reduced social securispeak to each other all year, they
ty benefits and immigration quotas
did succeed in keeping their fingers
is high on the 1985 national agenda.
.off those buttons -that...cc:Mid set off
-Nineteen Eighty-Four was not -the greatest fireworks display in
in America at least — a year when
history. Making it through another
Big Brother was overseeing every
year, without using nuclear
function of each robotlike citizen.
Warheads, is high on the 1985 naNot at all what George Orwell had
tional agenda.
forecast for 1984. In fact, the governDespite the fact that inflation
ment was so busily shucking its Big
slowed down, unemployment stayed
Brother roles, one wondered if there
about the same,leaving unanswered
had not been a death in the family.
the questions of where there will be
An old frontier attitude was being
work as machines and foreign labor
revived — "Look Out for yourself,
replace American' blue color
because no one else will." That
workers. Closing the job gap.
adage will continue to be popular on
through more education for new
the 1985 national agenda.
kinds of Work for the high-tech posiIn 1984, the importance of the
tions still unfilled, is high on the 1985
family and of education was
national agenda.
•
rediscovered. Almost every family
Despite the fact that Americans
had someone unemployed or old
are living imager, health industry
around whom to rally. Almost every
costs continue to be unhealthy. Getstate passed or considered legislating a grip on the dizzying spiral of
tion to improve the quality of the
health care is high on the 1985 !la:
public schools. Family and educational agenda.
tion items need to stay on the 1985
Despite the fact that Christmas national agenda.
sales began in July, and consumer
spending reached new recocds in
There was, in 1984, a respectable
rise in regard for history and tradi1984, the availability of purchasing
tions. Hindsight is always clearer
cash continued to be limited, and the
and marg. e
1,144942's deficits grew. --- and grew.
rt,ing„
Finarlig a place to turn around on
plex than ioees
tut me
secrets nogeneration can ignore as
the economy's not-so-free freeway is
'it picks its way into the future, and
high on the 1985 national agenda.
Americans have need of an apDespite the fact that the baby
preciation for history. Roots and
boom had ended and ..the United
_

looking back
Ten years ago
tucky Gov. Lawrence Wetherby to
Fire destroyed the home of L.B.
fill the unexpired tern of Judge
Parrish, Rt. 1, Almo, yesterday
C.T. Rushing.
about 6:33 p.m.
Miss June Foy, Murray High
Joe Sills, director, praised the
Freshman and daughter of Mr. and
Murray High Hand members for
Mrs. S.V. Foy. won the Paducah
their cooperation throughout the
District Cherry Pie Contest held
trip to the Orange Bowl, Miami,
Jan. 4 at Murray Training School.
Fla., on their return to Murray
She will go to Louisville later this
yesterday.
month to represent the district in
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Darnell
the State Cherry Pie Contest.
were honored at a surprise recepForty years ago
tion on their 50th wedding anniverSixteen ruen from Calloway
sary at their home on Jan. 2.
County left Jan. 2 and another 18
Twenty years ago
left today for induction.in the ArmWilliam N. Murdock is chairman
ed Forces of the United States, acand Joe Johnston is vice chairman
cording to officials of Local Board'
of Calloway County Board of
No. 10 Of the Selective Service.
'
Education. Other members are
A low temperature of Seven
.Charles Burkeen, Jim Washer and
degrees above zero Was recorded
Billy Joe Stubblefield.
here on Jan. 2.
The 1965 members of the Murray
Marriages announced this week
l3barcloof Education are Maurice
include Erma Rudene Edwards to
Ryan, chairman, Dr. C.C. Lowry.
Everett Nanney. Dec. 24, and
vice chairman, A.B. Crais7Bethel
Bessie Brandon to Harley
Richardson and William C. Adams
Williams, Dec. 28.
•
First District Congressman
_ Elected as officers of Woodmen
Frank Albert Stubblefield of Murof the World Camp 592, Murray.
ray rose to 10th in seniority among
were Rue Overby, W.E. Clark.
Democrats on the powerful House
William Riley Furches, Leon
Agricultural Committee as ConCrider, Burman Parker and Porter
gress began its 89th term.
Holland.
Thirty years ago
Marlon s'rtaftrthigh. daughter of
A large whiskey still was found
Mr. and Mrs. C.L. Sharbrough.
last night about one mile east of
Miriam McElratk daughter of Dr.
Ledbetter Church near 'Kentucky
and Mrs. Hugh McElrath, and
Lake.
Martha Bell Hood, daughter of Mr.
-Bob McCuiston has been apand Mrs. Hall Hood. all of Murray,.
pointed Murray City Judge by Kenare among those students at Mur-
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rules will be important on the 1985
national agenda.
1984's version of the old circuses
was the entertainment industry,
from video rock to the. old ball
park. The incongruity of school
teachers teaching a whole year for
less than a temperamental tennis
pro or an inarticulate singer makes
in one performance seemed not to
faze one iota the purchases of
videocassettes, tape recordings,
and athletic tickets. The myth that
'someday one's own ship will come
-in sustained itself in millions of lottery tickets purchased and
publiihers' sweepstakes entries.
The search for a better personal
tomorrow made daytime soap
operas seem very true to life. Hope
stays high on the 1985 agenda.
Dress was a gauge of America's
paradoxes in 1984. There was no
homogenizeci;style. Old clothes were
as respectable as new ones. Animals
and autographs on clothes began to
be seen as unacceptable flauntings
of affluence. "Homemade" and
"hand-me-down" were "in,- and so
were "seconds" from outlet stores.
Dress disguised the economic
disparities
democracy.
of
Americans'made less clothing in,
1984, but clothing will continue to
make Americans, on the 1985
agenda.

--- will see America through another
year. The agenda for 1986 will be the
still-unfinished agenda that 1985 inherited from 1984. •
America's strength may be her
collection of continuing weaknesses.
that keep the nation -unfinished"
year to year. It is"-when we are
finished that we would r,eally have
sowething about which to worry.

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St.. West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you
must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The Most useful
replies will be printed in this
column.
HEARTLINE : .1 have heard all of
the horror stories associated with
the lack of Medicare coverage for a
nursing home. My husband and I
are in our early 70's, and hope and
pray that we Will neVerlia-Ve to be'
put in one. However, as everyone
knows, this could easily happen to us
if our family were unable to cope
with us for one reason or another. I

The agenda for 1985 is a long one.
rzigespoi.iisradirfkijn
oW.4141.t.our
•Irrinitz's;rrg
'we have 100 day4 of coverage in a
The inventiveness, the adaptability,
"skilled nursing facility", which
the common sense of uncommon
doesn't. reaHy Sound like a nursing
common people, and an unique
home. Could you please elaborate on
blend of aerogance and affability
the conditions for receiving this
benefit according to Medicare?
R.W.
VF.RMcdicare has4x-basl'e
requirements for eligibility for --coverage in a skilled nursing facility. They are
• 1. Your medical care needs require %jellied nursing care, or skilled rehabilitation services:
2. A doctor determines that you
need skilled nursing or rehabilitation services and ordets such care
for you:
3. You have been in a Medicareparticipating
or
otherwise
qualified hospital for at least three.
days in a row before your admission
to the skilled nursing facility;
4. You are „admitted within a
liinited period. generally 14 days
after you leave the hospital:
5. You are admitted for. further
treatment of a condition for which
you were treated in the hospital;
6. The skilled nursing facility is
Medicare approved.
These are very strict and limited
requirements for such coverage
Even if a person meets all of the requirements, many rarely receive
the full 100°days of coverage. Each
facility has what is called a Utilization Review Board. The membert of
this Board constantly_ review the
cases of the persona in-the nursing
facility. If they should decide, even,_
against the, recommendations of
your doctor; that you no longer need .
skilled nursing care, then you lose
the remainder of your coverage fo'r
that particular. illness. You can
choose to remain in the facility in
order to go along with your-own-doe-toes recommendations.'but all costs
become your responsibility. -Most
ray State College named for Who's
nursing homes are filled With per:
Who Among Students in American
sons needing only custodial care
Colleges and Universities.
(help with eating, bathing,
assistance in walking. etc 1, and
Fifty years ago
under these circumstances, there is
The first day's sales of dark fired
no Medicare coverage.Mans' people
tobacco on the Murray Loose Leaf
try to plan for this eventuality by
Floors on Jan. 2 averaged $9.39 per
purchasing a nursing hothe inhundred weight. This was for 78.943
surance policy . We urge great care'
pounds for $7,416.08. Rejections
in purchasing such a Tiolicy, as
were heavy ranging from half to
most, if not all, will only pay the
one-third.
deductible for the 100 days.-and all
Elected as officers of Murray
coverage ends when Medicare
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
coverage ends.
Masons for - 1935 were---0-.C:
Asheraft. Tellus Hutchins:. Jake
Dunn, Zelna Carter, W.E. Clark.
WRITE .4 LETTER - Letters
L.E. Wyatt, Crit Smith, C.B.
tO the editor are welcomed and
Crawford and Dan Hart.
encouraged. All letters must be
Eugene Irvan was named as capsigned by the writer and the
tain and W.C. Elkins as alternate
writer's address and phone
captain of the 1935 Football Squad
number must be included for
of Murray High School at the anverification. The phone number
nual football banquet honoring the
will not be published..
1934 team on Dec. 21. Letters should be typewritten
Births reported this week include
and double-spaced if possible and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. O.B. Geurin.
should be on topics of general
Dec. 24.
Interest.
Marriages announced this week
Letters must not be more than
Include Lourelle Bourland to
SOO words. Longer letters cannot
Graves Sledd and Myrtle Sutter to
be published.
Johnny Parker, both on Dee. ,25,
Editors reserve 'tile right to
Clovis Key to Hester Hugh Brown
condense or reject any letterdand
and Carlie Bee Phillips to Virgil
limit frequent writers.
Paschall...both on Dec. 24.
Addres4 correspondence to:
- Assets of the 14ank of Murray
Editor.'The Murray Ledger St
listed in the published statement at
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
close of business on Dec. 31, 1934.
42071.
.
were $913,798.67.
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Tryouts planned tOr play

.•

with the program to be given by Margaret
Trevathan.
roup II will meet at 11 a.m.,
weather.permitting. in the church parlor with
each one to bring a sack lunch. The program will
be presented by Helen Hodges. Group III will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the home of Corinne McNutt
with June Vander Molen to present the program.

Ranney criticizes her $3,000 quilt

dinal, horses, deer, coal broke, the women
By KAREN OWEN
Messenger-Inquirer
buckets, goldenrod remembered with a
HARTFORD, Ky. blossoms, and a map of laugh.
(AP) - June Ranney Kentucky with a star
Then Mrs. Ranney
spread a $3,000 quilt over Hartford:
had t6 design a quilting
across her lap and proDown at the bottom, pattern for the quilt's
ceeded to criticize it.
an embroidered banner wide border, and they
"I've never been hap- bears a quote from had to choose their
py with My Old Ken- Abraham Lincoln dur- fabrics.
tucky Home," she said, ing one of his political
Larson's rendering
eyeing an appliqued campaigns: "I hope to helped, but it took
building that is suppos- have God on my side. I several shopping ex.ed to represent the ob- must have Kentucky.- peditions to find just the
ject of Stephen Foster's
The women made the right material, they
affection. "It doesn't 57-by-74 inch quilt with said.
look a thing like it to cotton and cotton blend
"I think it would have
me."
material and polyester been interesting if. he
Mrs. Ramey, 57, of batting.
had picked out the
Hartford, could get
They based it on a fabrics," Mrs. Evans
away with being design Edward Larson said.
critical, because she created for them on a
Mrs. Ramey said she
and another local life-size piece of butcher would never again do a
LOS ANGELES (API distant third at 11.9.
Conference playoff bet- which chronicles woman, Ruby Evans, paper, the women said. quilt that the artist
- Paced by the everThey got involved in didn't pick the fabrics
In the absence of ween Pittsburgh and average ratings for 48, of Route 2, made the
popular "Dallas," the "Dynasty" - ABC's Denver grabbed second
Kentucky history pic- the project after , Mrs. for. Although Larson
series. Tied for first are
ture quilt.
debut of "Crazy Like a usual ratings leader - place for NBC. PittEvans saw Larson on seemed satisfied with
''Dallas'
and
Fox" and,five other Top "Dallas" was back on sburgh won, 24-17.
Their work carries "Quilting with Penny the quilt, "I will always
"Dynasty."
10 shows. .C8.%,-led-4he---teirwith--a-24:5--ratinr---Crazy Like a
such a hefty price tag McMorris" on Kentucky
Fox,"a
Christmas week ratings "Dynasty" and '*Hatel" new CBS detective
CBS still leads in because it was designed Educational Television
by more than two points -were both pre-empted-- curnedy-drama starring season-to-date ratings, by a Libertyville, Ill., more than two years
over second-place NBC. for a rerun of Part I of- Jack Warden and John with NBC trailing by artist.
ago.
CBS: average prime- '"Malibu" - which tied Rubinstein, tied
Since the two
Larson, who won a
with less than a rating point.
-time A.C. Nielsen Co. for 34th place. Part II. NBC's 'The Cosby CBS had 16:9, NBC 16.1 housewives made the National Endowment
quilt two years ago, it for the Arts grant in
rating for the 'week en- at 58th place, was Show" for third place at and ABC 15.0.
WASHINGTON (AP)
ding Dec. 30 was 16.5, among the week's five 23.4. Its impressive
has been exhibited in a 1981-82, is known for - Strong similarities
CBS was first again
. while _NBC had 14.1 and lowest-rated shows.
first-time showing also among the evening news local bank, the Ken- designing quilted between a virus that
ABC - with No. 20 "The
tucky Horse Park in clothing and picture causes disease in sheep
The 20-minute prime- landed "Crazy Like a shows with
12.6. ABC
Fail .Guy': its.- highest----tinie-rainoves-rstind.af Fox '
and the- one believed
place on was second with- 10.13 Lexington, in the Zona- Auilts, _the women sari
ranked- show - was a the American 'Football thP season-to-d
His other projects in- responsible for AIDS
ate list and NBC third with 10.1. Lieberman Gallery in
Chicago and the Moni- clude a quilt showing a may help explain the
que Knowlton Gallery in very tall, skinny Lincoln degenerative brain
New York, N.Y.
freeing the slaves, and changes recently
The quilt is a whim- one depicting himself recognized in humans
sical one-of-a-kind, knocking out Muham- with the deadly immune
bearing an appliqued mad Ali in a prize fight. deficiency, scientists
LOS ANGELES i Alvt - Ratings compiled by
homes.
Daniel Boone, a fish, a
When Mrs. Evans met, say.
the A.C. Nielsen Co. for television shows-for the
11. "Cheers," NBC. 18.9. 16.0 million.homes.
_black bird, -a snake, a Mrs. Ranney at an
In reports published
'week Dec. 24-30 have been re1eard-as-fa116Ws:
12: Tie. -"Riptide," NBC. 18.8, 15.9 million
basket of produce and Owensboro quilt show, in the journal Science.
1. "Dallas," CBS. 24.5 20.8
homes.
tobacco -relives, 'a she told her about Lar- researchers_say Utie
2. NFT Football Runover_of.P.itIstiurgh-Diver-.-..
?Ionicey--i‘ aheart-Tr -car,---aim and the two decided virus thought to cause
game. NBC, 24.2, 20.5 million homes.
million homes.
It would be fun to work acquired immune defi3. Tie - "Crazy Like a Fok..! CBS: 23.4, 19.8
,- 14."Remington Steele," NBC,18.4, 15.6 million
with him.
ciency syndrome is virWeighing as much as
mil ion homes.
homes.
Mrs. Evans exchang- tually indistinguishable
a
small
sports
car,
an
3. "The Cosby Show." NBC, 23.4.. 19.8 million
15: Movie-"Fast Times at Ridgemont High,"
-ed a couple of letters from a group of animal
adult Alaskan brown
CB'S; ;8.3,, ie.11-4.;.;:41111Ime
s.
with- him,- then he sent disease -viruses'
•
•
bear
shares
the title them
5. -Family Ties." NBC, 22.7 or 19.2 million
the design and a
This raises the
million
16. "Facia of Life," NBC, 17.3,-14.6
with the polar bear as smaller
homes.'
artist's' render- possibilities of either the
homes.
-the
largest
meat-eating
6. "Murder She Wrote." NBC, 22.3, 18.9 million
ing to give them an idea human disease virus
17. 'Magnum. P.I.," CBS, 17.1, 14.5-million
land animals in the
homes.
of colors to use.
and the animal viruses
homes.
world. The bear, which
7. "60 Minutes,- CBS. 22.2, 18.8 million_homes.
They
had
to
cut
their
sharing
a distant corn18. Tie -"Knight Ridq," NBC, 16.8, 14.2
can weigh up to 1.700
'*--Falcon Crest."- CBS, 21.2., 17.9 _million__
own patterns for the, men ancestor, or the
milLiOn
lionies.
pounds, eats berries, quilt,
homes.
however, so they human disease
nets- salmom.--ereate-d-rt
ii
•
simon & Simon. el:
. •
1
1 4 mi ion
itgrir-wox to Ofi giaTrng
ri
more
_
and small animals.
homes
homes. _
trace Larson's designs recently from an animal
_
10 "Knots -Landing," CBS, 20.3, 17.2 million
20. "The Fall Guy," ABC, 16.6, 14.0 million.
'by shining a spotlight disease agent, they say.
bulb through a glass Both types of viruses
storm door in Mrs. belong to a general
BARGAIN MATINEES Evans' basement.
group called
The glass got hot and retroviruses,
SAT. & SUN.
"The Glass Menagerie," a play written by
Tennessee Williams will be presented by the
Purchase Players at the Mayfield Middle School',
Mayfield, on Feb. 14. 15 and 16. Open tryouts for
the production will be on _Monday and Tuesday,
Jan. 7 and 8, at 7 p.m. on the third floor of the
Merle Norman Building, 115 West Broadway.
Mayfield. Persons should use the rear entrance
The United Methodist Women of the First
-_to the byil4_F9r more infOrilligiOltinterester
t---rnited Methodist Church will hold its general
- persons may call Debbie Abell. 1-328-8941.
meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 8, at 10 a.m. in Hale •
Chapel of the chiiich. R.L. Cooper, layman of the
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church
and retired administrator of the Calloway CounThree 'groups of the Christian Women's
ty Health Department, will be the guest speaker.
Fellowship of the First Christian Church are
The Executive Board will meet at 8:30 a.m. and
scheduled to meet on Tuesday. Jan. 8. Group I
coffee Will be served at 9:30 a.m.
will.meet at 10 am.-in the borne of Libby Hart

UMW to hear Cooper

\VT Groups will meet

Dallas rated

as

fi

top show of week

by
Pal
Cor
viol
witl
sell
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Pro

feel that (the fabric
selection) is not what he
had in mind," she said.
She and Mrs. Evans
,worked on the quilt off
and on for six months,
trying diligently to
make their stitches
match so no one could
tell it was made by twp
people.
"We quilted a lot of
times when we wanted
to be outside," Mrs.
Evans said.
Each spent so much
time with the quilt
spread across her lap
that when one turned it
over to the other, "we
said we were babysitting," Mrs. Evans said.
When they finished it
and turned it over to
Larson, "I thought we'd
never see it again," she
said.
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Similarities between viruses
discussed in current journal

Top 20 television shows are listed
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chestnut st. 7834214

CHERI 3
130. 3:40, 7:10. 9:35

Iti 1977 Voyaqdr 11 was
launched into space, invitirig all ale forms in the
universe to visit oui
plate. Get reedy.
Company's coming.
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Good at these participating Pizza Hut9 restaurants.
12th lc Chestnut 2620-Jackson
Murray, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
759-4646
•
442-8169

I= NM

South 6th St. 2917 Ft. Campbell Blvd.
Mayfield, Ky.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
247-5595
885-5244

MI Ell NM Ell MN II MI OM MI Ell

$2.50 Off Any Large Pizza
Or $1.50 off any medium,
'including Pizza Hut Pan Pizza. I
Hurry; this offer expires soon.
1.4441 ii,,",,.,t, .1stro

-

ix. 11114'.

per party per visit
at participating Pizza Hut'
restaurants Please present
coupon when ordering Not valid
in combination with any other
I Inc coupon

offer 120 cent cash redemption
value 19431'1z:a FlutAnc
-

I

Ell Mil

JEFF BRIDGES
KAREN ALLEN I=
I „1A-11= •
I:70. 130. 7• 10, 9:10

BEVERLY
HILLS

NM

PersonalPan
Pizza + Salad
-1249:

Of
ff

Any Single Topping Persiinal Pan Pizza
Plus one trip to the Salad Bar $2 49

Micki

One coupon per party per visit
at participating Pizza Hut•
restaurants Please present
coupon when ordering Not valid
in combination with any other
offer I 2Civent cash redemption
value i• 1943 Pizza Hut. Inc

M
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Members of the
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU met on
Tuesday, Dec. 18, to go
to the local nursing
homes to present
progranis.
Carols were sung for
the patients at West
View Nursing Home.
Lap robes and bibs were
given for use by the
patients.
The group later went
to Fern Terrace Lodge
where they conducted a
party for the residents
there.
The devotion was
given by the Rev.
Culver, Mrs. Louise
Short was the pianist for

Northside
Group meets
at church

the group singing.
Also attending from
Poplar Spring were
Murial Wright, Helen
Nance, Sue Campbell,

-

C:?0-Maude

DUDLEY
mOORE

Menus for the Nutrition Program for the
Elderly and Meals on
Wheels for the week of
Jan. 7 to 11 have been
released by the office of
the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens,
Meals are served at
noon Monday 'through
Friday at the Hazel and
Douglas Centers and
each Tuesday *rid
Thursday at the Ellis
Center.
Meals also are sent to
private homes each
weekday. For, information concerning the program call the Senior
Citizens' office at
753-0929.
The menus are as
follows:
Monday
Tuna cheese
casserole, tossed salad,

The Baptist Women of
Northside Baptist
Church met on Monday,
Dec. 17, at the church.
Fruit baskets for the
elderly and shutins were
prepared. A thank-you
note was read from Mr.
and Mrs. Wally Murphy.
Ann Salmon presided.
Prayer was led by Judy
Jones.
Refzeshments were
served.
Also present were
Kathy Mohler, Mary
Carolyn Adams,
Ann McCuiston and Betbookmobile librarian
te Balentine.
The group will meet for the Calloway County
Monday, Jan. 7, at 7 Public Library, has
released her schedule
p.m. at the church.
for the week of Jan. 7 to
10 as follows:
Monday
Sleepy Hollow - 9:30
to 10:30 a.m.
Chestnut St.,
Apple Tree - 10 a.m.
Murray
„ to noon
Barb Tucker - 1 to
1:30 p.m.
Kirksey Community
- 2 to 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday
University Day Care_
- 1010 11:30 a.m.
.
Romeo- ---titietti16 1
p.m.

chestnut st. 783-3314

Jan. 1-6
Mexican
Meals
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rice, hot ." roil, butter,
chocolate cake, milk,
coffee or tea.
Tuesday
Swiss steak, mashed
potatoes, broccoli
spears, hot roll, butter,
.baked apples, milk, coffee or tea.
Wednesday
Fried chicken, green
peas, creamy cole slaw,
hot roll, butter,
chocolate cake, orange,
milk, coffee or tea.
Thursday
Sausage Casserole,
spinach, hashbrowns,
biscuit, butter, banana,
milk, coffee or tea.
Friday
Meat loaf, mashed
potatoes, tomatoes and
zucchini, hot roll, butter, apple cobbler,
peaches, milk, coffee or
tea.

Bookmobile librarian gives
schedule stops for the week

/
1 2 Price

IIIII

Ruby Fannin. Lurene
McCuiston,- Lois Smith,
Mildred Riordan, Bobbie Cook and Shirley
Werts.

Menus for next week listed
for the Program For Elderly

DeVanti's

gis•st through awn is paw.

5 Minute Guarantee Applies Only
jitigni
zteponi Perso-hal Part Pizza
IM

STARMAN

- Five of 15 AIDS patients with a variety of
neurological problems
showed direct evidence
of virus in their brain
tissues, the scientists
AlthAzigh_ _no nnp,
knows the incidence of
these brain complications, some experts
estimate they occur in
as many as 75 percent of
those with advanced
AIDS.

Poplar Spring Baptist Church WAIL: gives
programs at West View and Fern' Terrace

DUNE
A WORLD
BEYOND

Scientists at the National Cancer Institute
and the Johns Hopkins
University Medical
School said studtes of
the virus suspected of
causing AIDS indicate it
Is virtually identical to
members of a family of
animal. disease agents
called lentiviruses.
In another paper,
researchers at the
cancer institUte and
other institutions
reported that some AIDS patients suffered
debilitating brain effects of the disease, including seizures and
dementia.

•

Canon - 2 to 3 p.m.
Miller - 3 to 4 p.m.
Wednesday
Karns - 10 to 10:30
a.m.
_Tuckers - 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
Dortch - 1 to 2 p.m.
Hill - 2 to 2:30 p.m.
Lax •- 2:30 to 3 p.m.
Phillips - 3:30 to 4
p.m.
Thursday
Hazel Sciilf - 10:30 to
11:30 a.m.
Seavers - 11:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
Allbritten - 1:10 to
2:30 p.m. '
-Steely
710 to :3O
p.m.
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Community events
. Saturday,Jan.5,
West Kentucky Fur
Takers Show and Sale
has been changed from
today to Jan. 26 at the
Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
.

Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.

Boring job brings many surprises

Toll collector can tell lots of stories
By.DEHL WADE • _ ."It's people who've should the" need arise.
Daily News
got money - we're just But the travelers on the
BOWLING GREEN, a credit card society," toll_roads also help
Ky.(AP)- It looks like Butler said. Unfor- make them safe, accoran easy way to make a tunately, the state ding to the plaza
living. It also look's like Transportation Cabinet manager.
a boring wily to earn doesn't accept Visa or • "If somebody's
money. But Cleo Butler, MasterCard.
broken down 15 nines
manager of the Bowling
When people realize doun the road, I'll get
Green toll plaza on they're short on money, five reports in no time
Green River Parkway, Butler said, the collec- from people coming
said there's more to be- tor completes a form through," he said. Many
ing a toll collector than and allows the traveler people are hesitant to
meets,the eye.to leave the toll road___-51.op_and help someone._
Each toll collector has "People do make honest but they will tell the toll
stories to tell of some of mistakes," he said. It's collector, who den-Conthe more interesting the people who don't tact state police, Butler
days, or nights, he's had make "mistakes" ,but said.
in the booth and Butler, rather try to cheat who
Collectors can also be
who was a toll collector make Butler take notified to watch for a
for eight years before action.
particular traveler,
becoming a plaza
He slid many of the such as when a death or
manager, has his share. people who drive serious illness has oc"You have a lot of through booths without curred in a person's
humorous things hap- paying are repeat Of- family or a trucker pickpen," Butler said. Take, fenders. After a few ed up the wrong load.
for example, the woman times, Butler alerts the
And collectors have
who drove through state police who may had to stop one man who
wearing nothing from chase the offender as Inadvertently left his
the waist up on a warm, far as Tennessee, bring wife behind at a rest
summer day.
him back to the toll area. State police called
"People are at home plaza and make him pay one night and asked colin their cars," Butler the 50 cents.
lectors to stop the man
said with a laugh. "I
Butler is proud of the so he could return for
guess they think they're work his collectors do her.
more private."
and emphasized that
The driver had pulled
Travelers do run out collectors provide a ser- Into the rest area and
of money on toll roads, vice, as well as just Col- gone to the restroom.
His wife had been asleep
which doesn't present a lecting money.
big problem. But the ' Collectors are trained in the back seat and the
majority of travelers in handling chemical traveler didn't realize
want to pay something spills from trucks that that while he was in the
- anything - .for the may have wrecked or building, she had
time they've spent on stalled. They're also awakened and gone to
the road, according to trained in first aid - the restroom. "I'm sure
and occasionally that he heard abut that,"
Butler.
training is needed. Butler said as he laugh"They try to giie you "Sometimes we've had ed.
','We 'gave, him a
credit cards, people run into our hard
time about it flashlights," he; Said. booths, like when it's told
him he had done it
"We even had a guy try foggy," Butler said.
on purpose."
to give us his driver's
The booths are equipThe. lh toll collectors
license for the 50 cents. ped with two-way radios at the
Bowling Green
It's so funny; people of- so collectors can contact plaza
are courteous
fer you spare tires and state police and worker
s who consider
everything.
emergency vehicles themselves ambassadors Of the state,
according to Butler. "A
lot of people who travel
toll roads„ the only impression they get of
NEW YORK (AP) - suited to their voices.
what Kentucky people
Soprano Leontyne
It was Miss Price's are like
is from the toll
Price, the first fourth performance this
American black season in the title role of
operatic superstar, bict,, Verdrs story of the
farewell to her opera daughter of the king of
career with a glowing Ethiopia held captive in
performance in "Aida," Egypt, The opera was
long one of her finest televised nationally by
roles.
the Public Broadcasting
Her finale on Thurs- Service.
-day, her 193rd perforAfter Miss Price's
m a nc e at the third-act aria, "0,
Metropolitan Opera, Petrie Mia," which
came 24 years to the begins, "Oh; my counmonth after her debut try. I shall never see you
there at age 33. During a again," the audience
performance in which stopped the opera with a
she hit all the high notes four-minute ovation.
squarely and held them
Though Miss Price rebeautifully, the au- mained in character,
dience at one point stop- her lips trembled a bit
ped her for a four- and she seemed close to
minute ovation.
tears.
Miss Price, 57, acAt* final bows, the
claimed as one of the stage was strewn with
century's leading Verdi flowers and confetti,
sopranos. will continue and Miss Price laughed,
to perform concerts and smiled and mouthed the
recitals, a practice words "thank you" to
followed by many otera the Audience. The
singers, enabling them celebration went on 'for
to choose songs best 25 minutes.

Black,.operatic superstar bids
, farewell to caieer in 'Aida'

N

approach is too simple and provides means of detectio
n is
inaccurate information. Today the examination through still the.finger
treatment should depend a great (teal doctor can feel the the rectum The
back of the proson the microscopic characteristics pf tate, where most
cancers develop,
the cancer itself, a process called through the rectum.
Every male 40 or
, staging.
over should have such an examina
tion
Some investigators" have -attained at least once year.
Since the likeligood results by using-radiation thera- hood of prosfate
py on the lymph nodes in the pelvis With age, older mencancer increases
would be wise to
and along the spine.
have such an examination twice
a
Unless the answers are quite obvi- year. That is more
often than comous, I think that a patient with pros- monly recomm
ended, but it is
tate cancer should at least have a prudent, considering
the difference in
consultation at a cancer center that treatments that are
regularly treats prostate cancer, or at ly cases. Prostate available for earcancer is the third
the oncology department of a large most common
cause of cancer death
university medical center. Check with in males.
your local chapter of the American
DEAR DR. LAMB - Can a woman
Cancer-Society for information about who has had a
hysterectomy, leaving
cancer centers that you might visit.
only ovaries, get
I am sending you The Health Letter or trichomoniasis syphilis,46tiorrhea
?
15-6, Prostate Problems, to. give you
DEAR READER - Yes. Sexually
more tfetails. Others who want this transmitted diseases
issue can send 75 cents with a long, through the vaginal are transmitted
stamped, self-addressed envelope for external genitali lining and related
a. A hysterectomy
it to me in care of this newspaper, will not protect
you from any sexualP.O. Box 1551, Radio City Station, ly transmitted
disease, whether the
New York, NY 10019.
ovaries are_left in or taken out. These
It is true that female hormones and diseases include
herpes, syphilis,
castration are sometimes the only hepatitis, gonorrh
ea and the entire
treatments that will delay the cancer, spectrum of sexually
Pkk
transmitted
GIFTS PRESENTED - Ingeborg King, left, Callow
and they are often used successfully. diseases.
ay CountOlostess for
Welcome Wagon International, Inc., presentslpecia
However, I think that a consultation
A woman will still be susceptible to
l gifts to the first baby
born in the county in 1985. Receiving the gifts
on such a grave matter is well worth the entire group
are the baby. Bradley Joe
of disorders that
Thornton, and his mother, LaJeanna Thornton.
the effort.
cause vaginal discharges, which
The baby was born at 1:43
The Outlook for patients with can- includes
a.m.
on New Year's Day. Mrs. King resides at
trichomoniasis and yeast
lit. 2, Hazel, with her
cer of the prostate can be greatly infections.
telephone number being 492-8348. She makes calls to
newcomers. .engaged
improved by early detection. The best
girls and new parents.
(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Lawrence E.
- A $10 millidn suit filed
Lamb
, M.D.
by Jerry Lewis against
Paramount Pictures
Corp. says the studio
violated its contract
with the comedian by
selling videocassettes of
his 1963 film "The Nutty
Professor."
The copyright infringement lawsuit, filed By Lawrence iamb,M.D.
Wednesday in U.S. DEAR DR. LAMB - I have been
District Court, gooks an diagnosed as having cancer of the
Injunction to stop the prostate. The bone scan was negative,
sales, said Alan Isaac- but the CAT scan of the pelvic area
showed that the lymph nodes were
man,an attorney for the enlarged
and suspect.
'58-year-old Lewis.
My urologist has me on a hormone,
DES Enseals to shrink the tumor.
The cancer apparently has spread to
the lymph nodes in the pelvic area.
How can this be treated? Can the
lymph nodes be treated to stop furNEW ORLBANS ther spread of cancer? I am 71.
DEAR READER - The correct
(AP) - Clarence John
management of prostate cancer has
Laughlin, a become
very
photographer renowned be simple, complicated. It used to
when the
for his surreal pictures wer how extensi main questions
ve it was
of plantations, whether it had spread. Howeve and
r, this
cemeteries and other
vestiges of Southern
life, died Wednesday.
He was 79.
Laughlin began his
40-year photographic
Saturday,Jan.5
Saturday,Jan.5
career in 1934. His bestTemple Hill Chapter
---known book is "Ghosts No. 276 Free and AcParis Chapter of
Along the Mississippi," cepted Masons will Women
's Aglow will
a. 1948 collection of meet at 7 p.m. at lodge meet at 9
a.m. for
photographs ttf planta- hall.
breakfast and 9:45 a.m.
tions, some in decay and
---for meeting at Avalon
ruins. Laughlin's works ,Square and round Resta
urant, Paris.
were exhibited in dancing wit be from 7:30 Tenn.
museums and galleries toll p.M. at Lynn Grove
around the world.
Roller Rink.

Prostate exam
detects cancer

TIMEs

collectors,'' he said: •
Butler said he enjoys
his job. "I take pride in
it. I really enjoy
meeting people and
helping people..:'. he
said. And helping people
is something Butler
stresses at the Bowling
Green plaza - whether
it's picking up change
dropped by an elderly
driver, keeping inform lad .._of-where travelers
can buy gas, or finding
shelter on a cold, rainy
night for a hitchhiker
trying to get to a sick
family member.
"A truck driver let
him (a hitchhiker) off
and he had no place to
go,- Butler said. He was
trying to get to
Nashville." Buler said
they called the Salvation Army and found the
man a place to stay.
"It a service; that's
the way we look at it,"
he said. "Doing
whatever we can to
help.
"So it's not a dull, boring job. It is a routine you have a lot of things
to do over and over and
over again, but there's
always something happening to break the
monotony."

Sataday,Jan.5.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

Monday,Jan. 7
Monday,Jan.7
Tuesday,Jan.8
Masons will meet at 7:30 formation call
at Robert 0. Miller
p.m. at the lodge hall.
1-328-8941.
Courthouse Annex from
------10 a.m. to noon.
Kathleen Jones Group
Tuesday,Jan.8
---Couples Bridge with of First Baptist Church
First United_
Homemakers Clubs .
Carmon and. Crystal_ _ Women will meet at 7- Methodist:-C
h-urcii will iyieet as folItIWS:
Parks as hosts will be at p. m . with Loren
e Women will meet at 10 gilds Road at 11:30a.in7:30 p.m. at Oaks Coun- Swehn.
a.m. at church with Ex- at Sirloin Stockade:
try Club.
ecutive Board to meet at New Providence
at, 1
Alc,oholics 8:30
a.m. and coffee_ to _ p.m. with-Gail Herndon-Anonymous and -Albe
served at 9:30 a.m. ---Sunday,Jan.6
Anon will have closed
Murray TOPS I take
Alcoholics meetings at 8 p.m.
at
Second night of off pounds sensibl
Anonymous will have a First Christian Church
y1
, tryouts for "The Glass
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
closed meeting at 4 p.m. Benton. For information
Menage
rie" by 'Pur- at Calloway; County
at American Legion call 753-0061, 1762-3399,
chase Players will be at Health Center.
Building, South Sixth 753-7764 or 753-7663.
Merle Narrnan._
7 P•rn•
and Maple'Streets. For • _
Building, rear entrance,
Murray Lions Club
information call
Diabetes Education
753-0061, 762-3399 or Classes will be from 2 to 115 W. Broadway. • will, meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Mayfield. For informa- Murray Woman's Club.
753-7764.
4 p.m. and,
6 to 8 p.m. in tion call 4328-89
41.
House.
---ground floor 'classroom
---.
The Single Connection No. 2; Lourdes Hospital,
Groups of CWF of
Murray Star Chapter
with children invited Paducah. Poi informaFirst Christian Church No. 433 Order of
will meet at 12:15 p.m. tion call 1-444-2122.
the
will' meet as follows: I Eastern Star will meet
for lunch at the
---with Libby Hart at 10 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Homeplace Family
lodge
Classes in free proRestaurant, Highway gram of adult basic a.m.; II in church hall.
parlor at 11 a.m.; III
-_ _ _
121 North.
education in _Calloway
with
Corinn
McNutt
e
at
Senior
citizens ac---County will resume to7:30 p.m.
-P-Ioneer --RAevef-First
--Fer inf niativir
---a.m. at Dexter Center;
Baptist Church will call 753-2450, 753-30033
Southwestern District from 10 a.rix. to 2 p.m.
have a pizza supper at 5 or 762-6971.
at
Dental Assistants will Haz-ei- and Douglas
p.m.
- -meet at 7:30 p.m. at Centers; from 10.,a..m
to
---Deacons of Memorial
Purchase Area District 3 p.m. at Ellis Center
Monday,Jan. 7
Baptist Church will
Development Building.---Murray-Calloway meet at 7 p.m.
Executive Board of
County Camera Club
Alcoholics U.M.H.E. will meet
at
will meet at 7 p.m. at
General meeting of Anonym
ous will meet at 1:30 p.m. at First.
Annex of Calloway United Methodist
8 p.m. at American Presbyterian Church.
Public Library with pro- 'Women of South PleaLegion Building, South
gram to be slides of sant Grove United
Sixth and Maple Streets.
WMU of First Baptist
Alaskan trip by Larrie Methodist Church will
Church will have its
Clark.
be at 7 p.m. at the
Kappa Department of general meeting at 9:'30
---church.
Murray Woman's Club a.m. at church chapel:
Executive Board of
---will meet at 7 p.m. at
Murray Woman's Club
Northside Baptist club house.
Lottie Moon GiOup of
will meet at 11:30 a.m. Church Women will
---First
Baptist Church
at the club house.
meet at 7 p.m. at
Social Security Women will meet at
---church.
Representative will be 10:30 a.m.
Hazel and Douglas
- ---Centers will be open
Tryouts for "The
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Glass Menagerie" by
for activities by the Purchase Players will
senior citizens.
be at 7 p.m. in Merle.
Norman Building, rear
Murray Lodge No. 105 entrance, 115 W. BroadFree and Accepted
ay, Mayfield. For in-
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COUNTRY NOTIONS
12) ByPass
(Located in Ozark Log Home Bldg

Take an Additional10%
— JUST ARRIVED
off already sale priced
furniture - Storewide.
Ale THE AMERICA
Sunday Only 1-5
COLLECTION
—
Pfaltzgraff "America" Stoneware

v 5 pc. place settings
cannisters
..- serving pieces

•-• mixing bowls
butter tubs
v candleholders

MUSEUM OF
AMERICAN
FOLK ART

Pier 1 imports
Bel Air Center

Price's
Right

Murray

Large Ladies'
Clothing Store
All New, First
Quality, Name
Brands
_'Large sizes to 58
„.•tialf sizes to 281,2
*Tall sizes to 26

WAMIRTS

NOW OPEN

Sale
Closeout Sale On Lots
And Lots Of Specially
Marked Pants, Dresses,
Skirts, Blouses, Coats

SUNDAYS

50%

Up To
Off
Already Low Low Prices
Mon.-Sat. 9-5
10 Marion St. Cadiz, Ky.
(Across From fire Dept.)
522-7746

1:00-5:00
p.
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SPORTS
MSU Lady Racers
fall to Miami
in Court Classic
MIAMI, Fla. - Murray State's Lady Racers
concluded their winter
tour of Florida with a
third straight loss in the
Women's Court Classic.
hosted by the University
of Miami.
The third opponent to
wriip the MSU squad
was host Miami in a
74-62 landslide Friday
night.
Maria Rivera led the
hosts with 26 points, including 10 during aScor-ing burst in the Second
half that saw her squad
take command for good.
Murray allowed
Miami to build a
13-point lead in the neat
half before cutting it to
six. 44-38. by halftime.
Murray scored the firtt
bas)tet after the break.
but could come no closer
than four after that.
By 10:18 in the second
period, Miami had constrilaed a 65-4-6 advantage- and never looked
back.
The loss dropped Murray below the .500 mark
for the first time this'
season at 5-6. after the
Lady Racers had launched a 4-0 mark to start
the 1984 campaign.
Miami improved ,.to
10-3.
Murray had two

players score in double
figures with Mina Todd
collecting 13 and
Shawna Smith gathering 10. Reserve Connie
Dickman came in to
grab eight rebounds in
12 minutes to lead the
Lady Racers in that
category.
Wednesday the Murray women open their
Ohio Valley Conference
schedule by traveling to
Clarksville, Tenn.. to
play Austin Peay at 5
p.m.
MURRAY i 621 - Lane 1-5 3-4 5
Ottinger 3-13 2-4 8:.Smith 4-9 2-2 IS.
Todd 5-15 3-3 13, Logsdon 2-1 0-1 4.
Hayden 1-3 0-0 2. Dickman 0-3 2-2 2„
Smalley 141.43, Mullins:a 1-7 Z319,
Kohring 2-4 1-3 5. Totals
23-6816-25
62
• ,
ftebocmde - St. Cdckman 8 TUr,.
novers 29 Assists 13. Todd 4 Fouls
- 21 Fouled out Smalley
MIAMI i 741 - Ruddell 0-2 2.2" 2
Marla Rivera 11-14 4.726, Bowles 3-4
1 i 7. Fulmore 6-12 1-1 13. Lichtenwalner 2-3 2-4 6. Marshall 5-9 1-1 11.
Smiley 3-7 3-7 9. Totals - 30-54 14-23
74
Rebounds
36. Smiley 11 Turnovers - 3T- ASsII - 20 Rivera fi
Fou]s - 17
„'
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MSU tight end to play today in Shrine Game
STANFORD. Calif. ( AP 1 - Most of the
players in today's Shrine East-West Game can
stit) feel the bruises from the- bloeking and
tackling in recent bowl games.
But there's no complaining by the college
stars about football aches. They play the game
at Stanford Stadium 14 p.m. ESTI for the
benefit of- Shriners' hospitOls for crippled
children, and more than $9 million has been
raised knee the first _East-West Game was
played 60 years ago.
Steve Calabria. the Colgate star who isamong the 'professional -scouts' top-rated
quarterbacks, said after last week's visit to the
hospital in San Francisco, "We lend -not to
realize What's going on here. But seeing this
puts the, EastWest Game in perstketive and

With two games schedul- game after recording a
ed the week of January 7. 2-1 mark and placing
the Murray State men's fourth in the Fred Meyerbasketball team will see Far West Classic in
an end and a beginn- Portland. Oregon., over
ing...the end of its pre- the holidays.
conference schedule and _ "I thought we grew up
the beginning of the 1985 a lot," reflected Greene
Ohio Valley Conference after the Portland trip.
season.
i"We lost an emotional
Ron Greene and his game against Fresno
Charges,-Will -host the--State (46-44), but we
of
New were able to come back
Orleans Privateers .in and play hard against
Racer Arena on Monday. two good teams in PennJanuary 7, before-taking sylvania and Portland."
tb the road for a January
New Orleans has been
9 date with Austin Pgay plagued, by injury this
to kick Off --the OVC season, and comes to
season.
MSU will carry A 9-2
record into the UN()
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Friday's Games
New Jersey 105. Pheenti(98
Detroit 134. Atlanta III
Boston 156, New York -94
,Kansas City 13,2, LA Clippers 112
Chicago 106. Milwaukee 101
Utah 118. Denver IOR
L A Laitera 120, POrtland 95
Saturday's Games
Chieago at New York
Detroit at Washington
New Jersey at Atlanta
Phoenix at Cleveland
Kansas Ctty at Dallas
Philadelphia at Milwaukee
L A Clippers at Denver
Indiana at.Seattle
Houston at Golden State
Surklayi Games
Houston aLLIati •
San Antonio at L A L.akers
Indiana at Portland'

Kentucky High school Basketball
Kentucky -Prep Basketball
Friday s Games
130th
Adair Cc, 68 Russell Co 60
Allen Co -Sctirrtr-.67. Edmonson
Co 54
Berea 71 Lincoln Co 69
Boyd Co 7ir E Carter 71
Bullitt East fd N Sutliff 48'
Campbell Co 65 Conner 59
aelempballiiiville 60. Hart•Co.
Casey co 75. Clinton Co 73
•
Christian Aced 72. Beth H6ven15
Clark Co. 47 w 1411111 44

iiaevilie 43 Monticello 33 '
Franklin Co 71. Boyle Co 51
Ft. Knox 67_ Cloverport 34
fit Thai Highlands 65 Cov
Holmes 61
Green Co 83. LaRue Co 62
Greenville 84, ButlerCo 56
Harlan 80. Lynn Camp 68
Harrodsburg 67, Burgin 57
Hazard eo. McDowell 66
--Henderearreo
Cvnsvil ftettz
Jeffersontown 55 Lou
42

Atherton

College Football
C.thege Football
Bowl Games at a Glance
All Times EST'
Saturday. Dec 15
California Bowl
Al Fresno. Calif
.
Nevada Las Vegas'30 Toledo 13
. inciegameenol Bowl
At Shreveport. La.
Air Force 21 Virginia Tech 7
Friday. Dec 21
Holiday Bowl
At San Como
Brigham Young 24 Micri,wan i7
Saturday. Dec. 22
Florida Citrus Bowl
At Orlando. Fla
.;eorglit 17 Florida State :7
Cherry Bowl
At Pontiac, Mich
Army 10 Michigan State 4
Sun Bowl
I
At El Paso. Texan
Marytind M. Tennessee 27
Tuesday, Dec 25
Blue-Gray Classic
At Montgomery. Ala
,;rui 31 Blue it
Wednesday. Dec 26
Freedom Bowl
At Anaheim. Celli
Iowa 55 Texas 17
Thursday. Dec 27
Liberty Bowl
At Memphis. Tenn
Auburn 21 Arkansas 15
Friday, Dec.ZS
Gator Bost
At Jacksonville, na.
Oklahoma St 31, South Carolina

Saturday. Mc?)
Now Sowl
At Honolulu
Southern Methodist 27
Dame 30
' MIRO Froth Beth
At Sinewnetion. Ala

Notre

Kentucky 20 Wisconsin 19
Monday. Dec 31
Peach Bbst
At Atlanta
Virginia 27 Purdue 24
ElliabOntiet Both
At Houston
.Whf VirgVirs Ii rei'histiin
Tuesday Jan 1
Cotton Bowl
At Dallas
it”stor. college .45 Houston 26
,Fiesta flovii
At Tempe. Aiu
T"CLA 19 Miami, Fla 37
Roth Bowl
At Pasadena. Calf
Southern California 30, Ohio State
Sugar Bowl
At NeviOriewit
Nebraska 28 LouLsiana State 10
Orange Bowl
- At thane
Washtngton 29. Oklahoma 17
Saturday. Jan. 5
East, West Shrine
At Palo Alto. Calif
East All-Stars vs West All-Stars
'CBS 4 p m

The West has three players from Brigham
Young, the national champions and winner
over Michigan in the Holiday Bowl. Rose Bowl
champion Southern Cal will be represented by
offensive lineman Ken Ruettgers and AllAmerican linebacker Jack Del Rio, and Orange

•

Murray with a,less than
full squad. The loss of
point guard
Rocky
Adriaanson (broken
hand ) and forward Rich
Coffey ( broken ankle I
has hObbled coach Ken
Smith's team, but UNO
still has fashioned a 5-6
mark entering weekend
action at home against
Oklahoma'
the
StaeLding
Privateer
assault is senior center
John Harris, who is
averaging 21.4 points and
9.4 rebounds per game.
He has received strong
backing - from forward

Robert Johnson, who is
hitting at a 13.2-point
clip.
Austin Peay always
plays Murray State
rough in Clarksville, and
Greene knows the Goys
will be a good first test
for his Racers.
Following a hot start in
which the Goys jumpedto a 3-1 record, coach
Howard Jackson's team
has fallen cm hard times,
losing its last four to drop
to 4-6. Powering APSU is
junior forward Gerais
Gray, who has maintained a 15.2-point average.

"The New Orleans
game and the first.-three
OVC games will be very
important to us," noted
Greene, who is closing in
on his .i300th career
coaching victory. "If we
can win 'Those four
games, that will.give us
a 14-2 record and leave
us only one short, of
guararife-e:Mkeurselves
of a winning season.
That's always been our'
first goal."
Greene, who stands at
297-169 in his 18th year as
a head coach, has called
this edition of the Racers

one of the most unselfish
teams he has coached,
and it's easy to see why.
MSU has out-assisted its
opponents by nearly a 2-1
ratio. In the first half of
the
game
against
Portland, the Racers had
a total of 15 field goals. 12
of which had come off
assists
Should the Racers
record two wins this
week, Greene Will shoot
for No. 300,on Saturday,
January 12, when the
Racers play host to the
University of Akron Zips.

49ers vs Bears: Natchup of finesse and strength

State Farrnirtlikare

Phoenix
Portland
Seattle
L A Clippers
Golden State

Editor's Note: Murray State ivy] be
represented on the East squad by 6-5, 230-pound
tight end Keith Lester, who also played in the
Blue-Gray Classic on Christmas Day.
The head coach of the East is Joe Restic of
Harvard. The West coach is Washington State's
Jim Walden, who played in the game to wind up
his college career at Wyoming.

Racer cagers host New Orleans, then open OVC slate

National Basketball Assodation
National Basketball Assocution
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L
W

Bowl star Danny Greene of Washington is one
of the West's receivers.
•
)
Nebraska- running back Jeff Smith of the
West is coming off an 84-yard rushing performance in the Sugar Bowl, and West quarterbacks Rusty Hilger of Oklahoma State and
Randall Cunningham of Nevada-Las Vegas
both starred in bowl game victories.

•

••
al Health In ur nc
.late Farm

insurance to
help pay
soanris
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Storm.

makes you feel good to be part of it."
Calabria. who holds most of his school's passing records, is in a minority on the East squad.
Colgate did not play in a bowl game.
His East teammates include Ohio Stat1,91,fen-.
sive lineman Jim Lachey, who playeT in the
Rose Bowl last week, and players from other
bowl teams such as Florida State, Maryland,.
West Virginia. Purdue, Wisconsin, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Notre Dame, and Virginia.

vieney's Cootie atPtilaski CO
Lea Tales Creek 76. Laurel Co
55 ISF
Pulaski Co 68, Clay Co 62 SF
Mason Co. Inv.
Mason Co 62. Bracken Co 34
, S.Fi
Girls
Allen Co.-Sctsvil 68. Edmonson
Co 20
- Barren-Co- AS. Cllasgow41
Clinton Co 17. Wayne Co 31
Harlan 63 Lynn Camp 46 .
• Hart Co 58. Campbellsville 35
Holy Roilary 61. Lea Catholic 30
Leslie Co 63. Hazard 38
Logan Co 55. Russellville 35

NFL Playoffc
National Football League
Playoffs MA Glance
Wild Card Gaines
_
Saturday. Dec 22.Seattle 13 L A Raiders 7
. Sunday. Dec 23
GlanUi 16, LA Rams 13
Conference Semifinals
Saturday. Dec. 29
Miami 31. Seattle 10
Sari Francisco 21, NY Giants iu
Sunday, Dec 30
Chicago 23 Washington 19
Pittsburgh 34. Denver 17
Conference Cthinplonships
Sunday,-Jan. 6
Pittsburgh at Miami
Chicago aLSan Francisco
Super Bowl
Sunday, Jan 20
At Palo Alto. Calif
AFC Champion vs
NFC
Champion

College
Basketball

mute nowt
At Honolulu
East Ail-Stars vs West All Stars
Friday's College Oastunnse Saxes
NBC) 4 p m
By The Associated Press
Salsardry Jan 12
MIDWEST
Freedom Classic
Bradley 99 N Iowa 67
At Atlanta
,
FAR wEsi
Mideast All Stars vs Southwest
Colorado St 87 Air Force 58
All Stars 1pm
Montana
St
78 Loyola Calif 4i)
Sesser flOwt
TOURNAMENTS
At Mobile.
_
Undad First Federal Climax
North All-Stars vs South All
First Round
Stars, MIsiou I 30 p m
, Florida Southern Os American 1
Sunday. Jan 13
.86
Ricoh JaperrIbiant
Lang !eland 72 E Illinois 71
At Yokohama. Japan

Larry Krouse Insurance

SAN FRANCISCO 7.2 sacks, then
„Bill Walsh and registered seven more
(API
Mike Ditka are 24 hours in last week's 23-19 vicaway from .the game tory in Washington.that
that will decide which of ended the Redskins'
their teams represents hopes of a third straight
the National Football Super Bowl appearance.'
_ "It's got to be what
Conference in Super
Bowl XIX. They are also happens up front - put
fighting the conven- pressure on the other
tional wisdom that bills guy and make him do
the game as a-classic • whathe.doesn't want_ to
matchup between the do.!' "Our defense is as
finesse of Vi'alsh's San
Francisco I9ers vs. the strong a part of our
brute' strength of team as we have," said
Walsh, whose 49ers are
Ditka's Chicago Bears.
Meeting formally with better known for the
reporters Friday for the precision-passing of Joe
last time before Sun- Montana that gets them
day's meeting at off to early leads and
Cahdiestick Park. forces the opposition to
Walsh and Ditka both play catch-up.
The,49ers are ninepredicted that the game
will be close, low - point favorites for Sunscoring and dependant day's game that will be
on the work of defenses televised nationally by
that ranked first CBS. Hazy sunshine
(Chicago) and sixth with temperatures in
the mid-50s is predicted
(San Francisco).
"Anytime you play for the game, which will
the game of football, it earn the winner a trip 30
comes down to basics,_" miles down Route 101
said Ditka. whose Bears for the Super Bowl at
led the NFL with a Stanford Stadium,
regular-season record
San Francisco is

favored primarily
because of their 15-1
regular season-record,
augmented by a 21-10
playoff victory over the
New York Giants last
week and because
Walsh and others consider the team better
than the 1981 Super
Bowl winner.
But Walsh scoffed at.
the point spread against
the Bears, who won the
NFC Central title with a
10-6 mark, then knocked
off the Redskins. For
emphasis, he pointed to
last year's NFC title
game,in which the 49ers
lost to Washington 24-21.
"At this stage, 15-1,
10-6 mean nothing," he
said. "Last year we
came into the Redskin
game 10-6 and they
came in 14-2 and considered one of the best
teams in NFL history
and you saw what kind
of game it was."
San Francisco's main
concern is what the
Bears call their 4-6
defense, named because
it was conceived when

former strong safety
Doug Plank, who wore
number 46, was the key
Man.
It uses six men on the
line of scrimmage with
all-Pro end Richard
Dent, who led the NFC
in sacks with 17%, lined
up inside next to all-Protackle Dan Hampton
and leaves blitzing
linebackers Otis Wilson
and Al Harris on the outside. It's a gambling
scheme, but it's also a
scheme that makes it
difficult for offensive
linemen to double team.
"It's hard to prepare
for," Walsh said.
But Ditka said he also
expects trouble from the
overlooked 49er
defense, which has
allowed only two
touchdowns in its last
three games and allowed the same number of
touchdowns - 24 - as
Chicago.
"Their defense is
similar to ours," he
said. "If there's a
harder-hitting back
than Ronnie Lott, I want

a

to see him. Or Eric
Wright, or Carlton
Williamson or Dwight
Hicks,-for that matter."
Both teams go into the
game with few injury
problem' beyond the
definitely disabled like Chicago quarterback Jim McMahon, out
with a bruised liver and
replaced ,b.y- 44.eve7
Fuller, who himself
came off the injury list
last week to throw two
touchdown passes
against Washington.

SI.

Ditka added that
bruised punter Dave
Finzer will start and
that Leslie Frazier foot
injury
and Terry
Schmidt (thigh bruise
will both see aotion at
right cornerback along
with backup Dave Duerson and perhaps even
Todd Bell, shifted from
strong safety.
Walsh expects Hicks,
who began the season at
free safety, then switched positions with Lott, to
be ready despite a
sprained _ ankle.
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Dolphins, Steelers seek return to dominating days
MIAMI (API - The
1970s, the first decade of
the American Football
Conference, belonged
almost exclusively to
the Miami Dolphins and
Pittsburgh Steelers.
They are trying to wrest
it back as the '80s hit the

halfway point.
In those 10 years, one
of these two teams
reached the Super Bowl
seven times, and won it
six. No team, save the
Dolphins, has played in
three in a row. No team,
save the Steelers, has

won four.
They did it the way
the best National Football League teams have
almost always done it,
with a balanced offense
and a brutal defense.
Their coach since 1969
is Chuck Noll, the NFL's
seventh-winningest
coach with a 156-94-1
record. Don Shula' has
been _Miami's coach
since 1970 (and
Baltimore's for seven
years before that) and is
the league's thirdwinningest coach at
240-93-6.
Greene and Ham have
retired and Lambert
spent most of 1984 on injured reserve with a
painfully dislocated toe.
On Friday, the Stg.clers
activated:. him, 'rii-ore
for a backup role for us
(behind ,left inside
linebacker David Little)
and maybe some work
on our prevent-type
defenses," Noll said
upon the team's arrival
in Miami.
The 1984 versions of

I41-:1 I4.11 MAI
TI I 14, 1 OTII!
WOULD YOU
COME SACV
Viu0R*OW*

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
,
their bill
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend en you to write their pet
checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections
••

the Dolphins, 14-2 and
AFC East champions,
and the Steelers, 9-7 and
AFC Central -champions, the sole survivors
in the race for the AFC
berth in Super Bowl
XIX, are hardly the
epitome of balance.
The Dolphins' rushing
game, hampered by the
early season loss of Andra Franklin, was 16th
In the league - but with
Dan Marino throwing
the ball, who cared?
Their tiaising game was
the league's best as
Marino, in his second
year as a pro, broke the
NFL's records for yardage( 5,084 ) and
touchdowns (48) and a
fistful of other records
as well.
"Anytime you A`tilay
,
somebody that has an
explosive offense, and
Miami has an explosive
offense, we would like to
keep them off the field.
They can't be explosive
if they're on the bench,"
Noll said.
Noll conceded.

Fbr all your Travel Releryations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
representing
7Ameritiiiiiiiti International Traveltime

r & Times

though, that he didn't
expect Pittsburgh to
completely cool off the
Dolphins. "They
'haven1 be'eti-siiiit-Colit,"
he said. ':We're not key-Ing for a shutout."
The Steelefs' rushing
game, Frank Pollard
and Walter Abercrombie for the most part,
was tied for a respectable six.th in the
28-team league. But
their passing game, in
the hands of Mark
Malone, who replaced
the injured David
Woodley, was 15th. "The thing that, has
been most gratifying
about this team," Noll
said of his Steelers, "is
how well they've played
in the big games. It
seems that when the
Stadium is full and the
crowd is zealous, that
has a way of exciting
this team."
It is the teams' second
meeting this season, the
first one a 31-7 blowout
by the Dolphins in Pittsburgh. But that, Noll
said, has little bearing
on the Steelers' approach to Sunday's
game.
"I don't think when
y6u &Me to *a playoff
game that that counts
for a whole lot," he said.
"Everybody wants to
thing in terms of 'Well,
you want to get even,'
something like that.
fleck, what we want to
doisgeta
championship."
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Brighter future ahead for businesses

Moneer Asgari and Paulette Wilferd

LaDora begins operation
Cosmetology by
LaDora, owned by
Paulette Wilferd and
located north of the Shoe
Barn in the Dixieland
Shopping Center on
Chestnut Street, just
recently opened for
business.
The unusually titled
beauty salon is named
after its owner, LaDora

11 •
A;
e„

a

Paulette Wilferd, who
has been a licensed
cosmetologist since
1976.
The beauty salon
features cutting, setting, -perming, coloring
hair, nail manicures,
eyebrow waxing and
facials, according to
Wilferd.
In addition to Wilferd.

Moneer Asgari, a U.S.
resident for the. past
seven years, is also
employed at the beauty
salon as a licensed
cosmetologist and
hairdresser:
Asgari has previously
worked for. Carl's of
Paducah and received
her training at Ezell's
5.choQI in Murray.

Scanlon appointed chairman
yill_auc, to deal with a direVe
WASHINGTON (API
0:
7
7
L
-41Plat- hks &ge1-4
'
41d ""
a Democrat who has Steorts, whose resigna- budget 30 percent and
supported President tion is effective Jan. 5. its workforce 25 percent
Reagan's philosophy of The appointment was to help reduce the
removing excessive announced la8 week by federal budget.
The cuts, ordered by
government regulation, White House officials
has been appointed traveling in Los Angeles the Office of Management and Budget, would
chairman of the Con- with Reagan.
Seanlon's first Major slash the agency's 1986
sumer Product Safety
job as chairman will be budget from $36 million
Commission.
to $25 million and
reduce its workforce
from about 580 to 440
employees.
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP ) - 3M Company has
Commission
dropped its attempt to acquire most of Naegele
members are expected
Outdoor Advertising Co. because of potential anr
to fight the request.
titrust violations and the threat of a lawsuit from
the U.S. Justice Department, a 3M official said
Spokesman Don Fisher said the Justice
Department's anti-trust division . reviewed the
proposed transaction and said it would probably
3M for violating provisions of the Clayton Act,
which forbids acquisition of a company if it tends
to lessen competition or create a monopoly.
3M - Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing owns National Advertising Co.. the nation's
third-largest billboard advertising company.
Naegle, based in Bloomington, Minn., has offices hi Louisville, Indianapolis and Evansville,
Ind. ,It is the sixth largest outdoor advertising
firm with billboards in 12 states, mainly in ,ikhe
Midwest and Southeast.

Buyout plans dropped

By corrEN
TIMBERLAKE
AP Business Writer
Business barometers
this past week offered
new evidence that a
months-long economic
slowdown is ending and
that the renewed growth
. will be moderate,
economists said.
Slow and steady
growth at this point is
preferable to another
big bocirh, they say.
The centerpiece was a
report out of
Washington last Friday
that the government's
main economic
forecasting gauge rose
1 . 3 percent in
November.
The gain in the Commerce Department's
Leading Economie Indicators - a compilation of 12 forwardpointing economic
measurements - was
the best since a
February increase of 1.5

percent. After that gain,
the economy enjoyed
some of its best growth
of the current recovery.
I Last month's jump
iollowed a revised 0.5
percent drop in October.
"It shows once again
that activity picked up
quite substantially in
November," said David
Wyss, an economist at
Data Resources Inc.,

And there were other
On the downside,
upbeat reports this
David Blitzer, New
week.
York-based Standard &
Retailers and inPoor's Corp.'s chief
dustry watchers said
economist, said in a
promotions lured a
statement released
surge of last-minute
Thursday that the proshoppers and salvaged
jected economic upswwhat would have been a
ing "will probably be
dfsappointing. too little and come too
Christmas selling late to boost corporate
season.
profits much beyond
Also this past week, a their 1984 level."
the Lexington, trade group said sales e
This spark in the
Mass.-based forecasting existing single-family economy exists
homes spurted 9.1 per- although the country is
firm.
"The economy should cent in November as still plagued with huge
pick up speed as we get unusually mild weather trade and budget
into the spring," he said combined with declining deficits reported in
Washington.
in a telephone interest rates to
produce
interview.
The Commerce
the first gain in seven
Department said Friday
Before November, the months.
index had fallen in three
Sales of previously the trade deficit rose to
of the last five months, owned homes climbed
to
which had not occurred a seasonally adjusted
since the recession year annual rate of 2.89
million units in
of 1981.
The declines had fuel- November,according to
ed growing fears that a a survey IV the National
recession might be Association-of. Realtors
released in Washington.
ahead.

Home sales show decline
New home sales
plunged 10.6 percent in
November, the steepest
decline in almost three
years, the government
reported today.
Sales of Jiew singlefamily homes were put
at a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 591,000 in
November, the slowest
sales IN.ge since August.

.Arilca'Arseti
percent in September
and 0.9 percent in October, prompting hopes
in the depressed
building industry that
lower 'mortgage rates
were once again attrac__ _
ting home buyers.
The November
decline was the biggest
since an 18.4 percent
drop in January 1982.
The November report
on home sales was one
of the few negative
readings of business ac-

tivity for that month, orders were
up. 1.7
Which produced a large percent.
drop in the unemployThe housing report,
ment rate and big released by the
Comsurges in retail sales merce
Department and
and factory production. the Departm
ent of
Analysts have said the ,
gains point to an Housing and Urban
economy that is reboun- Development, showed
ding from a four-month sales declines in every
slowdown.
section of the country.
In an her
The biggest drop octimistic
mmerce currtcrfn tht Northeast,
Department said today where sales fell by- 20.4
that orasers to U.S. factories for manufactured percent. Sales In the
goods rose 4.3 percent in South, where -almost
November, the largest half of- neif .homes are
gain since a 4.6 percent sold, were down 10.4
percent.
increase in June 1983.
-- About two-thirds of
Meanwhile,'comthe increase came from
a big surge in orders for panies made,fewer
military hardware, changes in dividends
which were almost dou- last year than in 1983.

iif

ble the October rate.
Even with military
sales removed from the
calculation, however,

AWARDS PRESENTED - At the annual
December dinner meeting of Roberts Realt,
associates awards were presented- to Prentice'
Dunn (at right) for his achievements as top sales
associate and to Theresa Knight (at left) as top
listing agent for,1984. Dunn has been a realtor for
the past 14 years and currently resides with his
wife, Lillian at 1714 Olive Street. Knight has been
a realtor for the past four years and currently
resides with her husband. Jimmy and their
eltildrem-Jay-,--Mitch and Amy*'on N-Ortll liceVerilh Street. Anna Requarth. principal broker for the
realty firm, reported she felt "fortunate to have
both Prentice and Theresa associated with the
firm."

••`•SIDE••••
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•••••••••111*******111.

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
Bevel-4 Nance
Paulette Wilferd

Robots to be used
DETROIT (AP) Chrysler Corp.., left
,short of metal-stamping
capacity by plant
closures during its
financial crisis, is turning to increased
automation - including
the use of robots - at
three plants to meet increased demands.
The nation's third.
largest automaker said
this week it will spend
$120 million to install
new machinery at its
plants in Twinsburg,
Ohio, and the Detroit

$ 9 . 9 billion in
November, up 7.6 percent from the October
level of $9.2 billion.
For the first 11 months of the year, the co-untry has posted a trade
deficit of $115.4 billion.
virutally guaranteeing
the total deficit will
almost 'double last
year's record .of $69.4
billion.
The government said
earlier in the week that
It ran up another giant
budget deficit in
November - $28.46
billion - as the latest
deficit total added to
fears the country was
headed for its worst _
deficit year in history...

721--

suburbs of Sterling
Heights and Warren.
The autcunaker closed
three of its six stamping
plants during several,
years of financial crisis
around 1980.
Employment levels at
the three plants will re- LA DIAMONDNIQUE FEATURES JEWELRY - Beverly Nance. owner of
main virtually unchang- La Diamondnique, and Debbie Taylor are pictured above.in the recently
ed after the new equip- opened jewelry store located at 105 South Fourth Street in Murray. The
ment Is installed, said jewelry store features whoisale diamonds, pearls and gold and specializes in
Bob Heath, Chrysler custom designed jewelry.
spokesman.

•
•

Prentice Dunn
Theresa Knight
ayne Wilson

N.
•
•
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SUPER SPECIAL
In WI Mill IIIII MIR

F PERM or
1
BODY WAVE ;
11111

Sportcoats
or Blazers

alb

qood Jon rttym
42
Coupon must accompany garmy.-•

Wayne Wilson

i

$ 1985 1

Topcoats, Raincoats,
and Carcoats
D

Agency

reopened
Wilson Realty Agency
at 302 North 12th Street
recently announced it
has opened its doors for
business.
Wayne Wilson,former
owner of Wilson In•
suranee and Real
Estate Is pictured above
In his new office which
was only recently
reopened.

No appointmens necessary

PADUCAH
442-4386
2608 Park Avenue

MURRAY
753-0542
Olympic Plaza
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Storm causes one fatality,
Mrs. Eddie Mae Heflin dies hundreds of accidents
OBITUARY

By Abigail
Van Buren

Genial Jogger Hits the Road
When Woman Invites Him Home
DEAR BURNED UP: No. Don't
DEAR ABBY: It all started ,one
day while I was walking to work. I tell anybody. If your son never
saw this nice-looking man jogging, complains and "thinks" he's
and we said hi to each other. Every happy, he probably is.
morning we'd exchange friendly hi's,
•.• _
and after about three months he
started asking me questions, such
DEAR ABBY: Last week, I saw a
as what was my name and where little girl in church, holding' her
was I going. I answered him because
Cabbage Patch doll, locking around
I saw no harm in the questions he smugly to see who would envy her
asked. I also asked him a few. He treasure. On the TV news I saw
laughed and called himself a "health
hundreds of women standing in a
nut." Then his question.astarted to line blocks long, then coming to
get a little more personal. I. always
blows to get through the door when
answered truthfully-hketelling him
the store opened to sell a limited
I was married and had a 6-year-old
number of these dolls.
son, but that didn't-seem to bother
The manufacturer is cleaning up,
him.
shrewdly Making not quite enough
Finally I invited him to come to to fill. the demand-the American
my apartment anytime because my,, way.
husband wasn't the jealous type. He
My children are grown and I have
said he'd. think about it-but he'd
no grandchildren- yet,but so help
come only if my husband was home. me, God, I will never buy . one of
Well, I never saw him again,and I_ those dolls! They have become a
cit figure it out. Will you please symbol of a sick society in which
set me straight on what's happening
young women will have an abortion
here?
because of the terrible expense of
MIXED UP IN MESA, ARIZ. raising a second or third child, but
they'll pay $150 to $200 and more for
DEAR MIXED UP: Nothing's a doll whose only real "beauty" is
happening. And nothing will. that- not everyone (except their
The friendly joggm--ever mind- - -children) can have one, • -ful of his health, probably
What are we teaching our
doesn't want zto get involved
children? And what does it say
with a married -woman. Wise.. about the way we celebrate
man, he.
Christ's birthday? We should be
ashamed.
••
What did I do? I took half the
price of one of these atrocious
DEAR-ABBY: My son hasn't,had
dolls and bought a lovely "other
a decent meal since he married st girl
make" doll for my little niece.
Ill-call Alice four years ago.
The other half of the money I
Alice woy_k_s_from 7 am. to 2 p.m
divided'-betWeen
SiiiVatroir-S-he's home in,plenty of time to fix.a
Army and the Ethiopian Fund at
dinner. My son gets off work at 6,
my church so that some little
comes right home and then the two
girl could eat this Christmas.
of-them go to some bar that serves
I am also going to send a copy
Snacks and nibbles. My son deserves
better,.but the'fool never complains ---of-this letter to the manufacturer
of Cabbage Patch Kids. I -doubt
and;says he's happy. How can a
that it will change anything, but
man be,happy with a Wife who's too
at least I will have had my say.
lazy to-heat up a can of soup or put a
Am I the only one who feels this
frozen TV dinner in the oven? Should
way?
I tell her mother?
ASHAMED AMERICAN
BURNED UP
MOTHER, NAPA, CALIF.
IN SARASOTA. FLA.
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Mrs. Eddie -Mae;_Laura McHenry of San
Heflin, 83, of Fern Ter- Diego, Calif.: a son,
race Lodge, died at 1:30 W.W. Heflin, Jr. of
a.-m. Saturday at Paris, Tenn.; a sister,
'Murray-Calloway Coun- Mrs. Marvin Parrot of
Nashvilisi three grandty Hospital.
A member of the Spr- children and five greating Creek Church of grandchildren.
Funeral services will
Christ and a former
schoolteacher, she was be held at 4 p.m. Sunday
born Nov. 18, 1901 in at the Spring Creek
Calloway County to Chus_c_11. of Christ in
John Edwin Thomas Graves County, with
and Mattie Edna burial in Spring Creek
Cemetery. Visitation
Trevathan Thomas.
She was preceded in will be at the J.H. Churdeath by a sister, Mrs. chill Funeral Home
Guy (Ada) Simmons, Chapel from ito 2 p.m.,
and at the Spring Creek
who died Thursday.
She is survived by a Church of Christ from
daughter, Mrs. Eva 3:30 to 4 p.m.

By The Associated caught in A fciur-vehitTe on Interstates 64 and 75,
In a seven county area
pileup.
Press
The car in which around Frankfort. None
The worst part of a
snowstorm that advanc- David Prosser died was of the accidents were
ed across Kentucky is behind a van whose major.
"'Quite a few
over but not before the trailer jack-knifed km
ice and snow caused one Interstate 75's Icy motorists are sliding off
fatality, hundreds of crossover of Interstate the road," said a dispattraffic accidents and 64, Lexington policeman cher at the Richmond
post. "There were no inbrought out road. Dan Lear said.
Both cars hit the juries, just a lot of vehiclearing crews in force.
Snow depth ranged trailer and the Prosser cle getting stuck in the
from an inch in car skidded sideways in- median."
Icy roads in the
Louisville, as much as to a collision with a
four inches in Oldham tractor-trailer, Lear Louisville area resulted
in at least 100 minor acCounty and five. inches said.
Police say Prosser's cidents, mainly during
In Shelby County. That
wasn't as much as the wife and 12-year-old the afternoon rush hour,
eight to 10 inches that daughter Were according to city and
blankete-d the far-, hospitalized for injuries county police.
Warmer
western part of the state suffered in the accident.
"The secondary and temperatures today and
Thursday night.
Storms that skirted smaller streets arevery Sunday should melt
central and eastern slick," said Lexington snow and the National
Kentucky Thursday police Lt. Jack Gurney. Weather Service
night blew back through "We've had quite a few predicted mostly sunny
The new jorts appeal- on Friday night, as accidents but not as skies and snow ending.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(API - The vice presi- ing "primarily for travelers, advisories many as you'd think."
Bob Watson,
dent for university rela- financial opportunity," were issued for eastern There were fewer ac- -meteorological technitions will leave the Bing said. He said he and southeastern areas. cidents than the early- clan for the National
University of Louisville prefers to have a salary
_Light snow, sleet and December storm, he Weather Service at
for similar duties with a that is not limited by the freezing drizzle on said.
Paducah's Barkley
Louisville-based in- state budget. Bing's streets caused some
State police posts Field, said accumulauniversity job paid fender-benders, and throughout the eastern tion at the airport was
surance company.
Steven Bing, 37, said $65,000 annually.
police reported one part of the state six inches Friday, comLouisville President weather-related fatality reported ice-coated and pared to the 7..1. inches
he expects to deal with
media and government Donald Swain said in , a Lexington traffic snow-packed roads, par- recorded on Dec. 5.
relations at ICH Corp. Bing's successor will accident.
"It sure seems like as
ticulary on rural roads,
just as he has at the handle fund-raising and
A Frankfort, Ind., overpasses and bridges. much as before because
university for more than will have the title of vice school official died early
The Frankfort post there was more blowing
president 4pr -develop- -Friday-when the- car In -reported- -445----aeetdente- -and d•ri•fting -this-time:1-2-y.ears.
Bing's employment ment and alumni.
which he was riding was Friday, many of thent he said.
with the school began as
Cleanup in the
an assistant to Presiwestern12-county.
dent Woodrow Strickler,
highway district- was
and he assumed the
toughest in Fulton Coununiversity relations post
ty because of snow
in 1977.
depth and McCracken
He said last summer
County because of
that he planned to leave
heavier_ traffic,
the job,by--Sapt, 166-Rister said. Rister is
The Frankfort native
transportation
FOR SUNDAY,JANUARY 6,1985
said the job with ICH
engineering branch
What kind of day will tomorrow be? gamplo
Corp. will be senior vice
manager for the KenTo find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
president for corporate
tucky Department of
the forecast given for your.birth sign. .. Travelers may meet with delays or
relations. The company
Highways' district ofunexpected expenses. Romance and
ARIES
is the second largest infice at Reidland.
Mar.21 to-Apr. 19)
creative pursuits are fortunate. Acsurance company in
"We had some equipA family situation needs to be cent leisure activities.
'ment out all night, plowKentucky, and it
handled in an indirect way. Unex- SAGITTARIUS
operates life, accident
ing and dropping salt,"
pected company adds to domestic (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
and health insurance
he said Friday. "All of
Now is the time to spend some
disruption. Accept responsibilities.
the equipment is out to-companies.money on home decorating and
TAURUS
day. We're hoping to get
_
_
repairs..0therwise,stay-clear-of
. over all the stateThough you're on the same shot financial gambles and risks.
maintained roads in all
wavelength with one friend, there are CAPRICORN
12 counties."
others who do not understand your (Dec.22 to Jan. 191
The state crews
Being too direct with a close tie may
point of view. Be tactful.
weren't the only
Ab& not elicit the response you desire. To
GEMINI
workers with the all•I
AA' avoid hurt feelings, you have to tread
(May 21 to June 20)
night agenda.
Instead of adding to expenditures, carefully.
1
John Ellis, director of
it's a day to put your accounts in AQUARIUS
Paducah's street
order. Money can come in and also go (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
department, said he
Morning is the best time for acout. Economize.
planned to send all four
complistunents. Later, interruptions
CANCER
salt trucks out Friday
"MC interfere with routine. Be careful not
(June 21 to July 22)
night, just as he did
Others are slow to follow your lead to overtire yourself.
(SIGH') ... AND
Thursday night.
and you can count on their coopera- PISCES
While the western
• tqfilb 5LUC.<10
sinsr
4111nr.
tion. Travel,though, looks auspicious. (Feb. 19to Mar.20i
WILL BE
4/0
neighbors dealt with the
5LUGOO
You
may
feel
hedging
a
loved one is
Be careful of diet.
brunt of the storm,
if about something. Be careful not to;
LEO .
much of the rest of Kenback anyone into a corner. Enjoy
(July 23to Aug.221
tucky was spared early
41f0
141
This is a low-key day, yet there are physical exercise.
IliVP
Friday from more than
interruptions that interfere with YOU BORN TODAY function well
.3
the
inconvenience of
privacy. Try not to let those little in a group milieu, especially in some
scraping ice,-;dodging
advisory capacity. You'd make a good
things
you.
`
snowflakes or sleet and
&I, lawyer, teacher, counselor or
an oyVIRGO
weathering slight power
psychologist. An inclination to experi( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
outages.
_ A social get-together may not live ment works against you. You should
Ice on tree limbs and
up to expectations. Partnership liar- learn to specialize. Though you get
power
lines caused scat-'
along
with others, at times you can be
mony is assured, but one person could
tered power outages
aloof and a bit critical. You cannot exget on your nerves,
overnight Thursday and
pect everyone to live up to the stanLIBRA
early Friday, Kentucky
1i0V14 dards you set for yourself. You are
(Sept. 23 to(kt. 22)
Utilities spokesman Ed
Though you may not make as much also creatively talented. Birthday of:
Van Hook said.
progress as you'd like, it's still a good Loretta Young, actress; Carl SandVan Hook said most
time to make new a beginning along burg,poet; and Kahil Gibran, poet.
service was restored by
career lines.
Friday morning,
FOR MONDAY,JANUARY 7,1985
although the company
received a few calls
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
about broken service
To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
lines beween utility
the forecast given for your birth sign.
You're capable of giving some good
poles and houses being
today,
Sut
advice
not
others
be
may
ARIES
snapped
by the weight
responsive. Legal matters are subject
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
,
of ice buildup.
to
delays.
The best way to deal with domestic
problems is to tackle them. You'll get SAGITTARIUS
Valuable advice about a financial or (Nov.=to Dec.21)
Sometimes you have a genius_ ,tor
business concern.
getting rid of money. This is one of
TAURUS
those days. Research investments
(Apr. 20toMay 20)
You won't make much headway in thoroughly.
talks with others, though a loved one CAPRICORN
seems to understand. Red tape seems (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
W-EST PALM
A loved one's offhanded manner
to block progress.
•
.‘
BEACH, Fla. (API doesn't fit -your mood. You'll have to
GEMINI
Two of four children
read between the lines to get the
(May 21 to June 20)
considered key suspects
There's not much you carido to eon- answers you seek.
in the death of a 6-year•
trol the actions of others, but you can AQUARIUS
old deaf, retarded boy
'a. put in a good day's work on the job. Be (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
after a playground scufL There are plenty of distractions to
disciplined.
fle were charged in the
interfere with routine on the job. ExCANCER
case Friday, police said.
tra concentration is needed for ac( June 21 to July 22
"The two oldest were
It's not the time to get your own complishment.
charged and the
way. A familiar haunt provides you PISCES
sow
charges stem from the
sirs
with needed relaxation. Romance is (Feb.19 to Mar.20)
homicide, what specific
There are too many lose ends regaron firm footing.
charges I don't know,"
negotiation.
legal
business
Get
ding
LEO
said West Palm Beach
counsel or expert advice before mak(July 23 to Aug.22
Police Lt. E.G. Savage.
commitment.
ing
a
A tendency toward escapism and
"I
can't elaborate on
self-indulgence needs watching. Con- YOU BORN TODAY have an
anything else."
will
mentality
succeed
analytical
and
centrate on domestic interests. Solicit
Earlier Friday, police
in such fields as scientific research
the advice of a relative.
said they were preparcriticism.-You
executive
and
art
have
VIRGO
ing paperwork fo,r
talents and would have a marked suc(Aug. 23 to Sept. n
manslaughter charges
Friendship has both ups and downs cess in banking. Somewhat
against the two oldest
philosophic
by
-nature,
you
may
be
today. Stay clear of those who waste
boys.
your time. Your serious mood abets drawn to a religious vocation. You're
The four boys, ages 4,
especially
suited
not
for
partnerships,
mental accomplishments. .
9, 10 and 1$, were conthough you will do well in the legal
UBRA
sidered suspects in the
Zet profession. At times, you have dif(Sept,;72-toOd. 22)
case,- although
Stick to facts and figures in -Career ficulty in seeing the viewpoint of
authorities said they
dealings or you:11 be led on a wild gose others. Learn to be less criticaL_Birthprobably didn't mean to
chase. Make
you get ; proper day -of: Charles Addams, cartoonist;
kill the child
Rarnpal,
Jean-Pierre
flutist
ehas
remuneration. sure

2

UL Nice president takes .
post with insurance firm

Your Individual
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CLASSIFIED.ADVERTI RREMENTS
1

.L

egal

21

N

o

5. Lost and Found
15 Articles for Sale
46 Homes for Sale
31 Want to Rent
50. Used Trucks
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
BLACK & white tom cat
p
r
o
f
e
s
i
.
777r
FOR SALE
y
lost
in
vicinity
of
VanNEE AL Is
seeking 4 BR. 2 Bath for
1983 CHEVROLET S-10
Sealed bids will.
Cleave Rd. & Carl Crisp
A new dostgn los you. bourses
larger) home for rent
short wheel base pickRd.
Call
after
be accepted on a
5p.m
aTd woe siattonary etc
Call 753-4173
up, V-6, 4 speed with
After Xmas Special
753-0653. Reward
tItyldualized drowongs clone at.
1981
Cadillac
15 Years Experience,
some equipment. Call
2 8R round cottage off
-offered.
•nasonable rata
DeVille,
753-9721.
Desks, files, chairs,
miles
Referenc
es, Free
Panorama
Drive,
FOUND
10
in PenCall 759-9567
clean '72 Dodge
32. Apts for Rent
unknown, diesel,
folding tables, etc.
Estimates
miles from Murray
ny/Kirksey .area.
customize
after
p.m.
4
van,
d
stanFree Estimates
IDN 1G6AD69N 5
black 8, tan hound, 6-9
19.900 759 4964
dard transmission, new
months old, with out
I•
B-924-2343. Bids
759-1983
motor,
$1,500.
'73 Chevy
collar. Call 759-1825.
FOR RENT
will be sent tO P.O.
3/4 ton duley pick-up,
Unfurnish
ed
LOST, miniature
OneOLDER 2 BR home. $1,500. '74 Ford Van, FENCE sales at Sears
Box-102 Murray,
Bedroom Duplex ApartSchnauzer, silver &
Call 753-9400 after 6p.m.
needs 'tumor repair, now. Call Sears 753-2310 SHOLAR Plumbing &
Ky. 42071
ment
With
Fireplace'.
grey in color. Lost -in
ON choice lot and quief $500 '73 Cadillac, good for free estimate for Electric Call 437-474Q
1016
Jefferson
Water,
'
stove,
vicinity of Math & Olive,
your needs
THOMAS Electronic
neighborhood, ap
transportation, $450
Paducah, Ky.
refrigerator. furnished.
answers to the name of
ENER AL HO MP Satellite Service Repair
proximately 10 miles N. Serious buyers only.
Near
campus
Phone
Pepper. Reward
442-4302
2 .N o_t i c e
REPAIR. 16 years ex- & Sale, Hwy..- 94 at
of Murray on old 641 435-4414 after 5p.m
753.2231
Pletise call 753-5211.
Large BR, living room, IRARP 1978 Dodge 4x4 perience. Carpentry. Lynnville, Ky. $1,150
LOST or stollen on
kitchen, small bath with Automatic, custom concrete, plumbing, and up
Call
Total Fitness Program
Penny Rd., 4 yr. old
1 BEDROOM furnished shower, 1 storage wheels, good condition. roofing, siding. NO JOB 502-382-2823
'
REGISTER NOW
female, reddish blonde 19. Farm Equipment
TO SMALL. Free es- WET BASEMENT' We
apartment Call building, city water .and Call 753-9581 after 5p m.
Winter Session Begins
Cocker Spaniel. Call
timates. Days 753-6973, make wet basements
large garden spot.
FORD 3000 diesel trac- 753-3530.
489-2475 or 759-4680. .
nights 474-2276.
dry Work completely
January 7
tor, 5 ft. mower, blade 1 BR apt. 303 S. 13th. Call Natural gas available. 5 1 .
Campers
Phone 759-9591.
759-1843.
guaranteed. Call pr
disc,
boom
pole.
$4000
6.
Help Wanted
Call 753-6702
Wedding
a
write Morgan Con2 BR Olive St. 1 BR near WATERFRONT home 1960 INTERNATIONAL
a
Call 474-8091.
Monday & Wednesday
a
Photography
AN Ohio oil co. offers
•
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
RAVE a Roth Tiller for MSU. Adults, no pets, on Ky. Lake in Pinebluff Bus converted for
8 Week Session
a
high income, plus cash
753 8298
409A. Paducah, Ky.
sale. Call 753-0604 after lease & deposit. Call Shores. 2 BR, large camping, some furnibonuses, benefits to
Mornings & Evenings
42001 or call 1-442-7026
753-9208 after 4p.m.
kitchen & living room ture k air-conditioner. • CARTER STUDIO a
5p.m.
mature
person in
Murray W.O.W. 8Idgs
• 300 MAIN ST SUITE 8 •
BR duplex, den, living combination, 26x25 $900 Call 474-8001
WE
have
the
best
truck
Murray area. Regardroom, kitchen, washer great room & place to
• 1 North 3rd Entrance •
Fun! Choreographed!
less of experience, write tool boxes" in town. & dryer. Call 753-9240.
park boat. Call 753-3530 53. Services .Offered
Progressive Workout'
NORTH 641 Craft & M.S. Read, American Make us prove it. All at
TLC
ec r c an
GUTTERING by Sears. to
Flea Market now rent- Lubricant Co.. Box 426, special prices. Vinson 1 or 2 BEDROOM apt. after 4p.m.
Inst. Ann English, MEd
residential and
We
near
• clean
downtown
Murray.
Tractor Company 753Sears continuous gut- commercial. Heating
ing spaces. Call -753-4566 Dayton, Ohio 45401. .
Fitness Specialist
Adults only. Call 753-4109, 47. Motorcycles
4892.
ters installed for your and air condition, gas
day or night. 2 miles LPN'S part-time
everyth
ing
with
posi762-6850, 438-2844.
1984 YAMAHOPPER specifications. Call installation and repair
north of Murray on 641 tion in nursery
at
TENDER, LOVIN
FURNISHED, extra moped, low mileage, in Sears 753-2310 for free Phone 753-7203.
.(in former Wiggins Marshall County 22. Musical
CARE
Furniture Building). Hospital. Call required. LEAD guitarist _needed nice, 3 room apt. near excellent shape. Asking estimate.
NEEDworyour
Open Friday & Satur- Contact K. Taylor 527- immediately for band hospital & University, $349. Call 753-9642 after HAROLD'S Tree Ser- trees? Topping, prunCarpets DRY
couple or graduate stu- 6p.m.
vice. Topping, cutting, ing, shaping, complete
day 9a.m.- 6p.m., 1338.
Show Down._ Steady
dent. Heat & water'
cleaned
trimming
Sunday 1-5.
. New
,
etc.
Also, removal and more. Call
NEED babysitter for )obs. Call 759-1799. furnished, no pets or 4 9
clean-up work, shrubb- BOVER'S TREE
PORTIBLE signs for Infant in either
.
Used
Cars
machin
e,
only
my
children, private. Call
ery & over grown areas. SERVICE for ProNOTICE
sale or rent. Call 753- home or yours. Exact
1968
SPINET/
PLYMO
753-8756
CONSOLE
UTH,
or
753-3415.
one
in
this
area.
Fast,
dependabl
6882 That's it Levi.
e ser- fessional tree care.
ADDITIONAL AREA
hours & fee negotiable.
LARGE one BR, stove automatic, slant 6, good vice. Insured. For free 753-0338.
PIANO FOR SALE:
TRY the New Avon Call 753-0793.
CLASSES PLANNED.
759-9754
tires, body. A very good estimates call
&
refigerato
r.
Plenty
of
487-4807.
Wanted: Responsible
earnings opportunity NEED mature reODD job specialist.
Call for information
buy at $700. Call INSULAT
759-18
privacy
34
&
parking.
$135
ION blown --tn - ceiling fans, electrical,
and earn $2504500 sponsible woman
party to take over
or to establish classes
753-7629.
to
a month. Call 759-1987.
by Sears. TVA ap- plumbing, fencing. You
weekly.
Call
753-0232
keep 21/2 month _bith,it_
in your.area
.Sea
NETIaR-apt -fl-miles---..197Q. FORD Maverick, 6 proved. Save On - those- name it, I do it.
anyttnre:-Far senate In my home or yours
white roc
You
Write
Credit
east of town. Super cyl. • Needs work, $150.' high heating and cool- buy, I install. You sand, lime, rip
too.
rap and
Tuesday -Friday. ReCall
474-8091.
energy
ing bills. Call Sears break. I fix. Call. 436- masonary sand, coal,
efficient. No
Manager, P.O. Box
ferences required. 7531974
VOLKSW
pets
AGEN.
or
children. $200.
753-2310 for free 2868.
'1118. Centralia, Ildirt, gravel, fill sand.
8151.
Good mechanical con- estimate.
WE TAKE
•
Call
Roger
Hudson,
linois 62801 (618)
..
NEED someone to
dition, new tires, new J OTNEWS...
e 1
THE CAKE
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Aluminum and Vinyl
clean house. Call 753533-4690
January 1st
apartment. Inquire at brakes. Call 753-7597.
vice. 30 years exFruit Basitets shipped na3953.
siding and Aluminum
1976 CUTLASS perience. Also bucket
100,S. 13th St.
tionwide, Gorilla-Grams,
through 6th
trim for all housas. It
EN'S assistant director
Supreme, red with white truck for hire. Call
ONE
bedroom
Balloon Bouquets; Rent-ADuplex.
24.
Miscell
aneous
at Marshall County
stops painting.
414 S 10th, Murray. Call interior. Call after 753-0386.
Clown or Monkey, Cakes.
"CHim-creMr'
Hospital. 2 years $25 A rick for oak & 492-8225.
6p.m. 435-4354.
Free Delivery. VISA & MC.
JOYCE Noel Tax SerJack Glover
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
supervisory experience hickory firewood. Call
753-9280
PRIVATE furnished 1979 FIREBIRD, me- vice. Short forms still
CS toe • From Escorts
get"ttiee -Responstble 474-2329. -dium blue. Call 753-5135 $7.50, long forms $15
753-1873
floolk, War. Good PM.*
for Q.A., inservice & 2 STUDDED snow tires apartment. Call after 4: .m.
CHIMMEN CLEA•0110
and up (includes
753-3964.
gefEllelICIS
orientation. Contact K. & wheels, like new,
Jim Suiter & Jerry
•C•••••••• Iota ICISLIF
TAKING applications 1980 LTNCOLN Mark Federal & State). In ROOFING, Plumbing.
Taylor at 527-1336.
950x165. Slidding doors for
•14•3 klifSS
VI.
Call
home
438-5467.
service
for Siding, Additions.
Section 8. Rent
IL.
0.. C•••••44.••
Henry will be lfrOtif
& frames, door facing, Subsidized
•••••••••••
apt. 1, 2 or 3 1980 TOYOTA Corolla elderly or shut-ins. Call Painting, General Car9. Situation Wanted
lined drapes & rod. All BR
showroom from
489-2440
753-344
between
sport
5
lift back. Fully
8a.m.• pentry. P.A Moiony Co
ApplyHilldale
like new. Call 753-3349. •
enigir
v
‘
e,„hitto
wiriim
fg.141r.z
14-4‘.0
.
n,., for ?pug
,
tg,t,7
6:30•&00-Moii., - -r 'write "'any shift.
g
ait8-•
>1
,
1 4
4e_ .e
CAR batteries 38 Max.' Equaln
g
Have references Call guarantee, 22, 24, 72, 74
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
TrE S
Call 753-6749.
Opportuni
ty.
SEWING
Machine
Re759-4803.
series, $27.99 exchange.
DAILY CAR RENTAL
1082 CHEVETTE. 1980 CLEANING. For all pair. All makes and
PURDOM
WILC do evening 60 mos. guarantee,
your carpet & upholst- ,models.
56 Free,Column
Datsun
LONG TERM LEASE
210
Wagon.
1972
Industrial
MOTORS, INC.
babysitting. Call 759- $37.99 exchange. Heavy 33. Rooms for Rent'''. Chevy pick-up. Call ery cleaning. For a free
ASK GENE
home and commercial. FREE..._longhaired
duty
i
4
8ri
27
after
series,
80
5
mos.
estimate call 753-5827. 38 yrs.
ROOM near campus. 436-5455 after 5p.m.
Olds Pont Cad Buick
experience All female cat. To good
AT
o house clean- guarantee, $39.99 ex- Boy only. Call 753-5561.
1983 CHRYSLER La Satisfied references.
work guaranteed. Ken- home only!. Call
AP.
DWAIN TAYLOR
ing. 7 years experience. change. Wallin Hard- FURNISHED room for Baron convertible
neth Barnhill, 753-2674. 753-3994,
Dependable. Re- ware, Paris, Tn.
CHEVROLET
girl. 1/2 block from mark cross leather
Stella. Ky
Aluminum
-LOT- In ---Keniana---Laake- campus, utilities
ferences. Call 474-2292.
753-2617
5 7
Wanted
ac; windows,
paid.
COUNTRY
WILL -ac
-775fiTiFe--717a
n- Shore -Heights, 75'x144'. Murray-Calloway Co. seats, ps, pb, am-fm
Service Co.
/MENTI
ONS, ideas,
Water
and electric Realty, 304 N. 12th St. cassette, tan. Financing
ing. 7 years experience.
BAILEY'S FARM
Aluminum and vinyl
new 'products wanted!
NOTIONS
Dependable. Re- available. Trade for VW 753-8146.
available. Call 753-9240.
siding. Custom trim
Industry presentationLUMBER
Beetle. Call 759-4637.
ferences. Call 474-2292.
121 Bypass
74 11,I.AVARICK, 1 owwork. Referancei.
national exposition 1O
34.
AK
Houses
&
for
hicko
Rent
ry
For
all
your
ner,
6
cylinder,
Located in the
stick
Call Will Ed Bailey.
800-528-6050. X831.
firewood, $25 a rick NICE
Strengthening
out
building
shift.
Runs
needs
great. $495.
3 BR brick with
7.33-06,40
Ozark Log Home
WOOD. any type, up to
14. Want to Buy
delivered. Call nights
759-1099
& partial Call 436-2993.
Stoetching
5' long & 12" diameter 4
438-2778.
Building
AN acre or less of land
Corner of Industrial Rd
11 miles on '79 MONTE Carlo. both APPLIANCE
ml S of Murray on 641,
Relaxation
in Lynn Grove or REFRIGERATORS &
ast, $300 month. Call• engine & body in excel- SERVICE. Kenmore.
753-9251.
mens
clothes
for
sale.
8 Weeks-540
Kirksey carea, prefer
474-2380. •
lent condition, good Westinghouse,
•
Do Something Nice well on it. Call after Call 759-4194 between
VACANT house on 1615 tires. am-fm radio, rear Whirlpool. 22 years
Starts Jan. 15th
10a.m.-7p
.m.
5p.m. 435-4484.
For Yourself.
Miller. Rneement & gas defog. Asking $4100 will experience. Parts and
435-4261
WANTED, raw furs. SEASONED & halt Heat. No pets, -$250 take beat offer. Call service. Bobby Hopper,
Call BIBLE CALL
seasoned
oak
firewood
Bob's Appliance SerOwen McClellon,
month. $250 deposit. 753-9642 after 6p.m.
759-4444
Polaski, Ill, 1-618-342- for sale. Minimum or- Call 753-5292.
79 YZ Yamaha 400, vice, 202r S. 5th St.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
der.
ricks.
2
Call
4366316.
boarded to a 490. Very Business 753-4872, 436Children's Tape
MURRAY AUTO
R CUSTOM WOODWORKING
good condition. 2 owner 5848 (home).
WANT to buy used 2587.
38. Pets-Supplies
PARTS INC.
759-4445
•
bike. Askihg $250. Can APPLIANCE REPAIR:
OVI-R
Piano, not to. expensive. SEASONED oak
firewood. -Also will do AKC German Shepard be seen at 1102 Doran Factory authorized for
North Branch Store
20 YEARS
•
Call 753-4173.
puppies
&
guard dogs. Rd. after 3:30p.m. Call Tappan, Kelvinator and
tree trimming, removSOLID WOOD CABINETS &
AR/ Rlf
641 North
•
4 . In'Memory
RAISED PANEL DOORS
ing, and shaping Call 1-554-2153. •
15. Articles for SaleBrown. Service on gas
753-3306.
Store Hours 7a m.8 pm
•
Birch
•
Oak
•
Sysinu1.•
Chorry
shrubbery. Call AKC Registered Gerand electrie -ran-gesMon thru Sat Sun 1 6
GUNCAsEs-•----mAistL-EK • BOOKCASES
BRAND new Bentley
man Silhepards, dark 50. Used Trucks
753-5476.
microwaves. disKITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
pm Telephone 753 7771
35mm camera, $50. Call
brown sables and black
CUSTOM
RE'ASON
BUKT
h
firewood
washe
FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING•
ED
.
rs,
re•
1974 FORD pick-up,
753-9642 after 6p.m.
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Sy & So. Our Dispiay •
oak, hickory, mixed & tan. Good gaurd dogs. long wheel base,
frigerato
rs,
etc.
In Memory of
Earl
302
BUNK beds/youth hardwoo
•
ds $30 /rick Great with children. automatic. Call 753-9181 Lovett. 354-8956 or 753- •
Kyle Duncan
twins with mattresses, delivered.
1212 Main Murray. Ky.
753-5940•
Min. order 2 436-2858.
5341.
or 753-8124.
excellen
t
conditio
n,
Bennett
ricks. Call John Boyer AKC registered, 10 mos. 1980 CHEVROL
11 11 11 11 •ØS 6 6 11 18 6 S 6 6•81 6 I, 4k
ET 1 ton
$100. Assorted bikes. 753-0338.
old Samoyed puppy.
9-13-64 to 1-6-80
Irrigation-Residential
truck. PS. PB, new
some need work. Call
SOLID Railroad Ties. $6 Has he'd shots and rebuilt motor, 4
CAMPBELL WELL
753-7329.
speed,
"Be
content
and up. 753-2905 or wormed. $125. Call 753- 5th wheel hook up, and
2
COUPLE
TE
DRILLING
queensize 435-4343 or 435-4319.
with such things
3722.
ft metal grain sides.
waterbed. Call after
McKenzie.
Tn
100% Natural
BIRD
Oog
puppies, Good condition. Phone
as you have: for
THREE pedistal metal
5p.m. 759-4476.
RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT
COI Collect
wormed & weened. 753-0789.
desk,
bedroom
100%
1-white
memories are
- 901-352-3671 or
FORMAL couch &
OPPORTUNITY
Reasonable. Call 753- 1981
metal
lawn
set,
chairs
JEEP
CJ-7,
Laredo
,901-352-5704
chair, $500. 220 shop
priceless.'.
Guaranteed
8345.
cushions,
with
package.
record
3
tops.
Call
Free Estimates
heater, $35. Kerosene
TWO hard going male 753-9262 after 6p.m.
Call 753-7863
stove (takes a flue). '$30. player, lazy boy recli- Beagles
21/2 years old.
ner,
metal
picnic
table,
Call 489-2440.
.
grill, foot -loCker, 2-12x16 Also. 7 month old femrugs (new), and mili- ale. For More details
tary fatigues. Call 753- call 489-2113 after 5p.nt
WOULD like a brown
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR POTENTIAL
8287.
:.- .74C he Mc
Bulldog. Ca11.783-7975.
--aciement octo,t.• • -" 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
-'a'*•. I •
•Ait •••d• 4.•
- a•
▪
n••
4
Birds, Hamsters,
12x130 SHELBY, central
ve.e...E E.'
r"oar
heat & air. Extra room
,
.".4•50' DCC
,
7"
• A• .• 1'
Tropica
l
Fish
&
- ACROSS
35 Former
built on, garage & 1 acre
This challenging job involves putting on
Answer to Previous Puzzle
Supplies.
Russian
sot, partially furnished.
presched
uled Consumer Education-Sales
SAC
TRA
I T
T I P Lynn Grove area, 4891 Crony: colloq.
ruler
MANOR S OPFRIS
Program to small group of college women
• E000lencts0 ASSISTOOt 342049e55 S13 000•
4 Precipitous
37 Deposit of.
`E T A
E
R
E
A 2868 after 6p.m.
• Full Benefit Package
1101 Story Ave.
9 Bone of body
sediment
in Murray area. The company is adding
• COmoK•te Training Program
TARDS
PPER 1984 BITCCANEER
12 Macaw
• Pala vacation
38 High card
759-1322
14x70, step-up kitchen.
personne
l
due
to
TIME
••
company Paw tumor. for EauratiOr,
expansi
SMEE
on and provides
13 Musical
39 Mediterranean
wet bar, ceiling fan, 2
•
instrument
vessel
appoint
ments,
LOAD
REAPPEAR
full
training
,
salary,
BR, 2 full baths, central 43 Real Estate _
14 Before
41 Compass point
bonuses, health & life insurance and adheat & air. dishwasher,
ARIES
LIES
RA
15 Fondled
42 District in
refrigerator with ice_ nANK of Murray & Fm
vancement into management. Primarily
17 Unloaded
US
Germany
A
B.A.
repossess
ed
pro.
malter, underpinned,
Clones Tyson
OSMAN • Food Systono. low
19 Consume
43 Brief
afternoon & evening hours. For local inAkoomicoo indostriol Dr Suet. 1•
furnished or un- perties. Other listings,
20 Send forth
45 Obese'
MurrayCalloway
Morylorol
Co.
Moteltt• M 53043
furnished. Lived in only
terview
call Margaret Marshall
21 Sharp pain
46 Surgical saw
Or cell Ng Hestom Moo Jon 1 tromll•PA to llArA
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
4 Months. Call 753-9644
23 Printer's
48 Taller
and
2
PM
618-457
to
5 PM at 502 533 3246
-2919 Sat., Sun, or Mon. 3-8
1984 INDIES 14x64. 2 753-8146 -or Ron Talent
measure
51 Dawn goddess
•
pm. American Future Systems Inc.
BR, partially furnished, '753-9894.
24 Overjoy
52 Sedate
FOR
sale,
by
owner,
china cabinets, ceiling
27 Skill
54 Native metal
fan. underpinning & vacant lot & rental
28 Snare
55 Seine
A
property
across
from
front porch. Excellent
30 Short iacket
56 Pitchers
31 Symbol for
condition. Call 759-1322 Murray Fire Dept. on
57 Knock
8
Stu
up
Poplar.
Call
753-9251.
4 Barracuda
nickel
after 4p.m 753-3557.
9 Iterate
DOWN
32 Ship's freight:
5 Concealed
TOWVHOUSE 12x70 TO buy or sell your
10 Anger
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
6 Babylonian
1 Soft food
mobile home, 2 BR, 1 property contact Wilson
11 Article of
Gold
Silver
34 Guido's low
deity
2 Exist
refrigerator. Realty. 302 N. 12th St
bath,
furniture
note
Closed
3 Dormant
Closed
7 Finishes
stove, disposal, central 753-3243.
'16 Label
air & gas heat. cathe- • 44. Lots for
Yesterday 302.50
Yesterday
6 09
1
Sale
23
4
5' 6
7
8
Full time position with Na9
10 III 18 Stubborn
drat ceiling,--underpinOpened
Opened
animals
ning & other extras N5.5 ACR'ES completely
tional Health Corp in
Today
304.25
Today
20 Suppose
12
6 12
13
14
Included Priced to sell. fenced & in good pasUU 21 Trousers
Up
1.75
Up
ture • 6 miles from
03
Call 753-6421
Glasg
ow,
Kentu
cky.
Provi
de
22 Get up
Murray on paved road.
Compliments cf:
28. Mobile Homes for Rent Stocked fish ponds &
23 Sins
diognastic and therapy in one GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
25 Hit lightly
BEDROOM trailer, beautiful building sites
JEWELERS- OLYMPIC PLAZA
skilled
nursin
facilit
g
and
y
26 Go in
Call
753-2280.
gas heat. in Hardin. Call
75.3 711.3
28 Symbol for
759-1417.
outpatient clinic. Will conWe buy Gold Silver & Diamonds
15. Farms for Sale
tantalum
BR. on large lot in
Hours. 10-8 Doily. 12 5 Sunday
29 European
sider CMY or CCC/SP. For
country $185 per month 25 ACRES- by owner.
32 Crawl
plus deposit. Call 753- Henry Co. Tn. Paved
further information call Dale
33 Latin
road- creek- good deer
1236.
conjunction
OR 3 BR. furnished. hunting. Must sell- $400
Sandusky, M.A. CCC/SP.
36 Bear witness to
r acre i9
2-8563
AC, natural gas. Shady fier1111rz
AA
38 Writer
Coordinator Communication
. 108 ac Oaks 753-5209
40 Wipe out
paved road: tree:rDisorder Services, National
42 Tattered cloth
deer hunting. Near
30. Business Rentals
state line. OWNER
11 Winter
Health Corp., 901-465-9861- or
-MUST SELL. Best
Precipitation
offer- 1901)232-8563.
45 Evergres...i.ale-.
write to-National Health Corp.
Clausal'TYVIIL‘Pr
46 Playing card
Envs.-rots •
Wareh
ouse
6. Homes for
_ Sale
r,-/ Sommerville,. Health Care
Ck.ass-•sp.44115 - CasA. E STIPLICIL 47 Fish eggs
Storag
48 That woman
e Space tiO Er for Sale on big Centers, P.O. Drawer D.Somcorner lot Dexter.- 2
49 Period of time
For
Rent
bedrooms, carpeted.
merville, Tn. 38068.
50 Corded cloth
Must sell. Call 437-4412
753-1492
53 Exist
I..•SS4-8461
-ariy .s.
187,500)
•n
c
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Hotline
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Pregnant woman Trial begins for man accused of killing policeman
vows to protect
abortion clinic
NEWPORT, Ky:(AV)
— Friends of Ricky
McIntosh demonstrated
outside the Campbell
County courtroom
where the 25-year-old
NeWport man Was arraigned for the death of
a police officer, even
though a fellow officer
fired the fatal shot.
Bond was set at
$10.000 for McIntosh,
who pleaded innocent
Friday to a murder
charge in the death of
Newport police officer
Anthony Jansen, 25. A
preliminary hearing
was scheduled for
Thursday.
Jansen was shot to
death when he and two
other oRicers responded
to a call early Sunday
that a man had a gun at
a home.
Shots were fired as
the officers approached

McIntosh's residence, been the fatal
one, there
and Jansen was struck is sufficient basis
under
twice. - One bullet tore state law to press
the
through his lung and charge of wanton
lodged in his spine, muraer," said Paul
causing him to bleed to Twehues, Campbell
death from internal County prosecutor.
injuries.
Twehues said Kentucky law provides that
"I heard, 16 shots a person can be profired," Barbara Keeton, secuted for murder if
a neighbor and friend of they cause the death of
McIntosh, said outside an individual by "wanthe courtroom. "It ton conduct." .
sounded like they were
Defense attorney
trigger-happy."
Gregory Popovich told
Police Chief David Judge Lambert Hehl
Williams said a that McIntosh should
be
ballistics reported released without bond
revealed that the fatal because he did not fire
bullet came from a the fatal shot.
police service revolver,
Although the assistant
not the gun recovered county attorney did not
from the residence.
oppose that request,
Bat.authorities - said Hehl refused.
they -wouldn't drop the
"That puts the court
murder charge.
in a quandary," Hehl
"Even though McIn- said. "The charge is still
tosh's shot may not have a capital offen.e "

Twehues said any
decision on reducing the'
charge should be made
at the preliminary
hearing.
Police said the state
crime lab hasn't completed tests to determine whether a gun
found in the residence
had been fired. McIntosh was arrested shortly after the shooting.

the house and turned out .
the lights. Later Mantosh came out unarmed
and was arrested, according to the affidavit.
Williams wouldn't
release the name of the
officer who fired the

such violent, anarchist
In Connecticut, a
activities."
pregnant woman
Abortion rights acangered by bomb
tivists have criticized
_threats to an abortion
Reagan's outspoken opclinic volunteered to
position to abortion,
sleep. at the clinic each
claiming it helped to
night until her child is
create a climate -for the
born,- In Houston. paIn an affidavit filed to
attacks. Reagan
tients were offered
obtain a search warrant
spokesman Larry
escorts after four clinics
of McIntosh's home, OfSpeakes rejected that
and a doctor's office
ficer Gregory Cooper
contention, and
were bornbe -d or
said the officers had
spokesmen for antitorched.
been told the man was
abortion groups also
Across the nation,
intoxicated
and'had a
have
denied
responfamily planning ofgun and a bag. Cooper
sibility for fueling the
ficials have increased
said he "heard shots,
violence.
their vigilance to head
looked around a tree,
Even in areas where
off growing antiand
saw Ricky McInoutright
no
violence
has
abortion violence and
tosh shooting at Officer
taken place, abortion
threats. Aided by local
Jansen."
clinic operators are takpolice and the federal
Cooper said he fired at
ing precautions. Trudy
Bureau of Alcohol.
McIntosh, who ran into
Bond. director of adTobacco and Firearms,
ministration of the Plan-they are learning to take
ned Parenthood of Monprecautions against
mouth County, N.J.,
stralige packages,
said the group's
watch for suspicious inNEW YORK (AP) —
The magazine said its
and sensationalism in quoted as saying,"
Shrewsbury clinic has
dividuals and 'carefully
Rocker Cyndi Lauper's awards were establish- an interview with
him Plate said. "The
never been a target or
handle phone threats.
anthem about fun-loving ed last year in response that will appear
Sunday. reporter who did the
received any threats,
"It's really a camgirls helped "bring fun to Time magazine's
"It quoted me as say- story has good creden"but there's an implicit
paign of terrorism:
rand feminism into the "Man of the Year" ing things I didn't
say," tials and has won
threat to any family
there's no doubt about
male-dominated record selection. But the he said.
planning clinic."
several awards."
that." said Thomas
industry" and win her breakfast didn't exclude
"To imply that no one
Agents of the ATF are
Mrs. Brothers writes
Webber. executive
one of a dozen "Women males.
(in the family) takes her a syndicated newspaper
assisting the clinics.
director of Planned
of the Year" awards
Peter V. Ueberroth, advice is just .not cor- column
James R. Reev.es,- from
and is - the
Parent.hocd ...of MinMs. Magazine.
Time's
"Man of the rect," said Brothers, an author of several books:'
special
agent
in
chargé.
''nesoU.a. . The" deganiza;"
"I pray for peace and Year"
for successfully internist, adding that
of the bureau's Chicago I gray fgr
tion received a telephrgithe day ran heading up the 1984 Los
•
the article made his
office,
said
Friday that and women can
ed threat to its St. Patil
walk Angeles Olympic wife as
SHEFF
IELD,
"upset as I
•. clinic in :November and .his agents are continu- hand In' hand in friendEngland (API —
Organizing Committee, was."
ing to contact clinic ship
subsequently stepped up
and equality," Ms. presented the Ms.
serious infection left
operators to warn them Lauper said
security at thefacility.
at a cham- award to Joan Benoit of
Advance copies of the surgeons with no choice
According to federal - to watch for packages pagne breakfaSrFriday.
maga44ne,
Freeport,
a Sunday but to amputate the left
Maine,
'who
that Might ,contain
law! enforcement ofHonoree Geraldine won the first women's supplement for
364 arm of Rick Allen,
bombs
and
scrutinize
to*
ficials there have been
Ferraro cheered the Olympic marathon.
newspaper
s
nationwide
, drummer for the heavypeople who seem youngest of
30 attacks on abortions
the winners,
were released Wednes- metal band Def
suspicious.
clinics since May 1982,
10-year-old Charity
day, and The Associated Leppard.
and 24 in 1984 alone. In
Staff members from Grant of Iowa City, who
The amputation FriNEW YORK (AP) — Press carried a synopsis
addition. there have
clinics in California, refused a reading award The husband of of the
day came four days
interview,
in- been -numerous bomb • Arizona, Utah. Nevada from a males-only club.
psychologist Joyce cluding the contested after the arm was
and death threats, say
Charity's "statement Brothers says a statements.
and Colorado began
severefl An a car crash
family planning ofreceiving training by is a statement for , all magazine article reporFamily Weekly editor and then sewn back in
The governrnen
t agents late last year.
--.•
women,'-'--said Ms. Fer- ting her fa.mily doesn't Thomas Plate
•
.
defended place, said Bernisdette
4
: 'OurdlThr
„...."plakeeNA
440fc,7"..:',
-1.:..:7_
7
1
evidence of any coorout and ... help the New York clangreiii
1 isn't true.
or'PhonOkram
reporter who did the inclinted terrorism in the
clinics wherever possi- seat to become the first
Dr. Milton Brothers terview, Ann Salisbury. Records.
attacks, and has left inble with building securi- woman to run as a ma- on Friday accused
Allen, 21, was later
"I don't have the
vestigations in the
ty. how to handle bomb jor party candidate for Family Weekly slightest doubt that
repotted in stable condihe
jurisdiction'of the ATF, threats and internal vice president.
magazine of inaccuracy said exactly what he is tion at the Royal
which handles exsecurity. so they can
- Hallamshire Hospital,
plosives and bombings.
reduce these incidents,"
Ms. Coyle said.
rather than the - FBI.
said agent Robert
- He-wise-brought to the
which handles. Skopeck of the bureau's
hospital on New Year's
BOBBY WOLFF
terrorism.
Los Angeles office.
Eve after the arm was
The most recent
ripped off in —a highviolence took place on
Rosarm Wisman of the
speed crash near ShefNew Year's Day, when
Planned Parenthood
field,
in northern
"I would rather be an opportunNORTH
1-5-A
a Washington. D.C.
F•ederation of
England.
ist and float than go to the bottom
+853
abortion clinic was
Washington, - said that
with my principles round myli
VAKQ6
bombed. On Christmas
about 20 representatives
•7 5
neck."
Day. three Pensacola, from abortion clinics
4A K 7 3
— Stanley Baldwin.
Fla.; facilities were
and. family planning
WEST
,
EAST
bombed. Two Anen and
groups in th'e
+72
•K QJ 9 4
two women have been
Washington area met
Most Easts would opt for the rouV.110984
V 53
arrested in connection
Thursday to discuss the
tine play against today's game. And * J 8 3
•K 2
with ,that attack.
need for increased
South would score 11 tricks. Boyce 4Q 6 5
4J 1092
On Thursday. Presisecurity on Jan. 22. the
Holleman 'of Gulfport. Miss., made
SOUTH
dent Reagan issued a - anniversary of the
an opportune play, holding South,to
•A106
statement criticizing
Supreme Court decision
only seven tricks.
.'• 7 2
the violence. sayingi "I
legalizing abortion. But
South ducked the first spade and
•AQ10964
condemn. in the
ATF spokesman Tom
won the second to isolate Holle484
strongest terms, those
Hill said the bureau has
man's known long suit. South led a
individuals who
issued no warning about
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: North.
heart to dummy -to take a diamond
perpetrate these and all
the date
finesse, and it was time for East's The bidding:
alert play.
North
East
South
West
What happens if East plays a
1416
1+
2•
Pass
routine deuce? South finesses his 2V
Pass
2 NT
Pass
nine to West',s jack and the defense 3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
is finished. The diamonds will now
Opening lead - Spade seven
run and South makes 11 tricks.
On the first diamond from
BID WITH THE ACES
_dummy. Holleman seized his
SPRINGFIELD. Ill. sales.
opportunity to make life miserable
AP — ilithots Lottery - Imtto sales -from - Oc1-5-B
.
_
for South. He played his king South holds
officials credit the tober through
instead of the deuce.
lingering effects of last December were $145.5
•KQJ94
South couldn't afford to refuse
summer's Lotto Fever million, up $500.000 over
•5 3
the king; if he did, Holleman's
• for the record $315.6 the previous three mon•K 2
spades would run. On the other
million in ticket says ths, Jones said.
4J 109 2
hand.
South
couldn't
during the last three
afford
to
Win
Figures show the
the ace and cash his queen. If he North
months of 1984.
South
weekly Lotto game at-did, and the jack didn't drop. he 1 NT
The higher figures tracted a' broad base of
would be left with only eight tricks.
translate into more players during the seSouth made the most reasonable ANSWER: Three spades Force to
prizes for lottery cond quarter even
•
play possible by winning his ace game in either spades or no-trump
players and more though there weren't
revenue for various any large, jackpots like
and returning to dummy to lead Partner will raise if there is a
state-run programs.
another diamond. Playing Holle- spade fit.
the record $40 million
man for K-J-2, he finessed his nine Send bridge questions to The Aces l' Box
The total lottery sales prize awarded in
12363. Dallas Texas 75225. with self-addressed
to
West's jack and, instead of down
September
to
Chicago
volume was 44 percent
one. South bravely went down one stamped envelope for reply
higher from, October printer Mike WitCopyright 19a5
extra trick.
t'rutetlFeatureSyttdicate
through December — tkowski, Jones said
the second quarter of
fiscal 1985 — than during' the same period last
year, said lottery thief.
Keep That Great
Michael Jones.
GM Feeling With

-

fatal shot and said he
won't be fired or
charged.
Jansen's two brothers
— Michael, 23, and Ken,
26 — also are northern
Kentucky police
officers.

Just moved in?
I can help
YOU out.

Don't worry and wonder about learning
your way around town. Or what to see and
do Or whom to ask.
As
.
WELCOME WAGON Representative,
I'll simplify the business of getting settled.
Help you begin to enjoy your new town
. good shopping, local attractions,
community opportunities. And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your family.
Take a break from unpacking and call

Names In The News

iffttoma4ort
Ingeborg King
- Asst.
492-8348

Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess

Ron and Charlotte
Hager are proud to
announce the
re-opening of
Granny's Porch
306 N. 16th

"featuring the same good cookAgt#_opieldaell....nttelikttairifi#l 114

-ficials.

--

•4

Open Tuesday -Thursday
6 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday'
6 a.m.-2 a.m,
Sunday 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Closed Mondal
, •

THE ACES'

•.,4

Cold Weather Specials

1111111111m

Record lottery
sales -reported

Corona
22,600 B.T.U.
$9995
Corns, With Free
Battery Powered Fuel
Pump & 5 Gal Can

Blowers
For Kerosene
Heaters

Koehring
Kerosene
Heater with
Blower
$7995

Large Selection
of Triple Wall
Chimneys,
Regular Stove
Pipe & Fittings
For all your
cold weather
items go to
Murray Supply

Free 5 Gal Can

Closeout on all Kerosun Heaters

NOTICE

Lottery sales for the
six months ending Dec.
31 totaled $617 million,
55 percent higher than
for the same period in
1983. JOne said.
Governor Thompson
said the preliminary
figures show Illinois'
bteey may become the "most successful in the nation."
His budgetmakers are
counting on Illinois' first
$1 billion year in lottery

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

If You Missed Your Paper
Call Your Paper Carrier

Tim McReynolds, 1107 Miye St., 753 7121
Jerry Nelson. 305 N. 5th St.. 753-7284
Jeff Waters. 4113 S. 11th St.. 753-11558
Steve Robinson. 1604 Belmont et., 753-1056
Debbie Buchanan. 1002 Olive St.. Apt. I, 753-60110
Mike Davis. 514 S. 7th St.. 753-9600
Bart Washer, 110 Broach, 753-5330
David Daugitaday. 1400 Vine St., 753-4783
Lance Allison, 110/1 Falrlane Dr., 753-83011
(1R4tra11153.7'
11211
.1.v;Ay
Ray Ferguson, 1718 Melrose Dr., 753-7231
Jeff Rodgers, 801 S. 17th St., 753-4136
Matt Ferguson, 1718 Melrose Dr., 753-7231
Mike Wilkins, 1703 Plalnvietv Dr., 753.1866
Paul Reed, 321 5th St.. 753-8113
Jimmy Tripp. 1610 Snset Blvd.. 753-3470
Tony Bayless, 11107 Hamilton, 753-7363
Brian Anderson, 2222 Quail ('reek Dr.. 750 17.56
Ricky Nelson:70051 Ryan Ave.. 753-8011)
:
Russell Turner. 1630 Farmer Ave.. 753-3202
Terry Alexander. P.O. Box 973. 753-3711

•

Genuine GM Parts

;SAFE
OmnI 15*

Omni 105°

1984 Olds Cutlass
Blue, tilt, cruise, p.w., p.s., air, auto

$9,977.00

If No Answer Call

7531916.

315 Slat -• 415 S1 ,9

Before 6 P.M. Please
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The friendly one that can do more
for you in 1985. Stop in.
^

"1""Bank of Murray
THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

•.‘,'

'THORN BIRDS
At. %I\ — Three generations of strong and determined women are portrad
. by'(lett-to-right) Jean Simmons. Rachel
lard and lare Binningham in The Thorn Rird.." the
mlnlaiffrietalmitted On Colleen MeCidhafig;h1Ana-a.-Aat.tftinii-dirs*. •The-Tfiiirn-BirJrriseconditighest
ratted-minliarigaa in. Va; histor). on Jan. 6. 7. tt..and iti.
- •

•
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13 Week
Minimum

CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS & SERVICE GUIDE

iktat

Call 753-1916
For Advertising
•

4.1
z
i
OR gm.
974
Appointments made
for your convenience..
Full
time
sales
associates • evening
phones
Theresa Knight 753 7728
Joyce fletsyrotth 753 9/80
Anna Requarth 753 2477
Louise Baker
753 2409
.2rtntrce Dunn
Bob Haley
489 2266
Vicki Tow,.
.75/3939

•

-

cAlliSOn
i'llotogf-aphy
Weddings
Portraits
School Photos
102 N. 5th
753-8809

The
Beauty
Box
1304 Chestnut
(Next To Campus)
We invite you to
come in for your
new fall styling.

753-7132

Peg's
Dog
Parlo

Aluminum
Service
Co.

All Breed
Dog Grooming.
Appointment
Only.
753-2915

Ahniinens mod Vinyl
Cestem trim

work. References.
Cell will Ed looky,
7334619.

'eggv Gardner, Owner

LP Gas Tanks
250 Gal. $250
500 Gal. $450
Gas 69.' Gal.

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
eeee •

C14101111•I CUOMO°
00••••
.0•01•01• CAWOOD %COMO
•••0 4•1••
wo •••••
C•••••••••
•••••••••••

I.

753-3445

Southsleie
Shopping Center .
753-3321

Rt. 1 Pirates Cove
Hardin, Kentucky
Call Collect
(502)354-8011

DIXIELAND CENTER
Dealer For

Charles Frace — Ken Holland
And Many Others

Custom Framing — Designer Mats
Mon.-Sat.

Needlework
Specialists

753-0077

I

I Fabrics, Patterns
& Notions
I SINGER SHOP
Rel. tir Center
stampdl

I

BALLOON BOUQUETS
GORILLA-GRAMS
FRUIT BASKETS

*Driveway rock
*Sond
*Gravel
*Rip Rap
Call
Roger Hudson
753-4545 or
753-6763

Lake Region
L.P. Gas

Singer
Sewing .
I Machines L
I Sales
w„.
I And
Seim ice

WE TAKE THE CAKE
"Where Smiles Originate"

For Most Any
Type Hauling

FRAMERS GALLERY
Ca
Imo IletinOre•
tleedOle• WWII Good POOH

TERRY'S
lit:3
PAINT &
DECORATING.
i•
CENTER
Well S. Floor
Covering

FOR SALE

Betty Hinton's

•

PlIrStititTCsH

Slapped U.P.S.

CAKES FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
FREE DELIVERY

0753-9280
TLC
We
clean
everything with
TENDER, LOVIN
CARE
Carpets DRY
cleaned. New
machine, only
one in this area.
759-9754
759-1834

EMI

Mobile
Auto Service

PADUCAH
/608 efene

Avenue
Paducah KY 4200P*
15021 442.4386

Kentucky
Tennessee

Tune-Ups Brakes
Carburotion
Electrical
Air Conditioning

MURRAY
. (Diympec Pla4a
Murray KY' 42071
0 (502) 753 0542

Insulation
Inc.

pornlK1 wpj Opefated
tor

'1.11/Lisfle

Torn .1 Yvonne Kay

The original family haircutters.

C

e -S,1111,

CLASSIC FlLM RENTALS
103 South 3rd

753-362T

1108 Coldwater Rd.
Murray
Ph.(502) 739-1672
Plo.1111Plf
•

All type insulation
TVA approved
733-0369
Free Estimates

The Never Ending StarS.
The Natural
Last Plane Out Feelin Up

• Streets of Fire
.Robin Hood
Purple Rain
The Whiz

-

'

NURSERY
GREENHOUSE

Live Christmoshrees.
Poinsettias.
and
Christmas Gifts.
94 East Murray, Ky.
75974512

753-5695
GO

ite

••••
roo

THE'HAIR HLT
'
,turnips Nouns Haar Fouheoh Shop
/
*sr
t...
)„,11,e
at

10 !CM 1110SIMMS

Oat

lowergeo
Morn
WINI0•110

Jeff7&War
SYS ale
-

A 4
CA1.1.\,

SERVALL
TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.

No Deposit No Membership fte
New Arrivals

1V 1k#1.
Hoffman's

Hu
TH HAIR

•Liceneei,
Sanded •lowered

FRU mown 11411PICT1ONS
M01$111111 CONTROL
COMPLETI MST CONTROL PROGRAM.
Reek/44HW • Ceasauwelat tativetrlel
FHA-VA.-APPOOVID

753-6433

Pete Clayton-Menage,
20 Veers liperience
Day or Night
Murray. Ky. Hwy. 641 North "The Village"

I Murray Satellite Sales
1114 P•pler
733-9243
Offke II•sess Moss.-Fri. 12-7 $et.
9-3
If yew &met have a savollite
asetamise
Hum rimer* fleo olio IIIISSIlle
NO OA tbil
isoe: movies!

Step by slied-compare prices!
Prices start et

$1,325 i Up
lastallefiess ispelspiloil la all prices.
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i'AGE
- Greatest American
3:30 P.M.
X 0(11,_ Kate & Allie
(%) - MOVIE: 'A Farewell
Hero
Allie learns that being a
To Arms' An American am
ED - College Basketball:
- MOVIE:'Breaking Up'
Houston at Texas
mother and a student are not
bulance dnver and an English
A woman fights to discover
that easy when she returns to
nurse meet on the Italian
1/7/85
11:00 A.M.
hef• Fderitify when her marschool
front in World War
Rock
MOVIE: 'Across the
filipsey Russell
riage of sixteen years comes
5:00 A.M.
Hudson, Jennifer Jones. VII .
13 CC -- Nature of Things
'Great-Divide' Two orphans
MOVIE: 'Hank
to an unexpected end_ Lee
- Gerry Faust Show
tono De Sica 1957
- Lifestyles of the Rich
travel west to claim their land
Williams: The Show He
Remick, Granville Von Dusen.
113 - Vast Brokers TV
27
- Praise the Lord
and
Famous
inheritance
Heather
Rattray,.
Never Gave' Country star
Vicki Dawson 1978
Auction
O - World War II: Tenko • - PKA Full Contact
Mark Hall, Robert Logan
Hank Williams is portrayed in
a_ Nanny The dramatic ad- MOVIE: 'North to
KarateThe struggle of women for
World
Super
1976 Rated G
a performance he might have
ventures of governess BarAlaska' Instead of bringing
Heavyweight Championsurvival
in
a
Japanese
prison
given
4:30
P.M.
on
New
Year's
.
Eve
bara
Gray,
whose
career
Wok
hack his fiance, a prospector
ship Coverage of this karate
camp is depicled Fifth of 10
1952. Sneezy Waters, Dixie
- MOVIE::Stroker ACir- iter into homes of wealth and
brings his partner a beautiful
bout is presented from
episodes
.
Seatle
1984
.
.,
A
race
;car driver schemes to
conflict, are depicted
consolation
MIarm.'-Fr
prize
John
even the- score with a connivED-- MOVIE: 'The -Gift Of
(5) - NBA Basketball:
Wayne, Stewart Granger,
9:15P.M.
- Great PerformED
ing corporate kingpin Burt
Love' A brilliant scientist and
Boston at at New York
Fabian 1960
ances Dance in America
World
at War
Reynolds, Loni Anderson,
his fatally ill wife" adopt a
Knicks
.119 - -Business Times _ on
Balanchine Conclusion Bal
Ned Beatty 1983 Rated PG
loveless orphan, into their
9:30 P.M.
123 - Nipsey Russell
ESPN A Business News
anchine tells much of his own
home Lauren Bacall, Robert
8 - Sneak Previews
5:00 P.M.
ED 21' - Great PerformBriefing for Executives
story through tape recorded
Stack, Evelyn Ruche 1958
DTV
•- Mr. Wizard's World
ances
'Dance
in
(CC)
Amerinterviews
and
footage of
5:30 A.M.
• - ,Aerobics-Bodies in
ica Balanchine ' First of -2
€13) - Together • Boones
• most of his maior ballets (RI
C)- Lucy Show
- Faith 20
Motion
parts George Balanchine's
• - Video'Vibrations
(60 min
10:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Across the
career is traced from its early
"
11:30 A.M.
ED
21
Wild
€13 - MOVIE: 'The Sky
America
(CC)
O 20.300 5
Great Divide' Two orphans
beginnings in Imperial Russia
CD - Bill Cosby Show
Trap' A teen-aged glider pilot
- New! Animal World
travel west to claim their land
13 6 ea 419 12 €1) 21 to the 'creation of the New
8D
MOVIE: 'The
encounters unexpected dan- Hot Potato
inheritance lHeather Fiattray,
News
York
City
Ballet
min
160
(RI
)
Compleat Beatles' This
gers
Jim Hutton, Marc
Mark Hall, Robert Logan
8 - Nightly Business
5:30
P.M.
ED - MOVIE: 'Oh, God!
docu-musical tells the full
McClure, Patricia Crawley
1976 Rated G
Report
• - NICK ROCKS: Video
BoOk II' The Visitor from
story of the Beatles from their
271- Sonshine
- WKRP in Cincinnati
6:00 A.M..
to Go
above charms a spunky
early Liverpool days to their
700 Club Guests for to- . • - To Be Announced
a_ Adventures of Black
schoolgirl
Carol
into
Burnett
spreading
his
London farewell performday's program are to be an- o - Onedin Line Romance,
Beauty A con man tries to
message George Burns, Suz21 - Nightly Business
ance
nounced
dupe the Gordons into selling
action and suvzense suranne Pleshette, David Buney.
Report
. B#AkeilMil..
€1) , C01,1,91)
round 19th-century shipBe6Cify •
T9130-Flated rrt -IPCOT Magazine
Illinois' at Iowa
Lc a 12) _• Newhart
builder
Captain
James
0- On the Line With...
130 - MOVIE: 'The Onion
- Mazda Sportslook
The marriage is in trouble
-12:00 P.M.
One,din and his sester_as they
Field' The aftermath of a pol- 7:00 A.M.
- Rifleman
When Dick and Joanna atC) - MOVIE: 'Spanish
battle each- other for the sU
ice murder is examined from
- MOVIE: 'Stroker Ace' `dr• Affair'
6:00 P.M.
•
tempt to collaborate on a
premacy of the seas.
An American archithe
point
Of
view
of
both
the
A race-car driver schemes to
pillow-making book
ID 0- Love Connection
tect traveling in Spain falls in
MOVIE:'Black Beauty'
criminals and the survivors
even the score with a connivlove with his Spanishrrzr - Shock Waves/ „Block Beauty travels to an En
(1)- Name That Tune
John Cassavetes, Meryl
ing corporate kingpin Burt
speaking. secretary Richard
Armageddon
glish fox hunt. a Continental
O0()
0C30- News Streep 1979 Rated R
Reynolds, Lam Anderson,
Kiley, Carmen Sevilla, Jose
circus and a-frontier battle in
MacNeil/Le
271
Calling
hrer
Dr.
E8
Whitaker
Ned Beatty 1983 Rated PG,
Guardiola---1958
India Mark•iester. Walter
9:00P.M.
Newshour
• - College Basketball:
a_ Inch High Private Eye
Slezak 1971 Rated G
MOVIE: 'Santee' A
0 5 0 12 - Cagney and
0- Barney Miller
Villanova at St. John's
7:30 A.M.
father-son relationship devel(4)
Bill
Cosby
Lacey
Show
•- Diff'rent Strokes
Kid
ops between a bounty hatter
- MOVIE: 'Zelig' Eager
0 A3• - Portfolio
(19 112) - CBS News
7:30 P.M.
10:30P.M.
to please, a neurotic transand the son of a mart he
0- News
You
Can't
Do
That
on
▪ - Bill Cosby Show
forms himself into a human
killed Glenn Ford, Michael
O ,2 - College Basketball
African
Crisis
C)
Everyone
TV
seems vcilling
Vanderbilt at KenttickY
chameleon Woody Allen,
Burns. Dana Wynter 1973
(1)- Mousterpiece Theater
to swap body parts
O - Spyship A journalist
Mia Farrow. Rated PG
- Nightline
27) - Best-Day Of Your,Life
- I Spy
searches for answers involv
- Gomer`Pyle
- Three's Company
ED 7 MOVIE: 'Are There.
800 A.M. .
8:00
P.M.
.
tog
the
disappearan
ce
of
a
fik01- Wild Arne-deal(CC)
More Like You?'
- Entertainment
O
_ MOVIE 'You Came
awac3Do_ Thorn
deep sea ship Episode 1
PD - Braingames Word
Tonight Jon Voight is interAlong' Three Au Force budBirds Part II (CC)
12:30 P.M.
C)- Video Soul
scrambles, number puzzlers
viewed on the set of his, new
dies on a bond-selling tour
(1) MOVIE: 'The
C
CD
- MOVIE: 'A
C) 21 - MacNeil/Lehrer
and history and mystery
movie 'Desert Bloom
during World War II find romReason
Outsiders' The conflicts of
to
A
14allaear
Newshour
games are all here to tease
6 - College Basketball
ance, Robert Cummings, Lizrival youth gangs explode
boy
old
IiiseIf
finds
trying to
your brain
MOVIE:" 'The
C) Kentucky at Vanderbilt-abettr Scott, Don Defore
convrnce his father that life is
into tragedy when a 'greaser' •- Disney Family
Outsiders'
conflicts
The
of
Album
a - Sanford and Son
1945,
falls for a rich girl. Matt Dillon,
worth living after the man
rival youth gangs explode
(27) - TBN Today
CD - SportsCenter
suffers a series of devastatLei - Latenight America
Tom Cruise, Diane Lane
0
into
tragedy
when a greaser
fD- SportsCenter
ing career and personal setCr- Love Boat
1983 Rated PG
•
falls for a rich girl Matt Dillon,
9:00 AM.
- Here Come the Brides
backs. Peter Fonda, Ricky
• - Tonight Show
Tom Cruise, Diane Lane
12:45 P.M.
O - Phil Donahue Show
Schroder. Deidre Hall 1984
.6:30 P.M.
1983 Rated PG
- MASH'
Donahue's guest is psycholo- DTV
- People's Court
O
gist Stanton E Samenow.
1:00 P.M.
author of 'Inside the Criminal
(4) - Entertainment
ED - MOVIE:'The Horse in
Tonight Jon Votg_ht is interMind
the Gray Flannel Suit' An
Channel Line-Up
viewed on the set of his new
Phil Donahue
advertising executive conmovie, 'Desert Bloom
Show Donahue's guests are•
frohts trouble when his way
2 WKRN ABC Nashville
22 Nashville Network
▪ CC
(1C - Family Feud
three women who are all reout promotional campaign
-covering cocaine addicts,
Jeffersons
runs into complications
3 WS11. ABC Harrisburg
23 Lifetime
who discuss the problems
0- Benson
Dean Jones, Diane Baker.
women encounter with this
- Wheel of Fortune
Lloyd Bochner Rated G,
4 WSMV NBC Nashville
24 Home Box Office
drug
•
NHL Hockey: Los
1:30
P.M.
C) - MOVIE: 'Oh, God!
Angeles at Boston
5 WTVF CBS Nashville
25 Cinemax
O - Adventures of Black
Book II' The ,Visitor from
•- Dangermouse
Beauty
A
man
con
tries
to
above charms a spunky
6W
26 Disney Channel
—PSD NBePoilygph
- Andy Griffith
dupe the Gordons into selling
schoolgirl into spreading his
€13
(211
Dispatches
Beauty
message George Burns, Suz7 WBBJ ABC Jackson
27 MTV Music Television
ED- Fraggle Rock Red Frag111 - MOVIE: 'The Young
anne Pleshette, David Bimey
gle
wakes
find
to
her
favOnte
LionsThis
is
a powerful
28 Local Education
1980 Rated PG
8 WDCN PBS Nashville
radish,bars gone
story of three young men,
€11 - MOVIE: 'A Farewell
ED - Album Flash: Alabama
two Americans and a Ger9 WON (ND Chicago
29 Cable News Network
To Arms' An American amman. in the campaigns of •- On the Shoulders of
bulance driver and an English
10 WZTV (ND Nashville
World War II Marlon Brand°,
30 Learning Channel
Giants
nurse meet on the Italian
Dean Martin, Montgomery
- Kids Praise the Lord'
front. in World War I Rock
11 WKMS Murray State
31 ESPN Entertainment & Sports
Chit, 1958
Hudson, Jennifer Jones, Vit- College Basketball
(111
College
Basketball:
torio De a.ca • 195.7;
•
12 KFVS
.-,•- 32-Local Religious Programs
'OcIfimeur- 'di' Alabama:
MoVIE
'Davy
_
7:00 P.M.
_
Birmingham
Crockett: King of the Wild
14 Government Affairs
33 CBN Christian Broadcasting
2
,VU Frontier' A frontiersman
2:00 P.M.'
Hardcastle & McCormick
from Tennessee wins fame
15 USA Network
- Men at Work in
34 Murray Cablevision
Mark and the' Judge loin a
as an Indian fighter, con'Concert
This
neighborhood watch group
Grammy
gressman and Alamo 'hero
16 Nickelodeon/ Arts
winning Australian rock band
35 The Weather Channel
that has become involved in
Fess Parker, Buddy Ebsen
performs its greatest hits
international espionage (50
17 WTBS (ND Monk)
1954 Rated G
36 Calloway Co. Library
€10- 700 Club
min
College Basketball:
DILID_LL
TV's
Bloopers
3:00
P.M.' 1Z-Black Entertainment
37 Modern Satellite Network
Purdue at Minneiota
& PractiCal Jakits-.Practical
• - You Caryl Do That on
a_ 700 Club Guests for to
Julie
victims
Lisa
are
Whel19 C-SPAN National Government.
38 Local Programs
TV Everyone seems willing
day S program are to be an
.
.
- and, Men/ Griffin.
to-swap-body parts
••
nounced
min I
20 EWTV/AVN
41 CNN Atlanta
- When We First Met
it- Scarecrow
10:30 A.M.
(51
,Two star-crossed lovers,dis.,
21 WKMLLEducateonel Migroy/Moyfteld
and Mrs King
C) Magic of Walt Disney
cover that their families are
World
.0 LA ' - Wonderworks(CC)
linked by tragedy

o
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MONDAYCONT.

-

-;MOVIE. 'Zel g' Eager
11:30 P.M.rive° ic trans '
11634 iale4§e
Music Magazine:
-40forms himself in
-}11Nr1an
- Late Night with Da;nd
Lhameleon Woody Allen,
Letterman Tonight's _guest
Nita Farrow Rated PG
is Kevin Nealori ,(60 mm)
SportsCe
nter
lb 0-MOVIE: 'Twilight For
Best of Groucho
the Gods A group of misfits,
on a run-down vessel head'
11:00 P.M.
O 3 - Eye on Hollywood - ing for Mexico. must face the
trials of survival when the
Barney

a performance he might have
given on New Year's Eve
1952 Sneezy-Waters, Done
Seatle 1984

DAYTIME

(27' - Jimmy Swaggart
1:00P.M.
1.2'0(3)0- One Life
to Live
0- Another World
0- Rhoda
- Today's Special
- Video Soul
- Movie
21 - Religious Programming
- Pat Boone, USA

semp_

. " _12:00 AJYt..,,, ,4....4-:-. 'ir-!-,--w- lx
- 7101ffillile,27-r-1 -0
.101
_r
ivilonw
yieneei
0
C2.) - MOVIE: 'The
o
Firechasers' An investigator5:00 A.M.
€13 -You and Me, Kid
for an insurance company,
NBC
0
News
o
- SportsCenter
at
Sunrise
with the aid of a reporter and
03)e.oz - CBS Early 0- Dobie Gillis
a photographer, irwesfigates
igg Morning News
a series of- fires..Chad Ever8:30 A.M.
O - Star Search
ett, Anianette Corner, Keith
CC - Press Your Luck
C - TBS Morning News 0- Beverly Hillbillies-r
Barronarron 197Q
AU-Day Movies .
0CD - NeWs
e- Woody and Friends
Simon-8 Simon
- Good Morning Mickey! 0- New! Animal World
0.5.---- McMillan & Wife
A---st
s:
n.
12gaes.
Cycl
d°1"
ChariS
-S196k
se,
ANuci
rthur
•
---'e
woman seeks the - help' of

^

€10 - Rawhide
Kennedy 1958
Rick and A J When she is, 15
_ movtE: .mirage. An
0 - World War III Tenko
haunted in her dreams by her
3mnesia victim hires a private
missing twin who appears to
27' - Praise
detective to help
h
him ffind out
be in grave danger(
6
(R)
0
0
- I Married Joan
who he really is Gregory
•
min )
12:30 A.M.
Peck,
Diane • Baker, Kevin
- Hawaii Five-0
0- CNN Headline News
0 12, - MOVIE: To Be . McCarthy 1965
- NHL Hockey: Los
-MOVIE
al
'The
Brood'
:
A
Announced
Angeles -at Boston
Nanny The dramatic ad- - couple moves into a house
- Dobie Gillis
only to discover that.they are
--ventures of governess Barnot
the
pnly
ocCupant
s
1:00 A.M.
bar.i Gray whose career took
her into homes of. wealth and - Oliver Reed, Samantha Eg- News/Sign Off
ger
.
conflict, are depicted
- CBS News
ED - College Basketball:
Nightwatch
- Video Vibrations
,
Villanciv
a
at
St.
John's
- Mazda SportsLook
- Spyship A journalist
.- El - Love That Bob
searches for_answecs•
- Burns & Allen
mg the disappearance of a
11:45
P.M.
11:15P.M.
deep sea ship. Episode -1
ED - MOVIE: 'Hank
- MOVIE: 'Play It as It
O.
:MOVIE:'Endless Lover'
Williams: The Show He
Lays' A film Star faces disillu
A teenage boy's ardor for,his
Neve. Gave' Country star
>tonrIlerll
her marriage
girlfriend leads to arson, traHank WilliamsWilliams is portrayed in
gedy. and Madness. Brcioke.
Shields", Martin Hewitt, Shirley Knight. 1981 Rated R
(27).- Praise the Lord
- Bachelor Father

0_

difft
THE
MAME
CHANNEL
}

SKIERS'
FORECAST

It's the information you need for a perfect ski
trip' You'll get the base, new snow, and slope

conditions... Natural snow Cover for cross.
country .forecast temperatures and extended
outlook for being there and getting there! • Hourly at 7 minutes past the hour, during
Travel VVeather. Check the regional map and
schedule for conditions at your favorite slopes.

(27) - Religious Programming
- Business Times on
ESPN A Business News
Briefing for Executives
- A Study in the Word
•

o

•

MOVIE: 'The Sterile
Cuckoo' An innocent college
boy becomes romantically involved 'with a kookie girl
-who's-afraid of the world.
Liza Monnetli, Wendell Burton,
Tim McIntire719697
CD - MOVIE: '10 to
Midnight'

- 1:30A.M.

7:07am 1:07am 7:07 pm 1:07 pm

Region 2: Appalachians

6:07 am 12:07 am 6:07pm 12:07 pm

Region 3: Great Lakes

*so

8:07am 2:07am 8:07 pm 2:07 pm

10:07am 4:07am 10:07 pm 4:07 pm
_

Region 5:Rockies
9:07 am 3:07 am 9:07 pm 3:07 pm

Region 6: Southwest
1:07 am 5:07 am 1:07 pm 5:07 pm

May

•••;!

Channel 35
Murray Cableiiision
_

Bel-Air Center 753-5005—

9:00A.M.
0 C2D - Guilty or Innocent
00monliim-illpoovenaChounenection
0 CC -

- Bodybuilding: 1984
Mr. Universe Competition
from Las Vegas, NV

3:00A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Look Back in
Darkness'
• Nipsey Russell
MOVIE: 'The
Outsiders'
- MOVIE: 'The Young
Lions'

3:30A.M.
- All American

Morning
0fE - Weather

6:00 A.M.
0EU - News
0 CD - ABC News (CC)
0 CD - CBS Morning
News

0 (I) -

NBC News at
Sunrise
- Jim Bakker
0- Muppet Show
Jimmy Swaggart
liEl (12) - fireakfatt Show
O - Adventures of Black
Beauty
fp- Good Morning Mickey!
- Superbook

e_

6:30A.M.
0 - Daybreak
o CC 7 News
0- Terry Tunes

Wrestling

00 - Today
0- Bozo Show
•
- Bugs Bunny/Porky Pig

C ctz -

CBS Morning
News
ID - Belle & Sebastian
Bewitched
- Video Vibrations
- Weather
SO
0- Donald Duck Presents
(27) - Lester Sumrall
0- Cartoons

C-

7:1 5A.M.
▪ CU - Weather
/1)

-

Programs

e- That Girl
- Bill Cosby Show
- Ross Bagley
' 4:00 A.M.
- Prog Cont'd
Children's

Fund

•

0 cc _
Program

4:30 A.M.
0- Movietone News
- Jimmy Swaggart
27, - Heritage Singers
• Fishin' Hole
(4) Another Life

A.M.
Instructional

s

-

Today's Special

- I Love Lucy

•
411

I Spy
el/ - Movie Cont'd
_-,•_TBN Today'
-

•
Instructional •

- Tom & Jerry
O

-

Welcome to Poot

Comex

27) -

Religious Program-

ming

- Feeling Great
8:00 A.M.
0(E)-News
L1D - Sesame, Street

•

MC)

▪ - Tom & Jerry

Beauty

2:00 P.M.
0(i)0(.S)B- General
Hospital
Santa Barbara

,4
Anything for

0 5 0 12 -

0 CU - Donahue
0- I Love Lucy

I Dream of Jeannie
- Spiderman
- Lassie
- SuperSiation Funtime
- €14 - 700 Club

2:30 P.M.
- Santa Barbara

0
- Bugs Bunny

Pyramid0 - All-Day Movies
C i Movie

0--Flintstones
O - Belle & Sebastian
- Heckle and Jeckle
Electric Company
ED - Varied Programs
27)- Joy in the Morning

9:30 A.M.
2) - Love Connection
(3)- Morning Stretch
0(5) - Price Is Right
Loving
Brady Bunch
Press Your Luck
- Get In Shape
10:00 AA&
Trivia
O CU 0 CU
Trap- Wheel of
Fortune
- Big Valley
- Family
Price Is Right
- Catlins
(27) - Praise the Lord

e0C (12)-

ea e

El) n-

0

Days of Our Lives
- Wattons
0- Bewitched
- Supertriends
- this's Bunny/Porky Pig
0_02- Body Language
O - You Can't Do That On
TV
• Plintsiones
- Video Vibrations
GB
- Sesame Street
(CC)
ED -. Welcome to Pooh
Corner
-

a_

10:30 A.M.
3)
- Family

cz)
Feud

00 Ca - Scrabble
(3-) - Talk of the Town

Hope
- Channel 4 Magazine
0(t)- Super Password
- Family
▪ -,Andy Griffith

o

Viiiung and the

e- Perry Mason
me- Varied Programs
- Movie
- Ben Casey

3:30 P.M.
0CU - Cartoons
(1)- Dallas
- He-Man & Masters/
Universe
0 CL. - 3-2-1, Contact
(CC)
- Scooby Doo
- Torn & Jerry
Dukes of Hazzard
0- Dangerrnouse
- Munsters
•
- Mickey Mouse Club
127) - Lester Summit
- Face the music

C(it -

'4:00 P.M.
(2)-

11:30 A.M.

(I)

O

El) - Block Busters

CO

11:00A.M.
CU043
- 0- Ryan's

o

-

CID

Loving
and the'

Dallas •
Too -Close for

Canton
•
- Name Thal-Tune
Dukes and Friends

cu - Young

Restless
0 IL - Search
Tomorrow
News
• - Divorce Court

am-

For

- Dukes ortratiard'
0(1)0(211)- Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
- Heathcliff
12:00P.M.
▪ - He-Man & Masters,
f)CU0C3D0-AIIMy
Universe
Children
O - Third Eye
,
0 COD 0
(121- News
Brady Bunch
Movie
0- Donald Duck Presents
(271- TSAI Todey--- - - --tiff =IWse the Lord
- CON Theater
•
al - Tic Tac Dough

Gs_

a)-

C s_

12:30P.M.

0- Sale of the Century

(1z _

6:0
O

Adve
Beauty The
becomes mi
ingue
ED - Portra
Shoplifter d
do almost am
a basketball

(5)
As the
World Turns
(1) - Days of Our
Lives
- Varied Programs

- Gant) Great
4:30P.M.
0CU - Tk lac Dough
- Jeopardy

•

-

-fp-MOVIE
Sixth Happl

China, a wc
leads a hun
Safety after I
dare war.
Curt Jurgen:
1958

7:0
- MOvi
of Penzance
ate apprer
the pirate b.
tures. Uncle
Kline, Rex
Rated G
Space
-- 8:0
MOVI
Married' Gil
the right
down in sub*
Carey, Pau
Arneche 19
- Sports

eC_

8:3
• - Cog
Report

o

-

C - All In the Family
- Varied Programs
- Another Life

3:00P.M.
Bemaby Jones
- To Be Announced

•

C (12)_

Restless

Guiding

C
▪ - Video
- Busi
ESPN A
Briefing for

0-

0
Prograts 0- Waltons
•C).- Facts of Life - - •
0 :12: - New $25000

-

•

Light

Instructional

Morning America

2:30 A.M.
0- Zane Grey Theatre

e - Christian

27) - Joy in the Morning
0- Varied Programs
(4)- Bachelor Father

This

- INN News
- SportsCenter
- Blondie
C - Great Space Coaster
0- Lassie
1:45 A.M.
e- I Dream of Jeannie
- Jimmy Swaggart
- Mousercise
•
200 A.M.
- Religious ProgramO - Onedin Line
ming
- College Basketball:
•ff) - Flying House
Duke at North Carolina
0-700 Club Guests for to7:130 A.M.
day's program are to be an0(2)04:10 -Good

Region 4: Northwest

"""Irr"•••

e

5:45 A.M.
- ABC News

nounced

Region 1: Northeast

- Ralph Emery Show
0CS)
- Ag-Day
- Faith 20
Carl Tipton Show
,
- SuperStation Funtime
Mickey Mouse Club
(tt - Joy in the Morning
fP - Romper Room

•-

1:15A.M.

C-

5:30 A.M.

1:30P.M.
0 CU EP(12) - Capitol- 0 - Another World
- Andy Griffith
- Adventures of Black

1

.

911
Denehue's
thors. of 'I
Your Ex-Hum
- some comm
lines for d
problem.
UT Show Donal
Dale y. A
cussesthe
ter relations

- Elvis:
You Celebr

•

50th birthdg
footage tapi
• - MC
Street' Cau
raid on Lon
American pi
English nun
between de
Harrison Fa
Down, Chris

0Cl) - Pe
0X0
Company
- Good
- Scoob
TI
- Powei
Leave
- Rin-Ti
•

C-

- Card!
5:0
0(2)0C1
- Wheel
0(5)- Si
0- Three'
0 (i) 1
(CC)
07 One
- Bewiti
•i 12) - Je

0 0 01

;

•

•••••

Nit AIR A Ir. 1,1•,144iCit

TUESDAY
1/8/85

€13

14:00 A.M.
-

Video Soul
C - Business Times on
ESPN A Business News
Briefing for Executives

- Wonderful World of
Disney
- College Basketball:
Villanova at St. John's
C)- 700 Club Guests for today's program are to be announced

6:00 A.M.

9:30 A.M.

•-

Adventures of Black
Beauty The Gordon family
_ becomes involved in royal in
trigue
- Portrait of a Teenage
Shoplifter A young girl will
do almost anything to attract
a basketball star
ED-MOVIE:'The Inn of the
Sixth Happiness' In remote
China, a woman missionary
leads a hundred children to
Safety after the Japanese declare war Ingrid Bergman,
Curt Jurgens, Robert Donat
1958

7:00 ANL
g) - MOVIE: 'The Pirates
of Penzance' A resigning pirate apprentice's budding
-romance --ts•-jeopardized by
the pirate band's misadventures Linda Ronstadt, Kevin
Kline, Rex Smith
1983
Rated G
- Space Kidettes

-410 -

8:00 A.M.

MOVIE: 'Gidget Gets
Married' Gidget finally finds
the right man and settles
down in suburbia Macddiald
Carey, Paul Lynde, Don
Ameche 1971
- SportsCenter

8:30.M.
- College Basketball
Report

•

900 A.M.

- Phil -Donahue Show
Donahue's guests are authors of 'How to Forgive
Your Ex-Husband', who offer
some commonsense guidelines for dealing with this
problem
OE - Phil Donahue
Show Donahue's guest is Dr
Dale y Atkins, who discusses the importance of sister relationships.
CD - Elvis: One Night with
You Celebrate 'the King's'
50th birthday with'exclusive
footage taped 16 years ago.
• - MOVIE: 'Hanover
Street' Caught in a bombing
raid on London in 1943, an
Amencan pilot and a married
English nurse must choose
between desire and honor
Harrison Ford, Lesley-Anne
Down, Christopher Plummer

o

- WomanWateh

. 10:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Cross Creek'
An ambitious young writer
trades her hectic New York
life for a quieter existence in a
rural Florida orange grove
Mary Steenburgen, Rip Torn,
Malcolm McDowell 1983
Rated PG.
- Wilderness Bound
11:00 AM.
Week in Black
Entertainment
- MOVIE:'Waltz Across
Texas' A Texas oilman and a
female geologist -disagree
about where to - place an .oil
rig Anne Archer, Terry JasMow, Richard Farnsworth..
1982 Rated PG
€13 - MOVIE:'Black Arrow'
In this tale set in mechval England, a dashing outlaw, a
damsel in distress, and a
young knight must outwit a
treacherous nobleman Oliver
Reed, Fernando Ray, Benedict Taylor
- Aerobics-Bodies in
Motion

(1) ED (2-0 - Electric
Company
- Good Times
C - Scooby Doo
419 1Z) - Three's Compan
y
11) - Powerhouse
leave It to Beaver
- Rin-Tin-Tin
- Card Sharks

• o

-

Auto Racing '84:
SCCA Budweiser Trans
Am Coverage of this race is
presented from Las Vegas,
NV (60 min )
700 Club C•veststor otio,day's program are to be announced

2:30 P.M.
-

MOVIE: 'Danton:
(Dubbed) Leaders of the
French Revolution and former
allies are locked in, a bitter
battle to rule France Gerard
Depardieu, Wojciech Psyoniak 1983 Rated PG
- Mysteries of the Deep

11:30 A.M.

TV The kids examine politics
- An Orphan's Tale Part
1 Remi parts from his
adopted mother and joins a
travelling animal act
- College Basketball:
Villanova at St. John's

12:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'About Mrs.
Lemke' An aging -nightclub
singer has an affair with a
mysterious tycoon. Shirley
Booth, Robert Ryan, Alex NiCol. 1954
MOVIE:'Jamaica Run'
SIX people clash while trying
to prove the ownership of a
Jamaican estate Ray Milland, Arlene Dahl, Wendell
Corey. 1953,
- Black Showcase
- MOVIE: 'Tender
Mercies' An ex-countryand-western singer tries to
start a new life but his past
catches up with him.
-11D - MOVIE: 'A Truce to
Terror'

112) -

5:00 P.M.
CI(2)0(3)0(6)- News
- Wheel of Fortune
O( - Sanford and Son
- Three's Company

5:00 P.M.

o

o (e) = SCsameSreàI
(CC)
One Day at a Time

o:

_ Bewitched
infit _ Jeopardy
21)C

-

Vaned

•

_

C)21 - Nova (CC)'Garden
of Inheritance The life and
times of Gregor Mendel.
father of modern gay genet
ics, are examined (60 min
- Elvis: One Night with
You Celebrate the King's
50th birthday with exclusive
footage taped 16 years ago
- MOVIE:'Waltz Across
Texas'

27 - Dottie Rambo's
Magazine
- -College -BasketballBoston College at Syracuse
EID - Gentle Ben

• 7:30 P.M.

0 L.2,0 ,3

-

U Who's
the Boss? (CC) Tony seeks
the help of Angela-and Mona
when he realizes that Samantha wants more feminine
things for her birthday
10(5(C) 12 - Alice Vera
and
Elkiat's
anniversary
seems doomed when Elliot

^

Bring In The
New Year
With A New
G.E. or Hotpoint
Microwave

▪ _

•_ Rifleman
6:00 P.M.
▪

o

-

Cousteau/ Amazon:
Snowstorm in the Jungle
G) --- Week... in - Black
Entertainment

o

Video
to Go
Carol Burnett
ED
- Nightly Business
Report.
- EPCOT Magazine
College -Basketball •

-

-

U News
181 - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour..
- Barney Miller
C)- Diff rent Strokes
t12) - CBS News
0- You Can't Do That On
TV The kids examine politics
Gomer Pyle
ED 21) - Profiles of Nature
MOVIE:
C) -"The
Gentleman Tramp' Charlie
Chaplin's rags-to-riches life
story is told through film
clips, photographs, home
movies and rare footage
Narrated by Walter Matthau,
Laurence Olivier. Jack Lem
mon Rated G
(27) - TBN Today
SportsCenter
Here Come the Brides

°
and II3
HowW
ling-- M
Aa-"
d
T Mm
urdBoc
Ak
work as cooks at a diner
while Hannibal and Face drive
an 18-wheeler in order to
prevent a vicious entrepre
neur from ruining the family
business (60 min )
- Jeffersons
0 L51
,8. - Taste of China
CO - MOVIE: 'Charleston'
Three proud and beautiful
Southern women struggle for
survival in post Civil War
Charleston S C Delta Burke
Lynne
Moody:
Patricia
Pearcy 1978Crosby. Stills and
Nash --flinme Time'wrestling
- Stage: I Do, I Do Lee
Remick and Hal linden star in
This musical concerning the
joys and irritations of 50
years of marriage

CY: got Potato
5:30 P.M.
• - NICK ROCKS

in

00,5 0 6

o
o

Mr. Wizard's World
C): Lucy Show
- Video Vibrations
- GED Course
- MOVIE: 'The Pirates
of Penzance' A resigning pirate apprentice's budding
romance-is jeopardized by
the pirate band:s misadventures Linda Ronstadt,--Kevin
Kline, Rex Smith
19E13
Rated G
€1)- MOVIE:'The Princess
and the Pirate' An entertai
ner and a princess are captured by buccaneers on the
Spanish Main Bob Hope, Virginia Mayo, Walter Brennan
1945
- New! Animal World
- PKA Full Contact
Karate - World Lightweight
Championship

-

(
4) - NBC News
CI(5)
'121 - CBS News
O - Jeffersons
•7 Alice
- NICK, ROCKS. Video_
• to dc;
- Carol Burnett
211 - Nightly Business
Report
- EPCOT Magazine
Rifleman

IStations reserve the right
to makelast-mmute char
.iges

ei) C) - Entertainment
Tonight Richard Chamberlain
discusses the various roles
he has played in televison,
theatre and films
(1)
(8)- Famityfeud
- Jeffersons
- Benson
•(12) - Wheel of Fortune
C3 - Dangermouse
- Andy Griffith
- Headwaters
(27 - One Way Game
- Super Bowl VI
Highlights Dallas vs Miami'
7:00 P.M.
O Cr 03 Cr
- Three's a
Crowd (CC) Vicky s, parents
and Jack misinterpret her behavior when she-tries to con
ceal her father's birthday gift

C)-

In
three tales by W Somerset.

ABC

rir;-4

6:30 P.M.
O (2) - People's Court

Schoolbreak
Special: Welcome Home,
Jelly Bean A family's life is
turned upside down when
they bring their retarded
daughter home from an institution (R)(60 min )

12:30 P.M.
- DTV
1:00 P.M.
• - MOVIE. 'Encore'

News (CC)

. Dana Hill (I.) stars as a
retarded teenager. and
Chrt
stopher_ Collet stars as
.
her younger brother. in "Wel•Come Home, Jellybean," a
"CBS Schoolbreak Special"
airing Tuesday. Jan. 8
(rebroadcast)
-

€0 -

3:30 P.M.

C)-

O (2)0()0 -

WELCOME
HOME

-

3:00 P.M:• - You Can't Do That On

C - Top Rank Boxing from
Atlantic City, NJ

5:30 P.M.

ATir,

2:00P.M.

- In the Kitchen

Programs
- Mr. Wizard's World
- Lucy Show
Video Vibrations
.All-Day Movies
-'New! Animal World
6,10 - Hot Potato
—

ART-1.771X5

-

DAYTIME cow.

o(G)- People's Court

-t•N

ris

1:30P.M.
413 - Adventures of Black
Beauty The Gordon family
becornes4nvolved in royal Intrigue
EID - MOVIE: 'Hysterical'
The ghost of a vengeful
woman makes life difficult for
, a writer Hudson Brothers,
Bud Con, Keenan Wynn
Rated PG

ir) -

NATI ftllki

a man extorts money from
his brother, a lady is the sole
passenger with a weary
crew, and a woman suspects
that her husband wants her
money 1952
- MOVIE: 'Treasure
Island' This tale begins at the
Admiral Benbow Inn, and
carries treasure hunters to-a
secret island where pirate
gold lies buried Bobby Driscoll, Robert Newton. -BasilSydney

- love Connection
31 - Name That Tune
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

- College Basketball!
Boston College at Syracuse
EID - Love That Bob

has to work late and Vera
0 81 - Nightly Business
gets arrested for jaywalking
Report ,
0
- Cities Are For Kids --- o WKRP in Cincinneti
Too
- To Be Announced
- In the Kitchen
(12)- College Basketball: St.
€13 - Mousterpiece Theater
Peters vs. Manhattan and
27 - I Choose Life
Georgetown vs. Seton Hall
- Citadel A young doctor
8:00 P.M.
is drawn into the corruptive
13 • 2 0 3 0 - Thorn
practice of high society mediBirds Part III (CC)
cine First of 1.0 episodes
-,..Rigitide_tair..k.
(I)- MOVIE: 'Cross Creek'
-Cody and Boz go undercover
An ambitious young winter
as beauty pageant judges'in
trades her hectic New York
order to find out who has•
life for a quieter existence in a
been - making threatening
rural Florida orange grove
calls to one of the contesMary •Steenburgen, Rip Torn,
tants (60 mm )
Malcolm • McDowell 1983
69 .12 -MOVIE:
o
Rated PG
'Nightshift'
A,.
mild.
ED - MOVIE: 'The Young
mannered supervisor runs a
Runaways' Iwo runaways,
call girl ring from the city
on a mission to 'kidnap' their
morgue Henry Winkler, Shel
brother and sister from a fosHey Long, Michael Keaton •
ter hom8, end up in a tangle
1982
with-bank robbers and a con0 8 - Jazz Comes Home
frontation with - police. Gary
to Newport
Collins. Sharon Farrell, Anne
- To Be Announced
Francis 1978- From No Man's land ff) -ll_Cosby Show_
Porpoise CMS-10:30 P.M.
- Black Showcase
2 0 121- M•A•S•H
O
Frontline
(CC) - Give
ED 21 0 3 - Nightline
Me That Big Time Religion
0- Three's Company
Jimmy Lee Swaggari, one of
0 5,, - Entertainment
televisions leading evangelTonight Richard Chartiterlain
ists, is profiled. (R) 160 min I
discusses the various roles
-• • MOVIE: 'Tender
he' has played in tetev-igon.,
Mercies' -An ex-country
theatre and films.
and-western singer tries to
0(6)- Tonight Show -To,
start a new life but his past
night's guests are Laura
catches up with him Robert
Branigan and Ed 'Begley Jr
DuvaU, Tess Harper, Betty
(60 min )
Buckley 1983 Rated PG
- MOVIE:'Tom Sawyer'. o- Unsung Heroes Award
This musical adaptation re
0'8 - Latenight AmeriOa
counts.a younVosiy's life on
O - Love Boat
the Mississippi River Johnny
•- Tonight Show
Whitaker, Warren .Qates.
- Best of Grouch()
-Jodi foster 1973 Rated G11:00 P.M.
27' - New Directions
- Nightline
(2_)
113
- 700 Club Guests for to
0(i) - Eye on Hollywood
day s program are to be an0- Barney Miller
nounced
Fall Guy
8:30 P.M.
El - Hawaii Five-0
27 - Answer
O - Stage: I Do. I Do Lee
9:00 P.M.
Remick and Hal Linden star in
Remington Steele
this musical concerning the
Remington -and Laura. are.
toys'and irritations of 50
hired to find a much-hated
years of marriage
restaurant critic 460 min )
o (6) - Elvis Memories
'Suppose
They Gave a War and
- Secretaries of
Nobody Came'Chaos erupts
State in Conference II Alex
ander Haig, Henry Kissinger.
when a small town sheriff ar Edmund Muskie, William Rorests a sergeant for romancing a waitress Brian - Keith,
gers, Dean Rusk and Cyrus
Tony Curtis, Ernest Borgnine
Vance join moderator Edwin
Newman in this discussion
1970
about the new administra▪ ,Video Vibrations
tion (60
)
- MOVIE: 'Denton'
(Dubbed) Leaders of the
o - News
French Revolution and former
- Rituals
allies are locked in a bitter
- World at War
battle to rule France Gerard
- Video Soul
bepardieu, Wojciech Psyon(1) 211 - MacNeil/Lehrer
lak 1983 Rated PG
Newshour
SportsCenter
0- MOVIE:'Gorky Park' A
Allen
Soviet police inspector tries
to find the person who buried.
11:30,P.M.
three mutilated bodies in
0(a) - Eye on Hollywood
Moscow's Gorky Park Wil- Music Magazine
0
liam Hurt, Lee Marvin_ 1983
izwith
"
--471-L Pri.the Lord
Did Letterthan Tonight's
€11) - College Basketball:
guests are Ted Koppel and
Clemson at Georgia Tech
the Amazing Jonathan 160
min )
9:30 P.M.
- Rituals
o - MOVIE: 'Trapeze' An
American loins a Paris circus
O - At the Met
to persuade an aerialist to
• - Video Jukebox
teach him a daring triple so
• - Celebrity Chefs
mersault
Burt Lancaster,
• 9._45 P.M.
Tony, Curtis. Giaa.,_ipllobrieir"frOTV •
gida 1956. •! • 10:00 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Once Before I
Die' A U S Cavalry motor
and his fiancee are caught in a
(4) MI
(12 041)Japanese attack__
News -

.— -

12)._

o

-

_ MOVIE:
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SATURDAY. JANUARY 5. 1985

12:0Q A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Pigs
vs. the Freaks' When the
tension between the spoke
and hippies in a small town
reaches the crisis stage, they
agree to confront each other
on the football field. Tony
Randall, William Windom,
Eugene Roche 1980.
O C11 - News
Cdrumbo
O cs; C
Rawhide
MOVIE: 'Hysterical'
The ghost of a vengeful
woman makes life difficult for
a writer Hudson Brothers,
Bud Cort, Kean 'Wynn'
Rated PG
27 - TBN Today
6I0 - I Married Joan

,lz -

-

-

€0 -

3:30 A.M.

3:45 AM,

- Rat Patrol

4:15 A.M.

(2) - News

C)- In the Kitchen
12) - Elvis: One Night with
You Celebrate :the -King's
50th birthday with exclusive
footage taped 16 years ago,
- Ross Bagley

- MOVIE: 'Alien
Factor'

4:00 A.M.
- That Girl '
- Bla"IL:-/ilflogve.a.ye
(§ZI - Movie Cont'd
(27 - TBN Today
- Prog Cont'd

_Boston

4:30 A.M.

- Movietone News
- Jimmy Swagger/
(.27) - New"Directions
- Anikther Life

0 (3)
Special,
Cauldn'
learns
• skflls atm
future 11
O - Yo
TV The
places I.
one day
- E
Winter
seasons
grandfatl
discover
in the co

-

COUNTRY
CROONER
_Country Music Association
Male Vocalist of the Year Lee
Greenwood joins Barbara
Mandrell for her first network
TV
special. "Barbara
Mandrel):
Something
Special," airing Wednesday.
Jan. 9 on CBS.

12:30 A.M.
o - CNN

Headline News
- Dobie Gillis .

1:00 A.M.
0- News/Sign Off
(27 - Praise the Lord
Father

€11- Frai
gle wake
radish ba

4
- An
2 When
mine: till
rescue

(Stations reserve the right
tO Make last-minute changes

€D -Bachelor

1:30A.M.
! - Music-Magazine
- INN News
0 '12 - CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
- At the Met
MOVIE: 'Lions for
Breakfast'
Two • young
brothers. an-old drifter and a
dog pursue the dream of a
better life Jan Rubes, Jim
Henshaw, Danny Forbes
IED - MOVIE: 'The Pirates
of Penzance' A resigning pirate aprrentice's budding
romance is jeopardized by
the pirate band's misadventures Linda Ronstadt, Kevin
'Kline, Rex Smith
1983
Rated G
• - MOVIE: 'American
Pop' Pop music tunes by
musical greats from Gershwin to Pat •Benatar highlight
this animated saga of a family's struggle to realize the
American Dream
1981
Rated R
- SportsCenter
€E) - Moodie

C - Mr
C - Mr
- Luc
- Vid
21) -

-

111

-

1:45 A.M.
fa

(2) - Jimmy Swaggart
2:00 A,M,
- CBS News

Nightwatch JIP
o - INN News
• - Citadel A young doctor
is drawn into the corruptive
practice of high society medicine First of 10 episodes
- College Basketball:
Duke at North Carolina
Club Guests for today's program are to be announced

•

-700

2:15 A.M.
0 E2J - MOVIE: 'Dark
Journey' A secret agent is
investigated by a superior
Vivien Leigh, Conrad Veldt,
Joan Gardner 1937
2:30A.M.
MOVIE: 'Abilene
Town' A Kansas town becomes the scene of conflict
between cattlemen and homesteaders Randolph Scott,
Ann D.
--:..-7.2.1.1iltionda Fiery,'
ing 1945
(1)- Top Rank Boxing from
Atlantic City, NJ
'
- Week in Black
Entertainment
- MOVIE''The Princess
and the Pirate'
-

•

WEDNESDAY
1/9/85
5:00 A.M.
CID - Movie Cont'd
CID - Video Soul
- MOVIE: 'Tubby the
Tuba' A soul-searching tuba
tries to find a melody of -his
own Animated Voices of
--Dick Van Dyke, Pearl Bailey,
Hermione Gingold Rated G
- MOVIE: 'Elvis: That's
the Way It Is' Elvis prepares
for the concert event that
drew the most people in Las'
Vegas history
Business Times on
ESPN A Business News
Booting for Executives
-

6:00 A.M.
0 - Adventures of Black
Beauty Mystery surrounds
an ancient Viking helmet
First of 2 parts
6:30A.M.
•
- Fraggki Rock Red Fraggle wakes to find her favorite
radish bars gone
7:00 A.M.
• - MOVIE: 'The Black
Stallion Returns' A young
boy sets out for North Africa
in search of his stolen horse
Ten Garr, Kelly Reno, Vincent
Spano 1983 Rated PG
- MOVIE: 'Echoes of a
Summer A 12-year-old facing death gives her father and
mother the strength to accept her fate Jodie Foster,
Richard Harris, Lois Nettleton. .187.6.-Rated PG
- Roman Holidays
8:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Reunion' A
former basketball star tries to
relive past glories at his
• twenty-year high school reunion Kevin Dobson, Joanna
Cassidy, Linda Hamilton
1980
4// - SportsCantor 8:30 A.M.
- Rose Bowl Highlights
•

GB

o

-

9:00 A.M.
- Phil Donahue Show

0 0 - Phil Donahue
Show Donahue talks with
Herbert York and Paul Oldm,
two scientists who helped to
produce the first': nuclear
bomb.
- Champions on Ice
Some of today's brightest figure skating stars perform
their ice wizardry
- MOVIE: 'The Brink's
Job' A bank robbery by a
gang of klutzes pays off only
with laughter Peter Falk, Pe- •
ter Boyle. Warren Oates
1978 Rated PG
€13 - MOVIE: 'Wuthering
Heights' A young anstrocrat
falls in love with a boy who
works in her father's stables
Laurence Olivier, Merle Oberon, David Nmen 1939
- Rodeo
-700 Club Today's topic
is to be announced
10:00 A.M:
- MOVIE 'The Lucky
Star' When a young Jewish
boy's parents are taken away
he begins to fantasize of the
American West Rod Steiger,
Louise Fletcher. Rated PG
10:45 A.M.
DT/
-

11:00 A.M.

C)- Coming Together
MOVIE: 'The Rutles'
Monty Python's Eric Idle reminisces about the early days
of the Feb Four John Belushi,
George Harrison, Mick Jagger 1979
0- MOVIE:'Black Beauty'
Black Beauty travels to an English fox hunt, a ,Continental
circus and a frontier battle in
India Mark Lester, Walter
Slezak 1971 Rated G
€110 - Aerobics-Bodies in
Motion
611

-

_11:30
- MOVIE:'Double Deal'
A nightclub is the setting for
this story of a singer and a
gangster
- College Basketball:
Clemson at Georgia Tech

12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Rampage' A
trapper, a big game hunter
and a mistress search for rare
Jungle cats Robert Mitchum,•
Elsa Martinelli, Jack Hawkins
1963
MOVIE:'Escape Froth
Zahrain% A Jebel leader,
along with some fellow convicts, escapes from an Arab
oil state Yul Brynner, Sal MIneo, Jack Warden 1962
- Monsters, Madmen
and Machines Gil Gerard
hosts this special look at
iome of science fiction's
classics
MOVIE: The Gun'.
12:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Brainstorm'
A scientist creates a machine
enabling one human being to
experience every sensation
experienced
by another.
Louise Fletcher, Christopher
Walken, Natalie
Wood
1983, ........,PG

▪
the Way
for the
drew the
Vegas hi
- Nei
Elp - Fisl
(1) - Hot

O-

-

@EI -

12:45 P.M.
•- Short Feature
1:00 P.M.
MOVIE:
'The
Wilderness Family' A family
faces a rocky road to survival
in the Rockies when they
abandon the urban rat race
for life in the wilderness. Rob-,
en Logan 1975 Rated G.
Disney
Studio
Showcase
•

1:30P.M.
O - Adventures of Black
Beauty Mystery surrounds
an ancient Viking helmet
First of 2 parts
- LPGA Golf: J & B Gold
Putter Award Playoff Coverage of this golfing event is
presented from Las Vegas,
NV (60 min )
2:00P.M.
0-7 Coming -OM.
III-700 Club Today's topic
_is-to be announced

•

2:30P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Journey to
the Center of the Earth'
•

5
Nil

to Go
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ED 21) Report
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004
M
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CC
ters, artists and composers
MOVIE:
- Hawaii Five-0
MOVIE:
'Track
Red -Light Sting A govern
down'
on the world is examined
. •
A man leaves his Montana
College Basketball:
ment bureau takes over an
€13 -.MOVIE: 'The Gift Of
Connecticut at Providence
ranch to scour L,A in alrackCollege Basketball:
unorthodox business in it's
Love' A brilliant scientist and
(ID - Family Feud
down f15111is run-away sister Boston College at Syracuse
▪
-attemp
Icebou
t
nd
to
in
convict
the
a
local
his
fatally
ill wife adopt .a
Jeffersons
Jim Mitchum, Cittlip_Lee
Anarctic Sir Ernest Shackle racket boss Farrah Fawcett
'
.
loveless orphan into their
3:00 P.M.
Benson
Crosby
ton's 1903 quest frfir the
Beau
Bridges
1984
3 0 - Afterschool 0 1 12) - Wheel of Fortune
home Lauren Badall, Robert
South Pole is dramatized
- Love That Bob
O (8) IJ 21/ - First
Stack, Evelyn Ruche. 1958
Special;
Hero
Who
• - Dangermouse
First of 2 parts
Contac
t
Docume
nted
on
film
11:45 P.M.
Couldn't Read A young man (3)- Super Bowl VII Hilites
Andy Griffith
MOVIE:'The Devil at 4
is the sotry of the Leahy
learns that his basketball
Miami vs Washington
- Assaulted Nuts
27 - On Campus
O'clock' A priest aided by
brothers who penetrated the
skills alone wont assure his
ED - Bill Cosby Show
(g) - DP/
three convicts saves the lives
interior of New Guinea in
7:00 P.M.
future (R) 160 mm)
12:00 AM.
10:30
.P.M.
of the Piiladren op a South Sea
search of gold but found inOCCallX113- Fall Guy
You Can't Do That On
island
MOVIE:'Casanova
U
WKRP
hen
stead
in,
thousan
a_
Ndt.c.an
df
ds
stone
(CC)
o
age
Colt becomes the bodyTV The kids want to change
Cincinnati
Adventures of
Once( Tracy.- F
people who-had no concept
a
guard of one of the worlds
places with their moms frig'
modern-day Casanova who
Sinatra, Kerwin Mathews
Nightline
of life outside of their own
richest women and finds himone day
mixes danger with romance
1961
(60 min )
Three's Company
self in the middle of a wild
ED - Emma & Grandpa:
Marcello Mastroianni. Verna
€13
Vide
Vibrati
il)
round
ons
of
MOVIE
dangero
Entertainment
: 'Davy
us, action
Winter Travel through the
Lis', Michele Mercier 1-96f5
Crockett: King of the Wild
Tonight Chevy Chase com(60 min )
- College Basketball'
seasons with Emma and her
(3,) - News
Maryland at North Carolina
Frontier' A frontiersman
ments on his current film ad-0Highway to
grandfather as he helps her
(F
from
12 - MOVIE venture
Tennes
,
see
'Nationa
Heaven
wins
Burns
l
&
Lamfame
Allen
Jonatha
musters
n
all
discover the joys to be found
'The Double Man' An agent
as an Indian fighter, conpoon's Vacation in Europe "
the strength he has -in order
in the country
11:15
P.M.
of the CIA, lured to the Alps
gressman and Alamo hero
0 Cfri - Tonight Show
to save Mark and an innocent
ElD - MOVIE: 'The Omen'
3:30 P.M.
by the skiing 'accident of his
Fess Parker, Buddy Ebsen
Tonight's guest is Alan King
family from a drug-smuggling
The American ambassador
€0- Fraggle Rock Red Fragson, finds himself involved Jri
1954 Rated G
(60 min I
operation that stops at noto Britain realizes that his only
gle wakes to find her favorite
a plot by Russian agents Yol
(77) - Faith That Lives
thing to get what it wants
- Sanford and Son
child is possessed by a pow
radish bars gone
Brynner. Britt Eklend Lloyd
(60 min )
College Basketball:
0ce - Latenight America
eriul demon Gregory Peck
Nolan 1968
4:00 P.M.
Wisconsin at Ohio State
- Tonight Show
Barbara
Lee Remick, Harvey Stevens
Rawhide
- An Orphan's Tale Part
€B- 700 Club Today's topic
Mandrel': Something Spe1976 Rated R
12.: - MASH
27 - Praise
2 When Remi is trapped in a
is to be announced.
cial Roy Acuff, Lee GreenSportsCenter
11:30 P.M.
mine: his friends attempt a
- I Married Joan
wood. Bert Remsen, Rev
8:30 P.M.
U - Best of'Grouch°
.2? - Nightline
rescue
Alexander Hamilton and the
12:15 A.M.
It's Your Move,
00
-.Music Magerine
Voicesof-Inspiration-pm-Bar-• • toficTu'i
4:30P.M.
€13 -MOVIE- 'The Song of
iiiri-'Mail seek Nor€13- Likely Stories, Chapter
6„,1-1.,ate Night with
bara in this variety special
Bernadette' A peasant girl
ED - Mazda SportsLook
man's help in ridding the
David Letterman Tonight s
2
(60.min )
experiences a miracul0e4-in
town
of the phony rock group
5:00 P.M.
guest is Jay Leno (60 min )
Smithsonian
11:00P.M.
bion in a small grotto. near
that he created
0- Mr. Wizard's World
- MOVIE: 'Next Stop
World (CC) •A Desk in the
-Lourde
s
Jennifer Jones
Soap
271 C
l
)
o
Shock
Waves/
Lucy Show
Grelenwich Village' A boy
Jungle ' Four Smithsonian
Charles Bickford 1943
Armageddon
Eye on Hollywood
O
from
- Video Vibrations
Brooklyn trys to break
marine
biologists
delve
- Barney Miller
12:30 A,M.
9:00 P.M.
loose from his parents and
2,000 feet into an ocean in a
ED 21J - Wild America (CC)
12'
CNN Headline News
Ntagnu
0 C5)0
m.
make it on his own as an ac
(3)0- Arthur
sub and ethnologist John Ew- MOVIE: 'Elvis: That's
P.I.
27 - Good News
Hailey's Hotel(CC)Mrs Cator
ers discusses George Catlin's
the Way It Is' Elvis prepares
bot
falls
in
love
with
19th century paintings of the
Chrisfor the concert event that
tine's godfather, an actor
American Indian (60 nun )
drew the most people in Las
studies Peter in preparation
0- Odd Couple
Vegas history
for a role and an illegal alien
- New! Animal World
'Ulysses' Porfinds romance at the hotel
trayed are the adventures of
€1) - Fishin' Hole
(60 min )
the
King
of
Ithaca
and
his
€1) - Hot Potato
004)- St. Elsewhere
warriors during the'
Trojan
5:30 P.M.
Dr Wyler plans his return to
Wars Kirk Douglas, Silvana
- NICK ROCKS: Video
Africa when he finds out his
Mangano, Anthony Quinn'
to Go
clinic has been destroyed and
1955 — ,
Joan gathers evidence that
Carol Burnett
• - Icebound, in the
could end Jack Morrison's
€1) 21) - Nightly Business
Anarctic Sir Ernest Shacklemedical career (60 min
Report
ton's 1903 quest for the
"What I like most about my job is my bank (trust this bank.
I
0(1E - Riding for America
ED - EPCOT Magazine
South Pole is dramatized
trust the owners and the officers, and the integrity of this bank
Top members of the U S
_
First of 2 parts
SportsCenter
I like being one of many who have acommon bond, working
equestrian team discuss their
- Rifleman
College Basketball:
motivations, feelings of pride
together toward
•
LSU
Alabam
at
a
6:00 P.M.
and accomplishment in relaperfection We want to
- Coming Together
(TI - Love Connection
tion to their sport (R) (60
make this the best loved
- MOVIE: 'The Black
min )
O(3)- Name That Tune
bank there is.
Stallion Returns' .A young
CDOXIOCCIR-News
All In the Family , _
boy sets out for North Africa
13 at) - MacNeil/Lehrer
- Portrait with Scenes:
I feel that our customers
in search of his stolen horse
Newshour
Arthur Miller An interview
like this bank very much
Ten Garr, Kelly Reno, Vincent
with playwright Arthur Miller
O - Barney Miller
Spano 1983 Rated PG
— otherwise they would
is interspersed with scenes
- Diff'rent Strokes
- MOVIE: 'Sudden
take-their
business §ome
from his Work
CBS News
Impact'(CC)Dirty Harry purwhere else. We're here to
World
War
at
- Pro Tennis: Volvo
sues a killer who emastulates
advise them and help
- Video Soul
Masters Coverage of profeshis victims Clint Eastwood,
them out, and they
MacNeil/Lehrer
sional tennis is presented
Sondra Locke, Pat Hingle
appreciate that."
Newshour
from Madison Square Garden
271 - Up on Melody
on,New York (4 hrs)
ED - MOVIE: 'One 'Flew
Mountain
MAE OLA JONES
Over the Cuckoo's Nest' A
0- You Can't Do That On
Flipper
Supply Clerk
free-spirited rogue takes on
TV The kids want to change
7:30 P.M..
the authorities at a mental in
places with their moms for
0 - NBA Basketball:
stitution
Jack Nicholson,
one day
Chicago at Boston,
Louise Fletcher, Will Samp
Gomer Pyle
413 - MOVIE:'Double Deal'
son 1975 Rated R
Woriderwarks(CC)
OUR PEOPLE CARL Its our policy... It's our promise.
A nightclub is the setting for
- MOVIE: 'The Brink's
'Hide and Seek.' Two stuthis
story
singer
of
a
and
a
Job' A bank robbery by a
dents fight to prevent immigangster filonte Hawley,
gang of klutzes pays off only
nent
disaster
when
a
Jeni LeGon, Eddie Thompwith laughter Peter Falk, Pecomputer program develops
son 1939
ter Boyle, Warren Oates
the capacity to make it's own
• Mousterpiece Theater.
1978 Rated PG
decisions (60 min.)
Murray
27)
Arnold
(37)
Show
- Praise the Lord
- Champions on Ice
Some of today's brightest fi8:00 P.M.
9:30 P.M.
giire skating stars perform
el We ID
Rituals
- Dynast,
/
Their ice wizardry
,
(CC) Dominique and Blake
- Magic of Walt Disney
MURRAY
KY.
visit their dying father to learn
'Winter
World
Fever' Disney travels across
the truth about Dominique's
Alaska
Beyond
the U S to show variotA winbirth, Steven and Claudia_
Expectations
ter sporting events
seek comfort from others af
10:00 P.M.
ter a fight, and Alexis is
27) - TBN Today
Main'OfVke
(2)0(3)00(51
shocked to learn the condiNorth Branch
ED - College Basketball:
South Branch
tions of Tom Carrington's
O (I)00U llZ
Maryland at North Carolina
5th & Main
North 12th & Chestnut South 12th & Story
211 7 News
wdL V10 rn4n.).. Piers Come the-Wide*
753-3231
753-3a1
00
-•
-153-32f1
- Feels of Life
CR
(1)
- "
6:30 P.M.
(CC) Blair strays from her.
Report
O (.2) - People'S Court
responsibilities When she de
- To Be Announced
Entertainment
cides to date a different boy
WT.' Romantic Spirit The
Tonight
every night
impact of 19th century wri
•--••••
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• SATUK1441:.•JANUARY 5. I9
- MOVIE: 'The Year of
Living Dangerously' A journalist, trying to scoop the potential political overthrow of
Indonesia, meets and falls in
love with the British attache
Mel • Gibson,
Sigourney
Weaver, Linda Hunt 1983
Rated PG
- MOVIE: 'Warlock' A
gunfighter and a cowboy join
forces to wipe out a gang terrorizing Warlock
Richard
Widmark, Helir-i Fonda, An- thony-Ouinn 1g59
- MOVIE: 'Smoke'
When a young boy nurses a
dog back to health, he gains a
new love for the adults in his
life Ron Howard. Earl Holliman, Jacquelin Scott
- College Basketball:
Maryland at North Carolina
• - 700 Club Guests for today's program are to be announced

THURSDAY
1 /1 0/85
5:00 A.M.

O

2 - Movie Cont'd
(E) - Video Soul
MOVIE:'Toby and the
Koala' After escaping a convict ship bound for Australia,
_young Toby befriends a koala
bear _1981
--0---$40tftg:--9ouchwdby
Love', victim of cerebral
palsy corresponded with Elvis- Presley._ Deborah Ratfin,
Diane Lane Micliagt-earned •
1980
(3) - Business Times on
ESPN A Business News
Briefing for Executives

'RV

ED -

7:00 A.M.

Eio - MOVIE: 'It Happened"
at the World's Fair' Two
broke bush pilots find themselves in charge of a sevenyear-old Chinese girl at the
'Seattle World's Fair Elvis
Presley, Joan O'Brien, Gary
Lockwood 1963
- Wheelie & Chopper
Bunch

8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Twenty Plus
'Two' A -private investigator
is hired to find a missing heiress David Janssen, Jeanne
Crain Agnes Moorehead
1961
- SportsCenter

6:00 A.M.
- Adventures of Black
Beauty The mystery of the
Viking helmet is solved conclusion
• 6:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Twilight
Time' After twenty years in
--Aineorra.-an- old • larrn4.- turns to Yugoslavia to buy his
dream.farm. but his children
don't care,about- the land or
thee---ftentage Kart-Malden,
Jodi Teelan 1983 Rated PG

;

er

8:30 A.M.
- Braingames Word
scrambles, number puzzlers
and history and mystery
games are all here to tease
your brain
6)- Mazda SportsLook

•- Dobie Gillis
1:00 A.M.
O - News/Sign Off .
• - Portrait with Scenes:
Arthur Miller An interview
with playwright Arthur Miller
is interspersed with scenes
from his work
TBN Today'
- Mazda SportsLook
- Bachelor Father

9:00 A.M.
- Phil Donahue' Show
Donahue exploresihe disadvantages and advantages of
older women, younger men
relationships
C
- Phil Donahue

ED -

1:15 A.M.

MOVIE 'The Man
With Two Brains' The world
timous surgeon who in •
vented
the
'screw top
method of entering the brain
marries one of his patients
Steve Martin. Kathleen Tur
- ner, Carl Reinec 1983. Rated

1:30 A.M.
_

"5' - Music Magazine
OD - INN News
--1Z - CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
SportsCenter
Blondie

go go -

1:45 A.M.
- MOVIE.'The Heist' A
French gangster is obsessed
ith outdoing the criminal
de 5 of his hero, John Danger Charles Aznavour, Vir,ni
LlS1, Robert Hossein 1976

2:00 A.M.
• 2) - Jimmy Swaggart
0 w - CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
- INN News
.0 - College Basketball:
Coitpecticut at Providence
O Romantic Spirit The
impact of 19th century writers. artists and composers
on the world is examined
•- Numero Uno
0- 700 Club Today's topic
is to,bp announced

o

o - MOVIE:'Fallen Angel'
A young man, married to a
wealthy girl, plans to run
away with a waitress until the
girl is murdered Dana Andrews, Alice Faye, Linda Darnell 1945

•-

College Basketball:
Wisconsin at Ohio State

•-

2:45 A.M.

MOVIE: 'Ttte Lucky
Star' When a young Jewish
boy's parents are taken away
,he begins to fantasize of theAmerican West Rod Steiger,
Louise Fletcher Rated PG

3:00 A.M,'
0- Coming Together
RD - MOVIE: 'Sudden
Impact'(CC)Dirty Harry pursues a killer who emasculates
his victims Clint Eastwood,
Sondca Locke, Pat Hingle
1983/ Rated R

3:30 A.M.
▪ - MOVIE:'Double Deal'
A nightclub is the setting for
this story of a singer and a
gangster Monte Hawley,
Jeni LeGon, Eddie Thompson 1939
•- Rost Bagley

3:45 A.M.
0- Rat Patrol

4:00 A.M.
0(2) - News
▪
All
American
Wrestling
00- Movie Corit'd
0- Prog Cont'd
4:15A.M.
- World/Large

-

2:30 A.M.

O

4:30 A.M.
MOVIE: 'She
Learned about Sailors' A
cabaret singer in Shanghai
learns the truth about sailors
when she falls for a young
good-looking gob
Alice
Faye. Lew Ayres, Frank
Mitchell 1934
-

(TiO

23- MOVIE:'The Pied
RiperLA cleld-hatingfziglish- man agrees to help two child- JimEny Sweggart
ren escape the Nazi invasion •
• - Jerry'Barnard
of France Monty Woolley.
- flow Noes
Anne Baxter. RoaciiiMcOoirr
ell 1942
- Another Life
•

Richard Chamberlain stars
as Father Ralph, a wayward
priest. in.'.'The Thorn_ Birds,the ABC miniseries adapted
from Colleen McCullough's
novel. The multigenerational
Australian saga airs in foul
parts on Sunday, Jan. 6,
-Monday, Jan. 7, Tuesday,
Jan. 8 and Thursday, Jan. 10.
-

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute Changes I

10:30 A.M.

WEDNESDAYcoNt•
1m.

THUNDER
DOWN UNDER

• - Still the Beaver
11:00 A.M.
0- On the Line With...
- MOVIE: '_Zelig' Eager
to please, a neurotic transforms himself into a human
chameleon Woody Allen,
Mia Farrow Rated PG
- MOVIE:'Coma' A doctor investigates bizarre happenings in .a big Boston
hospital Genevieve Bujold,
Richard Widmark, Michael
Douglas 1977 Rated PG
0- Steve Allen's Comedy
Room
Aerobics-Bodies in
Motion
1 1:30A.M,
Tahoe Billiards:
Elimination Final Earl Strickland vs Nick Varner (60
min.)
ga

-

12:00 P.M.

- MOVIE:'That Kind of
Woman' A beautiful woman
tries to find love with a young
soldier Sophia Loren, Tab
Hunter, George Sanders
1959
MOVIE: 'The
Horsemen' A stablemas
ter's son enters the grueling
buzkashi tournament
to
please his demanding father
and prove his machismo
Omar Shanff, Leigh TaylorYoung, Jack Palance 1971
- Black Showcase
•
(ffli - Forum 19
- MOVIE:'Sweet Taste
•
of- Vengeance' An agent
hired to kidnap a man's ex wite complicates matters
when he falls in love with his
intended victim John Forsythe, Diana Hyland 1966

go -

-

12:30 P.M.

MOVIE: 'Amityville:
The Demon'(CC) A skeptical journalist buys the infamous house of horror as an
ideal spot for writing a book
Tony Roberts, Tess Harper.
Candy Clark 1983 Rated
PG
RD - Edison Twins
Hang,Gliding Around/
World

-

1:00P.M.
(RI
MOVIE:
'The
Compleat Beatles' This
docu-musical tells the full
story of the Beatles from their
early Liverpool days to their
London farewell perform
ance
•--0.461144E-:-"Fern Sainverl,
This musical adaptation recounts a young boy's life on.
the Mississippi River
- C011ege Basketball:
Wiseonsirs at Ohio State

1:30 P.M.
• - Adventures of Black
Beauty The rhyterY 'Of the
Viking helmet is solved Con
clusion

2:00 P.M.
EID -

Red Skelton's Funny
Faces Ill One of the funniest
clowns in show business returns for this comedy special
700 Club Guests for today's program are to be
announced

go -

2:45 P.M.
- DTV
•

3:00 P.M.
113 - You Can't Do That On
TV The kids let Mother Nature know what really bothers them about the great
outdoors •
• An Orphan's Tale Part
3 A journey to London brings
Remo closer to his mother
O - MOVIE: 'It Happened
at the World's Fait' Two
broke bush pilots find themselves in charge of a sevenyear-old Chinese girl at the
Seattle World's Fair. Elvis
Presley, Joan O'Brien, Gary
Lockwood. 1963.
ED - -College Basketball;
Maryland at North Carolina

-

4:30 P.M.
O - Against the Odds
O - MOVIE: 'Twilight
Time' After twenty years in
America, an old farmer returns to Yugoslaviato buy his
dream farm, but his children
don't care about the-land or
their heritage. Karl Malden,
Jodi Thelan 1983 Rated PG

5:00 P.M.
0- Out of Control

- Lucy Show

▪ - Video Vibrations
(21) - GED Course
- MOVIE: 'Touched by
Love'
- New! Animal World
•- To Be Announced
•
- Hot Potato

Newshour
0- Barney Miller
Diff'rent Strokes
(12) 7 CBS News
Pro Tennis: Volvo
MastersCoyerage of professional tenniS is "presented
from Madison Square Garden
in New York (4 hrs.)
0- You Can't Do That On
TV The kids let Mother Nature know what really bothers them about the great
outdoors
0- Gomer Pyle
(21) - People's Business
- MOVIE: 'Behind the
Scenes at Watt Disney
Studios' Through the use of
animation and live action features, this program shows
how animated features are
created
(21) - TBN Today
0- SportsCenter

so -

RD - Here Come the Brides

6:30 P.M.

O
Tonight

Entertainment
Penny Marshall talks
about her role in the TV
movie. 'Triathlon.'
a)
0 J3- Family Feud
Jeffersons
0-Benson
Wheel of Fortune
O - Dangermouse
- Andy Griffith
Braingames Word
scrambles, number puzzlers
and history and mystery
games are all here to tease
your brain.
Bible Bowl
• ESPN's Speedweek
o

O go co.-

•-

7:00P.M.

0 CC 0(I)

•

- ThOrr

11) - On the Line With...
Pjaø
se
P- (CC)
- ouArn
'Pe
urdici
ca
'nn
head Wilson ' Murder, deceit, prejudice and mystery
surround a small town lawyer
during pre-Civil War days (R)
(9°
€0Inside
i) ' the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti
review this week's NFL ac'coma. A
tion_
MOVIE:
doctor
investigates
bizarre
happenings in a big Boston
hospital Genevieve Bujold,
Richard Widmark, Michael
Douglas 1977 Rated PG
GI - Super Bowl VIII'Hilites
Miami vs Minnesota
- Circus

7:30P:M.

00CD - Family Ties Mal-

- People's Court

113

cue -mission in Vietnam are
mysteriously being eliminated Chuck Norris, Anne
Archer,
199
James Franciscus.

lory is crushed by the sudden
death of her favorite aunt and
feels that no one else is sharing her grief. •
Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
•- Mousterpiece Theater
- Roger McDuff
- Top Rank Boxing from
Lake Tahoe, NV
(1)

-

•

8:00 P.M.
00CC - Cheers Sarn, at
Diane's insistence, ihvites
Frasier.to go on a fishing trip
with the boys.
(10 0(Ito- Simon &
Simon
- Mystery! (CC)
'Praying Mantis First of 3
parts Two couples are involved in a subtle conspiracy
where no one knows who the
victim will be or who the killer
is (60 min )
O - To Be Announced
11)- Black Showcase
RD - MOVIE: 'The Year of
Living Dangerously'

Birds Conclusion (CC)
00(i)- Cosby Show
Magnum.
Cli)
P.I.
(j) - Wild World of
Animals
- MOVIE: 'The Hot
5:30 P.M.
Rock' Four incredible goofs
try to steal the world's hot€21 - NICK ROCKS: Video
- Five Mile Creek
to 00
test diamond, not once, but
(27)
Dwight Thompson
four
times
Robert
Redford,
Burnett
Carol
0George Segal, Ron Leibman
0- 700 Club Guests for to0 (21) - Nightly Business
day's program are to be an1970.
Report
nounced
MOVIE: 'King' Part 1
0- EPCOT Magazine
The life and career of the civil
8:30 P.M.
- ESPN's Horse Racing
rights leader, Rev Martin
Weekly
0 c10 - Night Court
Luther King Jr , is dramaJudge Stone and the staff are
Rifleman
tized. -Pouf tO'snbekk-X.scoly,- tfiffelnerirt111W-Scrliiar -cfr
-4*:fyson 1978
Dan's parents, '-particularly Love Connection
O - Music After Mao
because Dan told them that
Name That Tune •
- MOVIE: 'Good Guys they were dead
- Newa
M 111131
Wear -Slack' The partici
0 21) - Tony Brown's
pants of a specuitPOW -res41k - fAecNeililehrer
Journal

go (12 -
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1:30 A.M.
2:45P.M.
0 C4) - Music Magazine
0- INN News
3:00 P.M.
OD (1Z - cos -News
Nightwatch JIP
0- You Can't Do That On
- MOVIE: 'Wargames'
1/11/8-5
TV Scientific theory'is turned
• - SportsCenter
(CC) A teenage computer
5:00 A.M.
on it's'ear
'whiz, believing he discovered
- Blondie
0 C2j - Movie Cont'd
a new video game, unwitEfEr - The Great Whales
1:45 A.M.
tingly challenges the Defense
- Video Soul
These elusive giants of the,
o
- Jimmy Swaggart
Department's
wargames
deep are captured .on film in
(4) - Business Times on
2:00 A.M.
computer to a gtobat therthis National Geographic speESPN A Business News
monuclear war
Matthew
0
cial Briefing for Executives..
- CBS News
Broderick; Dabney -Colematt.-1----,
3;30 p
,Nightwatch J1P
5:3dA.M. lohn
Wood 1983 Rated
o INN News
(%)
ff) - The Great Whales
MOVIE:t.,'Encore :In
DG
e- Wrestling TNT
three tales by W Somerset,
These elusive giants of the,
MOVIE:
'The
Sky
• - College Basketball:
a man extorts money from
deep are captured on film in
Trap' A teen-aged glider pilot
Washington State at UCLA
his brother, a lady is the sole
this National Geographic speunexpect
encounter
daned
s
passenger with a weary
cial.
C)- 700 Club Guests for togers Jim Hutton. Marc
day's program are to be ancrew, and 'a woman sitspects
- MOVIE: The Great
McClure, Patricia Crawley
nounced
that her husband wants her
Chase'Several chase scenes
•
- Aero6ics-Bodies in
money 1952
from
the
past
compiled
are
in
2:15 A.M.
Motion
- College Basketball
this documentary look at adMOVIE: 'Joshua'
Washington State at UCLA
venture and comedy Buster
1 1 :30 A.M.
Men who return home from
-Keaton, Pearl White, William
- Week in Black
the civil war with hopes of re4:00 P.M.
S Hart 1963
Entertainment
building their lives find death
- Fraggle Rock Red,Fsagand destruction-. Fred Wil€13 - MOVIE: 'Hysterical'
6:00 A.M.
gle wakes to find her favorite
liamson . 1975_
The ghost of a vermeful
'radish bars gone
ID - Adventures of Black
woman makes life difficult for
Beauty Stolen paintings are
2:30 A.M.
4:30 P.M.
a writer -Hudson Brothers,
found
on
an
canal
old
barge
o - MOVIE 'Thal Last
O - Against the Odds
Elud
Afton-Wagoirlrine11-5150Ort7'We
6:30 A.M.
MO(iE: 'Hank
Rated PG
hanged, turns 'hero when
•
Williams. The Show He
o Medical Doctor
9- ESPN's,florse Racing
Indians attack a-wagon train.
Never Gave' Country star
€13 - Video Jukebox
Weekly
Richard Widmark, FeliciaHank Williams is portrayed in
7:00
A.
M.
Farr, Ken Clark 1956
12:00 P.M.
,
a performance he might have
- MOVIE: 'Across the- 9
(%) - Red Skelton's Funny
- MOVIE: 'Mary Jane
given ,on New Year's Eve
Great
Divide'- Two orphans Faces III One of the funniest
Harper Cried Last Niglft' A
1952 Sneezy Waters Dixie-travel west to claim their land
clowns in show business re, troubled woman takes out
Seatle 1984
inheritanc
Heather
e.
Ramey,
turns for thiscomedy-special._
her problems on her child in
5;00P.M.
Mark Hal, Robert Logan. •
this film about child abuse
3:00 A.M..
- Out of Control
1976 Rated G
O
Susan
Dey,
Bernie
Casey. Tri• - College Basketball: (I) - MOVIE: 'Seems Like
- Lucy Show
cia O'Neil, 1977,
Florida at Vanderbilt
Old Times' A lawyer jeoparO - Video Vibrations
9MOVIE:
'Evel
Knievel'
9- That Girl
dizes her husband's career by
ED 21) - Newton's Apple
The king of the stuntmen is
helping her ex-husband run
O - On the Line With...
Tonight's program explains
portrayed making the daredfrom the police. Goldie Hawn,
- MOVIE: 'Warlock' A
what radioactivity is, what
evil motorcycle jumps that
Chevy Chase, Charles Grogunfighter and a cowboyjoin
causes_ acne and why athmade him a fortune. George
din 1980 Rated PG
forces to wipe out a gang terletes are, getting better
Hamilton, Lauren Hutton, Rod
rorizing Warlock. Richard
-Valley of the Dinosaurs
through the use of compu
Cameron . 1971 _.
Widmark. Henry Fonda. Anters
•
I
SPY
thony 'Quinn. 1959,..
- ESPN's Speedweek
- MOVIE: 'Seems Like
- MOVIE: 'The
3:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The World I
Old Times' A lawyer jeopar
Matchmaker' A matchGet Smart
Want'
dizes her husband's career by
maker assumes responsibil(19 - MOVIE: 'Twilight
helping her ex-husband run
12:30
P.M.
ity
for
finding
the proper-Mate
Time'
ifrorri the police Goldie Hawn.
•
PKA
Full
Contact
for anch. tight-fisted old wifp_ Ross Bagley
Chevy Chase, Charles' Gro
Karate- World Flyweight
dower Shirley Booth. Andin- 1980 Rated PG
3:45 A.M.
Championship from Orthony
Perkins.
Shirley
O - New! Animal World
- News
lando, FL
MacLaine, Paul Ford 1958
El) - Hot Potato
4:00 A.M.
• - SportsCenter
1:00 P.M.
5:30P.M.
• - Prog COnt'd
MOVIE:
'Oh,
God!
8:3o A.m.
Agriculture U.S.A.
Book -II' The Visitor from •- NICK ROCKS Video
C)- Top Rank Boxing from
to Go
above charms a - -spunky
C)- Black Showcase
Lake Tahoe, NV
schoolgirl'into spreading his
- Down to Earth
- Movie Cont'd
Together: Boones
message George Burns, Suz21 - Nightly Business
21J - TBN Today
9:00 A.M.
anne Pleshette. David Berney
Report
- Auto Racing '84:
0
Phil
Donahue
1980 Rated PG
o
- EPCOT Magazine
World Endurance - SanShow Donahues guest is
9 - MOVIE: 'A Farewell
Mazda SportsLook
down 1000 Coverage of this
pioneer-consumer advocate
To Arms' An American amauto race IS presented from
0- Rifleman
Ralph Nader
bulance
driver
and an English
Melbourne, Australia
6:00 P.M.
(§) MOVIE: 'Hank
nurse meet on the Italian
4:15 A.M.Williams: The Show He
- Love Connection
front in World War I Rock
Never Gave' Country star
0
- Name That Tune
Hudson. Jennifer Jones, ViiOut Party'
Hank Williams is portrayed in
IOW De Sica 1957
00 5 0CC
- hews
a performance he might have
4:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Young
o 8 - MacNeil/Lehrer
given
on
New
Year's Eve
Runaways: Two runaways,
Newshour
o - Movietone News
1952 Sneezy Waters, Dixie
on a mission to 'kidnap' their
- Barney Miller
Jimmy Swaggan
o
Seatte;1984
brother and sister from a fos271 - Climb That Mountain
- Diff'rent Strokes
MOVIE: 'The
ter home, end up in a tangle
Another Life
9:y2
- CBS News
helior A. Texas
with bank robbers and a con
- Pro Tennis: Volvo
nfiltrates the ranks of
frontal-On with police Gary
Maters Coverage. of profesthe Comancheros, an outlaw
Collins. Sharon Farrell, Anne
sional tennis is presented
gang supplying gins and
Francis 1978
from-Nladoson Square Garden
uor to the Comanches John
- American Baby
m New'York. (4 hrs)
Wayne, Stuart -Whitman,
O - You Can't Do That On
1:30 P.M.
Nehemiah Per soff. 1961.
Tv - '
- MOVIE: 'Winter
O - Adventures of Black
_ Gorner Pyle
Beauty Stolen paintings are
Fever' Disney travels across
21
Kentucky General'
found on an old canal barge
the U S to show various winAssembly
ter sporting events
Celebrity Chefs
- Inside the NFITen
9-700 Club Today's topic
. 2:00P.M.
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti
is to be announced
,
,
Billiards:
Trick Shots
review this week's NFL -ac10:30 A.M. Thrs program presents trick
tion
shoes from the 3rd. Annual
fEe - Elvis: One Night with
- MOVIE:'Black Beauty'
Legendar
,y,,,ar
r.
Pock7t__ Billiards
_ 504
Youtt.b4atui
Celeba
raii:_wotv_eme
e the %,sove____.sng's'
tag ndzy
Black
ty travels to WI En-1.7
.aCePt14netai-:-• footage taped 16 Nears age,-----11111- 700 Club Today:a-tow-- circus
an a fffillWir battle,in
es to be announced
•- Large Animals of theIndia Mark Lester, Walter
Arctic
2:30 P.ML
-,61ezak_ 1971. Rated d.
Duncan flogefir
_
11:00 A.M.
27)- Caesar's Tahoe
Today
_
'vi
Billiards
a
Front Page- Week/ "
T
Classic _frail'
SportsCe
nter
.
NBC — Fridays
Tahoe
Review
111---fierTirgiqiThe-Brides
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Litany that

wn's

an sight year. expedition to
discover that his wife has become a, liberated woman.
Rod Steiger,.Susannah York,
Don Murray. 1971.
- MOVIE: 'Risky
Businesi' (CC) A straightlaced teenager gets involved
with p prostitute while his
parents are on vacation. Tom
Cruise. Rebecca De Mornay.
1983. Rated R.
11:30 P.M.
(3)- Frontline(CC)'Give.
Me That- Big- Time- Religion,'
Nightline
Jimmy Lee Swaggan. one of
▪
- Music Magazine
television's leading evangel,
0- Late Night with David
ists, is profiled (R)(60 min)
Letterman Tonight's guests
- News
are Emo Phillips and Mae
- Focus
McCleron, the owner of a
Ronald Reagan memorabilia
_ NBA Basketball:
shop (60 min.)
Seattle at Golden State
0 - MOVIE: 'House. of
9- Video Soul
Cards' A
down-and-out
21 - MacNeil/Lehrer
boxer/adventurer becomes a
Newshour
pawn for a group of Fascists
- MOVIE: 'Heat and
'plotting to take-over Europe.
Dust' A young EnglishGeorge Peppard, Inger Stevioma Ift.India _ relJaces the
TrisTOrson Wéll. 1§68
sensational career of a great
9- MOVIE:'Dead Ringer'
aunt. Julie Christie, Greta
Using a false pregnancy
Scacchi, Shashi Kapoor
claim, "a sister takes a man
1983 Rated R
away from her twin. Bette
- Wonderful World of
Davis, Karl Malden, Peter
Disney
Lawford. 1964
271 - Praise the Lord
MOVIE: 'Puma
9:30 P.M.
Man'
- Rituals
- MOVIE: 'The Lonely
- Jerusalem, D.C.
Lady' A successful screenwriter shocks everydne by
10:00 P.M.
telling exactly how she
co
oo
reached the top. Pia Zadora,
o
ED
Lloyd Bochner, Bibi Besch
News
1983. Rated R
0(t) - Nightly Business
Love That Bob
Report
(11 - WKRP in Cincinnati
11:45P.M.
9- To Be Announced
9Short Feature
- MOVIE: 'Amityville:
12:00A.IN.
The Demon (CC) A skepti0
- MOVIE: 'The
cal JOUTAISI buys the infaSuicides Wife' A woman
mous house of horror as an
must come to grips with her
ideal spot for writing a book.
despair after her husband, a
Tony--Roberts, -Tess Harper,
college professor, kills himCandy Clark. 1983 Rated
self leaving no explanation.
PG.
Angie Dickinson, Gordon Pin- MOVIE:'The Horse in
sent, Zohra Lampert. 1979
the Gray Flannel Suit' An
News
.advertising executive conO
fronts trouble when his wayO
- kniekout promotional campaign
Rawhide
runs into complications.
O - To Be Announced
Dean Jones. Diane Baker,
- TBN Today
Lloyd Bochner Rated G.
- Fishin' Hole
0 - College Basketball:
13)- I Married Joan
Washington State at UCLA
12:30 A.M.
10:30 P.M.
CNN Headline News
0
- WKRP in
2t - Shock
Waves/
Cincinnati
Armageddon
- Nightline
O
- EhPN's Speedweek
o - Three's Company
- Dobie Gillis
O (61) - Entertainment
1:00 A.M.
Tonight
o - College Basketball: 9 - America's Top Ten
- News/Sign Off
Florid* at Vanderbilt • •
All
American
0-Aanford and Son
Wrestling
0
- Letenight America
- MOVIE: 'The
o - Love Boat
Compleait Beatles' This
o -'Tonight Show
docu-musical tells the full
(0_ MASH
story of the Beatles from their
- Best of Groucho
early Liverpool days to their
London farewell perform1 1:00 P.M.
ance. •
• 0
- Soap
(V)- Praise the Lord
(1)- Eye on Hollywood
- To Be Announced
- Barney Miller
€11 - Bachelor Father
Rockford Files
7 Hawaii Five-0
1:15 A.M.
Newhart
- MOVIE: 'Behave
Yourself' A young couple
College Basketball:
find a'dog that's Wanted by
Florida at Vanderbilt
crooka Farley Granger, ShelAfter Mao'
ViderVtbratIOns_
= Burns & Aften
- MOVIE: 'Zelig' Eager
11:15P.M.
to please, a neurotic trans.
MOVIE- "1184aby
forms himself Into a human
Birthday- Wanda June'..An .chameleon Woody Men.
explorer returns home after
Mia Farrow Rated PG
9:00 P.M.
0 0 6) - Hill Street
Blues
0. 5 0 (12 - Knot's
Landing(CC)Mack_wans patientlf for the results from
Karen's surgay, Abby de&ides to keep Val's whereaboutsasecret-aridreeetves -a
-- -threat-as -a result -aid JoShua's popularity groWs. (60
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p
Nrv
tedfrrlor Lake Tahoe,
esettomi

ED - Jack Benny Show
Entertainm
ent
1D:POP.M.
,
- 630
€13 - Mousterpiece Theater
.3,0
5)
O 2
2 - People's- Court
27 - Joy of Music
6 0 11E1 12,
2V 0 3- - .Entertainment
News
ED - Great Adventure
Tonight Sylvester Stallone is
- Nightty Business
interviewed in Mexico on the
8:00 P.M.
Report
set of 'Rambo First Blood
0.2,0 ,3 0- Street
Part 2
- WKRP in Cincinnati
Hawk Street Hawk is marked
_5 0 6 - Family Feud
for death by the leader of p
ED - To Be Announced
Rex Smith plays Jesse
stolen car ring who,,believes
€13 - MOVIE:'Candy Stripe
0ED - Jeffersons
Mach,
who rides a superthat Jesse killed his brother in
Nurses' ,
0.- Benson
powered, high-tech motorcy'a getaway attempt
rnin
ED - MOVIE: The
110 12 - Wheel of Fortune
cle in "Street Hawk," airing i
-Gentleman Tramp' Charlie
0(0)- Hunter
ED --Dangermouse
Friday, Jan. 11 on ABC.
ED iz - Dallas(CC) Chaplin s rags-to-riches life
ffe - Andy Griffith
story is told through film
Cliff and Jamie jOirT forces to
(Stations reserve the right
Ea
i - Comment on
clips, photographs, home
get their rightful shares of
to make last-minute changes I
Kentucky
„
movies and rare footage.
Ewing Oil, Bobby goes to Los
27 - Kids Praise the Lord
Narrated by Walter Matthau,
Angeles to pick up Charlie
• Super Bowl IX
l_au_r_ence Olivier. Jack Lemand Pam learns of Jenna's
Highlights -Pittsburgh -.vs- - • rrnprisonment
Mon Rated G
•
(60 min )
Minnesota
0(C - Nova(CC)'Garden • ED'- Bill Cosby Show
7:00P.M.
of Inheritance " The life and
10:30P.M.
13 2 0(3)
times 'of Gregor Merldel,
- Benson
2! - WKRP in
O
(CC) ---KfaUs and Benson
father of modern day genetCincinnati
spend an uncomfortable
ics. are examined (60 min.) .
3 - Nightline
night at a truck stop in the
(13 - Mozart Miracle
- Three's Company
O
middle of nowhere when
C)- I Spy
0 .5. - Entertainment
woman makes life difficult for
their car breaks down
1952 Sneezy Waters, Dixie
porter comes into contact
ED 21 - Masterpiece
Tonight Sylvester Stallone is
.a writer. Hudson Brothers,
,Seatte 1984
-Elllir 61 V The alpe
with a chemical that makes
Theatre (CCI_:.lewel in the. --interviewed inMereee
Bud Cent -Keenan- --Wynn
OR Me
pose as freedom fighter's in a
riwtsible•.and-ritscovers- ED - Mazda Sportstoolt -"
Crown Incidents at a Wedset of 'Rambo: First Blood
Rated PG
• terrorist attack . and Chaing
that it helps her with her job
ED- 700 Club Today's topic
ding.' The car containing
Part
2'
'
fp - Disney Family Album
Alexa Hamilton, Harvey Korcaptures George Caniff. John"
is to be announced
Teddie and his _best man,
0 - Tonight S.how
man, Bob Denver 1982
Langley and Robin in a sweep.
ED - Love That Bob
Ronald Merrick, is attacked•
2:30
AM.
O - Dance Fever
of the city (60 min.)
O - Week in Black
while the two are on their
12:00A.M:
43
- At The Movies
i.8. - Latenight America
5 fal ,12 - Dukes of
Entertainment
way to the wedding. 160
MOVIE: 'Last of •
MOVIE:
'Belle
Starr'
(J IP)
Hazzard
.
' min t- MOVIE: 'Children of
ED
Sheila' The widower invites
Belle Starr was the leader of
0- Love Boat
8 ED 21 - Washington
the Corn' Adults are sacrif
€(3 - Wilderness Bound
- six Hollywood personalities
bandits'at the close of the
(1:1 --Tonight Show
Week/ Review Paul Duke is
.iced as teenage cult memaboard his yacht for.a.deadly
27 - Ever Increasing Faith
Civil War in Missouri Gene
ioineci • by top Wasffingion
bers worship the god of arn
0
12
MASH
.
game
of
whodunit. James
ED- 700 Club Today's topic
Tierney,
Randolph
Scott,
lournatists analyzing the
ED - Ross Bagley
Coburn,
Joan
Hackett,
ED - At the Met
is to be announeed
Dana
Andrews
1941
, s
week,s news
James _Masop 1973.
ED
One
Night
with.
4:00 A.JVI,
0- At the Met
8:30P.M.O - MOVIE: 'The
You Celebrate 'the King's'
0
CCu.c.w.
Night
ED
Tracks Cont'd
Scotch
Sports
Special:
ED - MOVIE: 'Oh. God!
Kentuckian' Big Eh and his
501h,-birthday with exclusive
O tJ'- Kojak
•- I Spy
Sportspage '84
Book II' The Visitor from
son- fight their way their ireay
footage taped 16 years ago
O - ABC Rocks
ED - Duran Duran-Blue
above charms a spunky
across Kentucky " in the
3:00 A.M.
ED - SportsCenter
- Mozart Miracle
0
Silver
schoolgirl
into
spreading
1820 s _ Burt Lancaster,
In
MOVIE:
CD
'The
ED - Best of Groucho
27' - TBN Today
• - TBN Today
message George Burns. SuzDiana Lynn, Walter Matthau
Gambler From Natchez' A
anne Pleshette, David BirneY
11:00P.M.
ED - I Married Joan
• - Caesar's Tahoe
1955
cavalry officer brings action
1980 Rated PG
Billiards, Classic from Lake
2 - Soay.
to. old New -Orleans as he
12:30 A.M.
:-.MOVIL 'King' Part 2
Tahoe
9:00 P.M'.
- ABC Rocks
Cf)- FamejaltieSpur Three
O - Lifestyles of the Rich. tracks his father's katets
CC 0--CC
- Matt
Dale Robertson, Debra Paget,
4:30 A.M.
O - Barney Miller
working class boys from
and Famous
Houston (CC) Matt's cousin " 0(5.) - Rockford Files
Thomas Gomez 1954
- Movietone
Manchester. England are rfe- -1271 - Joy of Christianity
News
threatens suicide after he is
termined to escape poverty
Front Page: Week/
(27) - Mike Macintosh &
- Star Search
O
ED - Dobie Gillik_
jitted
by
his,
girlfriend and its •
Episode 8
Ràview
Friends
-al 12 - MOVIE: 'Cotton
-1-:00 A.
-up to Matt to talk
out ot
- MOVIE: 'Rivkin:
ED
Candy' A group of high
- Another Life
3:30
A.M.
it (60 min
O(1)- News
vir...Bounty Hunter' $tanley Rivschool misfits forms a rock
_
MOVIE: 'Invisible
ED
4:45 A.M.
0
0
7
Rock
1,0)
'n
America
Miami Vice
kin is a New ,ilork-based
band Charles -Martin Smith,
Woman' A newspaper re(2)- News
Crockett and Tubbs pose as
03
)
. - Bobby Jones:
bounty hunter who has been
Clint ,Heward, Leslie King.
procurers at a hotel in order
Gospel
tracking down bail iumpers
to nail some crooked cops
12) - Santa Fe Chamber
for more,
than 20 years, Ron
0-Fame is the Spur Three
and catch a career criminat
Music Festival
letbrnany Harry Morgan, Her
working class boys from
who gives them more than'
old .Gery 1981
Manchester. England are4e- •- Inside the NFL Len
they bargained Tor (60 min )
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti
(1) - Front Page. 1Neek/:
termined _to escape poverty.
mot-Falcon
review this week's NFL acReview
-Eptsode 8
Chase and Cole despair when
tion
ED - MOVIE: 'Children of
- Video Vibrations
they find that their first bOt--'- ED
- Praise the Lord
the Corn' Adults are sacrir.
ED
Top
Rank
Boxing
from
tled champagne-harvest has
iced as teenage cult memED - Bachelor Father
Lake
Tahoe,
NV
been poisoned, Angela realbers worship the god of corn
'1.30A.M.
ED - Burns & Allen
izes that Lance is innocent
1983 Rated R
'FILL- IN THE MISSING LETTERS IN
(31) - Music Magazine
and Charlotte finds it increas1 1:15 P.M.
ED -- MOVIE: 'Wargames'
News/Sign
ingly'difficult to cope with her
Off
O
TI4E ‘k TV 11JORC5
" BELOW.
ED - Night Tracks
(C-C) A teenage computer
gambling problem (60'mm))
• - Puttin' CM the Hits
CD -. MOVIE: 'The- Onion
whiz, believing he discovered
0 0 Heatth Matters
ED - MOVIE: 'A Farewell
Field' The aftermath of a pola new video game, unwit
To Arms' An American am- News
ice murder is examined from
tingly challenges the Defense
bulance driver and an English
the point of view of both the
Department's
wargames • - Tales from the
nurse meet on the Italian
criminals and the survivors
Darkside
_ciarapiner to .0 global therfront in World War I. Rock
John CassaveteS, Meryl
monuclear war
- Santa Fe Chambec
Matthew
Hudson, Jennifer Jones, VitStreep 1979 Rated R
Music Festival
Broderrck, Dabney Coleman,
torio De Sica. 1957
John Wood 1983- Rated
ED '- Video Soul'
11:30 P.M.
€1) - SportsCenter
PG
ED
- MacNeil/Lehrer
O (2) - Nightline
Biondi.
LaHeyes on Family_ Life
Newshour
111
- Music Magazine
2:00 AM.
Duran Duran-Blue
00 iJ - Friday Night
ED - College BasketbaN:
WO) REARRANGE 1HESilver
Videos
O (27) - Jimmy Swaggart
Karnes et South Alabama
1..errER5
1400 FILLED WI
Disney
0
- CNN Headline News
Studio
MOVIE: 'Force 10
- Lone Ranger
SPEU„ THE NAME OF A
Showcase
From Navarone' A._group of
Tb
41)
INN
News
7:30P.M.
-.Praise the Lord
commandos loins forces for
O —MOVIE: 'Lord of the
IED
Webstin
a Mysterious mission behind
ED - Super Bowl X
Jungle' Orders to extermi(CC) Bill end Cassie"<laugh
Nazi
lines Harrison Ford,
Highlights Pittsburgh vs'
nate a herd of rogue___Ce:,
ter returns after_a seven year
Robert
l978 Shaw, Edward FOY
Dallas
phints for terrorizing natiVes,
absence but spends the time
are fought by Bomba who
9:15P.M.
playing hide-and-seek with
ED - MOVIE: Brink'si
iriersts,..only [be...leader be
1Nabe4er- end -avoiding her
Ureat Robbery' The story of
killed
Johnny Sheffield,
parents
9:30 P.M.
the actual theft in 1950 of
Wayne Morris 1955
016, ED 21. - Wall Street
03)- On the Money(CC)
over two million dollars from
MOVIE: 'Hank
410
Week Louis Rulseysim ana337 -Roaria9 Sars150.1 *salon+,
1111-= Rim*:
• "--19rInIr3;. Inc-estreets,178Pran I(iãitiT The Show H.
lyzes the. 80s with a weekly
's-)3.9thi s.grnM47 .1 1322L13.91'.72 Silt377
frAcGavin , tattle Neilsen
gip
Caesar's
Tahoe
Never
Gave'
"Country
star
review of economic. and in
.1976
Billiards Classic Coverage
Hank Williams is portrayed in
vestment mattert
of the Winner's Bracket Final
ED - MOVIE. 'Hysterical'
a performance he might have
C) - Week in Black
(Jim Rempe vs Buddy Hall)is
The ghost of a vengeful
given on New Year's Eve
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SATURDAY
1 /1 2/85 '

bloduSt. Reb- Brown: Corinne Clery, John Steiner
5:00A.M.
.1983 Rated PG
O CV - News Cont'd
63- Good Morning Mickey!
2r - Get In Shape
o - Abbott and Costello
(13 MOVIE: 'Buck
C- Robert Schuller's Hour
Privates Come Home A
of Power !Closed Captioned)
-graornof ex-Gls smuggle a
7:30A.M.
war orphan into the country 0 (2) 0- (3)
Abbott- 'and Costello, Tom
superfriends
Brown, Joan Fulton 1947
L C - Snorks
Cl - CNN Headline News
o l5) - Mornings on 5
- Video Soul
o - World Tomorrow
ED - MOVIE: 'Elvis That's
110 - Muppet Show
the Way It Is Elvis prepares
EID 12 - Get Along Gang
for the concert event that
ED - Welcome to Pooh
drew the most people in Las
Corner
Vegas history
27 - Love Special
63- MOVIE: The Electric
Eskimo' A pair of crooks at
ED - SportsCenter
tempt to kidnap an eskimo
8:00 A.M.
boy with electromagnetic
a)
(1) 112- Mighty
powers
Orbots
(1) - ESPN's Speedweek
00 LC - Smurfs
ED - Blackwood Brothers
o- Garner Ted Armstrong
5:15 A.M.
- Brady Bunch
MOVIE: 'The
OD :12 - Muppet Babies
Fabulous World of Jules
0- Vic's Vacant Lot
Verne' A professor is ab
63- Wish Upon a Star
ducted by pirates whose
,
- Wharton/ Business
leader hope-s to conquer the
Times Management Report
world with his avention Lou
ED- James obison
Tock, Ernie Navaia 1961
8:30A.M.
5:30A.M.
13) (21 0 L3)0- Turbo
William
Tell
o
Teen •
ID- Between the Lines
.12) - Dungeons
O
fla - MOVIE: 'Tubby the
and DragonS,
Tuba' A soul-searching tuba
413 - Issues Unlimited
tries to find a melody of his
Andy Griffith
own Animated --Voices of
0- Out of Control
Dick Van Dyke, Pearl Bailey,
Hermione Gingold Rated G
Cl - Championship Wrestling from Georgia
(2P - Joy in the Morning
- MOVIE: 'Denton'
ED - College Basketball:
(Subtitled) Leaders of the
Kansas at South Alabama
French RevolUfion and former
- Newsight '84
allies are locked in better bat6:00A.M.
tle to rule France. Gerard Deo - Cartoons
pardieu, Wojciech Pszoniak
Perspective
1982 Rated PG
0- Pinwheel
ID- Donald Duck Presents
Cl - Starcade
22) - Best Day of Your Life
63- Good Morning Mickey!
ED - Lesson
CO - Jewish Voice
9:00A.M.
6:15A.M.
(2)
CU
-Dragon's
Lair
O - Farm Digest
o - GED Course
0- Buyer's Forum
o - Charlando
6:30A.M.
0- Three Stooges
O (4)- New Zoo Revue
Bugs Bunny/ Road
C
- Report
Runner
- Three Score
- NICK ROCKS: Video
- Wall Street Journal
to Go
Report
Inside the NFL Len
U.S. Farm Report
" Dawson and Nick BuOnitonti
- Get Smart
review this week's NFL acMousercise
tion
2r)- Public Report
- You and Me. Kid
C.- Zola Levitt
- Joy Junction
6:45 A.M.
€110 - Mazda SportsLook
413 - Farm Digest
- Cisco Kid Weather
9:30A.M.
o - Cartoons
0(2)0(1)0 - New
7:00A.M.
Scooby Doo Mysteries
CIP Ce) - AINA n
th
Superfriends
Chipmunks
O 0(I) - Pink Panther.
O(1)- Bugs Bunny/ Road
and Sons
Runner
131 CL - GED Course
O (I)- Kidsworld
o - U.S. Farm Report
o - People to People
Transformers
Three Stooges
- Shirt Tales
- MOVIE: 'Drum Beat'
•
An Indian fighter appointed
Cimarron Strip
peace commissioner sets out
63- Video Vibrations •
to negotiate a treaty with a
EP - MOVIE: The Lucky
renegade Indian leader Alan
Star' Wherra young Jewish
Ladd. Audrey Dalton, Marisa
boy's parents are taken away
Pavan 1954
he begins to fantasize of the
__Arnaric#n Wast--RockSweger,-1401flE7--"Ttivrellft- OfLouise Fletcher Rated PG
Love' A brefrant scientist and
his fatally ill wife adopt a
ED - MOVIE: 'Yoe: The
Hunter from the Future' A
loveless orphan into their
warrior from the future finds • home Lauren Bacall, Robert
-himself in a prehistoric soStack. Evelyn Rude, 1958
ciety as a result of a nuclear
• Tennis: WCT World
•

n (2) _

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
SATURDAY. JANUARY 5. 19&5
PAGE II
Doubles
Championship
Cop - Kidd Video
and promptly envisions the
10:30
A.M,
from London, England
0 Cc
Magic of Floral
0(2)0(2)
&Wk.* • disappearance Of. her_yourtC - MOVIE: 'Outlaw
Painting
ger brdther
16
;
Mr
T
Country' Two lawmen are
- Wild Kingdom
o
Pro Tennis: Volvo
O
C•53
O
- Pryors
assigned to_break up a gang
- Honeymooners
Masters Coverage of the
Place
of-counterfeiters in an old demen's singles semi-finals is
- Standby... Lights!
serted village across tbe boro IAD - Quilting
presented from Madison
Camera! Action!
der Lash LaRue, Fuzzy St
(;) - Kung Fu
Square Garden in New 'York
fp- History of Pro Football
John.
Nancy
0- Honeymooners
Saunders
12 hrs I
Take a nostalgic look at the
1949
11:00 A.M.
magic, excitement and men
O C-5)
- (E) 12 - NCAA
10:00 A.M.
(Basketball: Washington at
who make up pro footballs
1( ED LI) 113 - ABC
U)
Weekend Special(CC)'The
Duke
Ct
64-year history
- Scary
Sccioby Funnies
Girl with ESP A young girl
(2-71 Kids Praise the Lord
Amazing
0 IT
discovers that she has ESP
Spiderman
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•

Wonderworks(CCI
'Hide and Seek Two stu
dents fight to prevent .11TITI
when
disaster
3
nem
computer program develops
the capacity to make its own
decisions ..(60 min 1
Wrestlrng
C3 - You Can't Do That on
TV The kids are besi(iqed by

_

weird phenomena

- Black -College Sports
fp
MOVIE 'Broadway
Danny Rose' Danny Rose, a
hapless show biz agent, tries
to make the big-time with a
has-been crooner who falls
for a jealous mobster's girl
"Woody Allen Mia Farrow
-Rated PG
-*
27 - One Way Game
- Laredo
11:15A.M
6:3 - DTV
11:30 A.M. 2 -0
3
El American Bandstand To
day s guests are Dan Hart
K-ashrt *60 min 1
, 6 • - Pro Tennis: Volvo
Masters Coverage of the
men s singles semi finals is
presented from Madison
•Square Garden in New York
12 tirs
O - MOVIE: 'The Dark'
Command'..AXansas school
teacher becomes the famed
guerilla chief. Ouantiell, and
lights a shenflsimoug. Civil
War raids in the Kansas terntory • John Wayne Walter
Pidgeon,
Claire
Trevor
1940
(13 - Dangermouse
fD - Not Necessarily the
News This comedy series
presents sketches, news and
filnilbotage satirizing current
events
- New! Animal World
27 - Bible Bowl

0

nem.

•

▪

•

12:00 P.M.
Pro Tennis: Volvo
Masters Coverage of the
meris singles semi-finals is
presented from Madison
Square Garden in New York
(2 hrs I
o 8 - American: Second.
Century
- 'Twilight Zone
College Football:
Senior Bowl
(3- Belle & Sebastian
- MOVIE: 'Naked Prey'
A hunter becomes the hunted
when he is chased by an Afro
can tribe Cornet Wilde, Gert
Van Der Berg, Ken Camper
1966
139 - MOVIE: 'Cold River'
The father of two young
children dies leaving the kids
alone in the Adirondack s
with few survival skills RI
chard Jaeckel. Robert- Earl
Jones
Suzanne
Weber
1982 Rated PG
Oa MOVIE 'The Secret of
Birdwatcher's Bay: A young
birdwatcher and her friends
are stranded when the tide
carries off their boat Virginia
Ftol 1976
27 - Trinity Film Feature
CO

..

I

0 8 - American Second
Century
-'Lassie.
- MOVIE: 'The Brink's
Job' A bank robbery by a
gang of klutzespays off 'Only
with laughter Peter'Falk , Peter Boyle. Warren Oates
1978 Rated PG
- College Basketball:
North Carolina at Virginia
0

1:00 P.M.
ID 3 - Music City. U.S A
',5 - NCAA Basketball:
Kentucky at Alabama
Heartland Magazine
0 .8 - Understanding
Human Behav. .
▪
MOVIE: 'She's
Working Her Way Through
College' A burlesque queen
decides to get a college education Virginia-Mayo, Gene
Nelson, Ronald
Reagan.
•1952
CB 12 - College Basketball:
Houston at DePaul or
Kentucky at Auburn
Brother Tough A young.
boy must decide if he wants
to follow his brother's championship footsteps into the
boring ring
0
4 - Bamboo Brush
1:30 P.M.
MOVIE. 'Son of
O
Paleface' A man arrives out
West to claim the inheritance
left to hinny his father a
pile of debts Bob Hope, Jane
'Russell. Roy Rogers 1952
- Pop! Goes the
Country
- Great American
Outdoors
Report
- Understanding
Human Behav.
o - MOVIE: 'Ride 'ern
Cowboy' Abbott and postello travel out west and the
fun begins Bud Abbott. Lou
Costello,
9
Ella
Fitzgerald

-

Z

-

1151 -

-

139

-

t

_
••••••...-••
•

_
. 1.1(7•Zr!

2:30 P.M. •
16 - Young Peoples
Special
8-- Focus on Society
ED 21 - Another Page
- MOVIE: 'A Little
Romance' Two young people find love and understanding with the help of an older
man Laurence Olivier, Arthur
Hill, Sally Kellerman 1979
27 - Christian Living
- . College Basketball:
Clemson at Wake Forest
3:00 P.M.
College
O
Basketball: Vanderbilt at
Georgia
0Cc - Painting Ceramics
o Top Ten Show
▪ - Switch
12 - CBS Sports
ED
Saturday Today's program
features the 15-round Lightweight Championship bout
aetween Harry Arroyo and
Terrence Ali, the Great. Pool
Shoot-Out Trick Shot Competition and the Women's
World Cup Skiing Highlights
from Austria. 42 hrs4 C3 - Livewire Today's
guests include author Judy
Blume and pop group Midnight Star
• - Video' Vibrations
- GED Series
ED
(0
MOVIE:
'The
Outsiders' The conflicts of
rival youth gangs explode
into tragedy when a 'greaser'
falls for a rich girl Matt Dillon,
Tom Cruige, Diane Lane
1983 Rated PG
(313 - Wonderful World of
Disney
•
- Today in Bible
Prophecy
(3- Wyatt Earp•
_! 3:30P.M.
OW 0'
0
- Wide
World of Sports
O - PGA Golf: Bob Hope
Desert Classic Coverage of
professional golf is presented.
from the Indian Wells Country Club in Palm Springs, CA
(2 hrs )
0
- Magic of Oil
Painting
o - Soul Train
GED Adult Math
(271 - Up on Melody
Mountain
- Wagon Train

O
CD

a_
art_

_

muirl
to ft
lover

LUCKY BREAK

for o'
0
C

Katie (Karl Michaelson, I.)
helps Nell (Nell Carter)
resolve a problem on
'-'Ginune a Break.- airing
Saturday, Jan. 12 on NBC.

0CI
it to

ambit
her v
Susai
1951

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes

(5) 0 (6) -

coe(

'Prayi
parts
volvei

-

ED (21

-

-

—

Attl 5, 1985

• - Meeting Halfway Two
kids from different economic
classes are teamed-together
-eta work project for juvenile
delinquents
MOVIE: 'Tender
Mercies' , An es-countryand-western singer tries to
start a new life but his past
catches up with him Robert
4:00 P.M.
Duvall, Tess Harper, Betty
(4) - Frugal Gourmet
Buckley 1983 Rated PG
- Movin' On
€13 - Still the Beaver
- Saturday Concert:
-21 - Sok) Act
Herbie
Hancock
The
€10 - Call of the West
Grammy award-winner is
2:00P.M.
taped live at London's HamC3)
PBA Tour
mersmith Odeon along with
Greater Los Angeles Open
his Rock It Band
Coverage of the $125,000
- Fishers' w/Orlando
tournament is presented
Wilson
from the Gable House Bowl in
• (21) - Firing Line
Torrance, CA (90 min
'Where's the GOP Headed'
0 _ NCAA Basketball
Tonight's guests are RepubliGeorgetown at Villanova or
can Congressman Newt GinNotre Dame at Marquette
grich
of
Georgia
and
0(6,- Garden of Eden
Republican Congressman Bill
- Focus on Society
Green of New York
0
MOVIE: 'Mighty
- On the Shoulders of
and the Q8
Moose
Giants
Mighty
Moose'
Novak
(271 - Murray Arnold Show
agrees to coach a little league
4:30 P.M.
football team Alex Karras
0 (V— VVoochyrighrs
MOVIE:
'The
Shop
Law and order, and beautiful • Jayhawkers' Ruthless men
0- Pilot
women, come to the parthanattempt to seize control of an
die Rod Cameron, Cathy
- Motorweek Illustrated
entire state -after the Civil •
Downs, Reed Hadley 1948
Braingames Word
War Jeff Chandler, Fess Parscrambles, number . pvizleri
- 12''30
-•
kw ..„11)8411e Maurey )99
'IffirRtistory and rmiStety
- Chent-pio
Video Soul
"
games are all. here to tease
Whistling
- EPCOT Magazine
your brain'
1 -Video Game
O(1
Deaf World
- MOVIE: 'Elvis7That'S
0
.2 HOill4M00111PIS
MOVIE 'Fighting
the Way It Is'
---

411

rt R1).11
Ranger'

-

yvhervictin
is 16(
(Zr
Star
Japar
hama
0
-

ED

27)- Heritage Singers
- Super Bowl IV
Highlights Kans,as City
Minnesota
5:00 P.M.
To Be Announced
- ABC News(CC)
BCC
Hee Haw
0C6) - Montage .
0 (t) - This Old House,„
(CC)
0 - Little House on the
Prairie
(3- Bewitched
Let's Go To The
Races
• - Mr. Wizard's World
- World Championship
Wrestling
- Adam Smith's
Money World
MOVIE: 'Tire Black
Stallion Returns' A young
boy sets out for North Africa
in search of his stolen horse
Ten Garr, Kelly Reno, Vincent
Spano. 1983. Rated PG
- Steve Allen's Comedy
Room
- Dottie Rarnbo's
Magazine
- College Basketball:
Wisconsin at Indiana
- The Monroes
13 (2j -

(12)_

-

5:30P.M.
MASH'
O (T)- America's Choice
00Cep - NBC News
- Marshall Dillon
0 (1) - Tony Brown's
Journal
Puttin' on the Hits
(3 (12) - CBS News
O NICK ROCKS: Video
to Go
Educational
Computing
• - Reporte Publico

-

_

-

fa

(21

-

6:00 P.M.
0(3) - Music City Live
O (4) At The Movies
News
0
Hee Haw
o CC - Carry it On
0- Puttin' on the Hits
- Fame
You Can't Do That On
TV Kevin changes his name.
-but rrWon't firlo the credffg
High Chaparral
ED (21 1 - Motorweek
le - MOVIE: 'Treasure
Island' This tale begins at the
3,C1g0...43.812kOW
4iLnd
:c.itar.
to a
secret island where pirate
gold hes buried Bobby Dos
coll. Robert Newton, Basil
Sydney

(swoon12)-

41)-

(3-

1.27) Gloria a Dios
(3 - Laramie
. 630P.M.
o (1) - Too Close for
Comfort
o Point to Poirit- Family Feud
O
Accent
o
LOD - Tennessee
0
Outdoorsmen
0- At The Movies
- Against the Odds
21) - Sneak Previews
IED - MOVIE: 'Yor: The
Hunter from the Future' A
warrior from the future finds
himself in a prehistoric society as a result of a nuclear
holocaust Reb Brown A Cor'inne Clary, John Steiner 1983 Rated PG
-

-

700P.M.
CC 0
T.J.
Hooker (CC)
0 0
- Dill rent
Strokes Sam enlists the aid
of cranky old Mr Hunter to
help him with a project so
that he can get a Cub Scour
badge
da CD
Airwolf
Hawke, Santini and Caitlin
find that some immigrant
Vietnamese farmers in California are being tormented by
a warlord who followed them
from their homeland • (60
min )
o Cep - Firing Line
'Where's the GOP Headed
Tonight's guests are Republican Congressman Newt Gin-"
grich
of
Georgia
and
Republican Congressman Bill
Green of New York
O - MOVIE: 'Lady In
Cement' A private detective
is hiredby a small town hood
to locate his missing girl
friend. Frank Sinatra,. Raquel
Welch, Richard Conte 1968
- MOVIE: 'King' Part 3
(3- MOVIE:'8 1/2' A film
director at a health resort is
confronted with a series of
personal and professional
crises Marcello Mastrosanni,
Claudia Cardinale 1963.
MOVIE:
'The
Unforgiven' Two families
"feud WM siedge Kiowa Indians over the adopted daughter of one of the families
Audrey Hepburn, Burt Lancaster, Lillian Gish 1960
OD - Black College Sports
lillagrrhatitre (CC) '
- Men at Work in
Concert • This
Grammy,
winning Australian rock band
performs its greatest hits

-

is 02 -

e -

(27' - Felicidad
- SportsCenter
- MOVIE: 'Bang! BariOr
You're Dead' An unassuming American arrives-in Morocco
find
to
himself
enmeshed in the machinations of a spy ring Tony Randall. Senta Berger, Terry
Thomas 1966

e_i
Club
-

7:30 P.M.
00COD - Double Trouble
1313 - Mousterpiece Theater
(27) - Zola Levitt Live

-1
-

4
0CI

8:00 P.M.

O Cr)

- Love
Boat (CC) Ace is asked to
help out a childless couple,
Gopher finds himself the object of desire in a fight between
mother,, and
a
daughter, and two single
people pose as a married
couple (60 min.)
Gimme a Break'
Nell jumps to the wrong conclusion when she hears another woman's voice on her
boyfriend's answering machine
0 (It - Mickey
O
Spillane's Mike Hammer
0
- Austin City Limits
(V)- Seeing Things
- MOVIE: 'Scarface'
(CC) A gutsy Cuban hood
shoots his way to the top
only to fall victim to the billion
dollar cocaine trade Al Pacino, Steven Bauer, Michelle
Pfeiffer. 1983 Rated R

o

ir)

0-e_f

Dead'
Charle
11) - 1
ED (Z1
-

-

Crock
Fronti
from
as an
gressr
Fess I
1954
V -1

CC

ED

e-J
(3'
Chard

Week,
unite

so -

MOVIE: 'Broadway
Danny Rose' Danny Rose, a
hapless show biz agent, tries
to make the big-time with a
has-been crooner who falls
for a jealous mobster's girl
Woody Allen, Mia farrow
Rated PG
(3- MOVIE:'Black Arrow'
In this tale set in medival England, a dashing outlaw, a
damsel in distress, and a
young knight must outwit a
treacherous nobleman Oliver
Reed, Fernando Ray, Benedict Taylor
41) - Hour of Power
- Super Bowl XI
Highlights Oakland vs Minnesota
008:
3)°
sP
pe
.M.ncer
- Super Bowl XII Hilites
Dallas vs Denver
9:00 P.M.
Finder of
Lest Loves (CC) Cary
searches for a teenager who
ran away after witnessing a
•

0(2)0(3)0-

0(3

0(3
DC
Music
0-%

,

0- Pr
gang c
family
man .J
nah Yo
IS (12
Impec
sues a
his Vi(
Sondra
1983 _
0
-

0(3
0- CI
Count
cia
0direct°
control
person
criSes

^
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•

• • •.
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41-
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a
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•
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•

.

,
0

-

•

or
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•

04,4- 4.4,4

SATURDAYcoNer.

ail murder and Daisy attempts
to find a young woman's
lover who has been missing
for over a year (60 min.)
CID - Berrenger's
0CD IS (12) - Cover Up
- MOVIE: 'I Can Get
It for You Wholesale' An
ambitious woman schemes
her way into a partnership
Susan Hayward, Dan Dailey
1951
o - News
City. U.S.A.
O
21) •-• Mystery! (CC)
'Praying Mantis ' First of 3
parts Two couples are involvedin a subtle conspiracy
Where no one knows who the
victim will be or who the killer
is (60 min)
(27) -• James Robison
• - College Football AllStar Game: 1985 Ricoh
Japan Bowl from Yokahama, Japan
t SPY

- music

9:30 P.M.
O- Pop! Goes the Country

Dr-

elf
lainrry

r

-

Club

- To Be Announced
- Timeshp
- Our Jewish Roots

-

9:45P.M.

Rat Fiatrol
• DTV
10:00 P.M.

(2.D
GD0113
O COD 00Cti - News
o - Twilight Zone

▪ - MOVIE:'House of the

Dead'
John
Erickson,
'Charles Adman 1980.
0- Vide() Soul...
(21) - Austin City Limits
€10 - Richard Belzer Show
- MOVIE: 'Davy
Crockett: King attic, Wild
Frontier' A frontiersman
from Tennessee wins fame
as an Indian fighter, congressman and Alamo hero.
Fess Parker, Buddy Ebsen
1954 Rated G
(27) - Love Special
€9 - To Be Announced

10:15P.M.
o - ABC News (CC)
- Night Tracks- --Chartbusters

10:30P.M.

-

Telethon:
Weekend with the Stars for
United Cerebral Palsy
O CID- ABC News(CC)
- Saturday Night Live
O (3)- Gunsmoke
o (1) - That Nashville
Music
Wrestling.
0- MOVIE:'Sky Riders' A
gang of terrorists kidnap the
family of a wealthy businessman. James Coburn, Susannah York. Robert Culp 1976
ED (10 - Dance Fever
- MOVIE: 'Sudden
Impact'(CC)Dirty'Harry pursues a killer who emasculates
his victims Clint Eastwood,
Sondra Locke, Pat Mingle.
1983. Rated R
Ankerberg

-

-John

10:45P.M.
O(1)- Hawk
11:00P.M.
0-- This W.in..

Country Music
•
0(it - Star Trek '
0- MOVIE:'8 1/2' A film
director at a health resort is
confronted with a series of
personal end professional
cnSes

O - Video Vibrations
- Not Necessarily the
News This comedy series
presents sketches, news and
film footage satirizing current
events
(271 - Zola Levitt
- Africa: The Silent Cry

THE 311 KRAV LEDGER & TIMES •

2:30 A.M.
'
- MOVIE: 'Brides Of
Dracula' Blood lusting, Dracula seeks his prey in a girls'
private school, turning an innocent beauty into a thing of
unspeakable horror.' . Peter
Cushing, Freda Jackson,
Manua Hunt 1960
(2 - Reason to Sing

11:15P.M.
ID - Night Tracks
1 1:30 P.M.
0CD - Solid Gold
o
Saturday Night
Live
MOVIE: To Be
O
Announced
- MOVIE: 'One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest' A
tree-spirited rogue takes on
the authorities at a mental institution. Jack Nicholson,
Louise Fletcher. Will Sampson. 1975. Rated R
CO- Making'of Black Arrow
(27 - New Beginnings
- Ministry Special
1 1:45P.M.
O (a)- Music Magazine
CC

-

3:15A.M.
• - MOVIE: 'The Lucky
Star'•Vithen a young Jewish
boy's parents are taken away.he begins to fantasize of the
American West. Rod Steiger,
Louise Flejcher. Rated PG

Religion
Westbrook Hospital

(E) -

ID- Black College Sports
(27) - Hour of Pciwer
(10 - College Basketball
Clemson at Wake Forest

4:30 A.M.
o - Movietone News
ID - Newsight '84

-

TELFPUZZLE
2

11

UUUU12

ill4

5

7
13

El
14U
18
19

16

20

8

21

12:30 A.M.
o

MOVIE: 'My
Forbidden Past A young
heiress, ostracized by her
friends, loses the man she
loves to another Ava Gardner, Robert Mitchum, Melvyn
Douglas 1951
Tales from the
O
Darkside
ID - MOVIE:'The Brood' A
couple moves into a house
only to discover that they are
not the only occupants
Oliver Reed, Samantha Eggar
- SportsCenter
()

-

-

1:00 A.M.
o - CNN Headline News
0- Wall Street Journal
*71 - Treasures Out of
Darkness
ID - College Basketball:
Northwestern
at
Ohio
State
ID - Zola Levitt

1:15 A.M.
ID - Rev. Ike Presents

1:30 A.M.
o Editor's Desk
-

-

To Be Announced

- On Campus
Jewish Voice

1:45 A.M.
ID - MOVIE: 'Tender
Mercies' An ex-countryand-western singer tries to
start a new life but his past
catches up with him Robert
Duvall. Tess Harper. Betty
Buckley 1983 Rated PG
'),I1A SA
_

-

10

25

UU

26

Elia

4111 29

31

38
44

UU
UU

48

39

' •

32

/
4411W
40 41

35

36

37

30

U

42

46
49

44

43
U

45UUU
50

53

47
51

55

UU

Lloyd Bridges

52

56

UU

1. Who were Mac and • Answers: 1. The
partners on
Andy?
"Hawaiian Heat," played by
58
were Jim and Kate?
Robert McGinty '.and .Jeff _
57UUUU
EUUU
3..7 Who were sye —and IVICCracken 2. The
husband
Carole?
(Eric Pierpoint) and wife
ACROSS
4.What was'the name of the (Kerrie' Keane) on
"Rot
show hosted by Bert Convy?
1.6 Shown. Florence on
Pursuit" 3. The partners on
33 "— Street Blues"
5.
What
was
the
name
of
"The Jeffersons"
the
"Partners in Crime," played
35 Ronny Howard role
,rock band on "Dreams"
11 TV horror flick hostess
by Loni Anderson and Lynda 38
King Cole
6.
What
13 Actress Franklin
was the name of the 'Cartel-4. "People Do the Cra39 Scrooge's expletive
band's lead singer? 14 US soldier
ziest Things". 5.- Dreams 6 •
42
king
7. In what city was Gino Minnelli. played
15 Joan Van Ark role
by John 44 ',tong — Tomorrow'•
"Dreams"set?
16 Mouths
Stamos 7. Philadelphia 8.
45'He's Jeff Colby
8. In what city was Tucson, Ariz 9. Souther
17 ID for Goulet
n Cali47- Fabray. for short
"Jessie;" the"police series fornia 10 Harper World
18 Expert...,-W'ick'
48
---Three
`t
Compan
y"
starring Lindsay Wagner. 11 Tempus Sportswear
20 Bea Arthur role
12
co-star
originally set? •
22 Rehan or Huxtable
John Waite
•49 Hogan's rank
23 Nothing
50 Plunder
24 Vote against
52_ Fashionable
25 He was Buck Rogers
53 ,He's Furillo
26 John —
29 Liberate
55 --- Langdon
31 Pepe—Pew
57, Ryan or Tatum
.
32 Fifty one, to'Caesar
58 Abbe and Priscilla
54UUU

DOWN
1 Heidi Bohapole
2 She's Melissa' .
.3 He waS Harlan
Adams init.
4 MiSs Ullmann
5---'4.4y- Name is6 — Vidal
7 Balmn or Claire
8 Sign-off for a Nelson
9 Brian Kerwin on
"Lobo_ 10 George.—,
12 Robert'Or Alai')
- 13 "— Heat"
19 Taina —
21 hits. for Andress
22 Epoch
27 Entire
28 Bro or-dau
29 Pole for Holiday
30 Rend
33 1-te's J R
34 Co-star of "Quincy"

•

See 37 Down
Sphere
Forenoon
Towel inscription Bancroft'and Baxter
Edward on_"Silver
Spoons" •
46 Played Hutch
49 Casey's spies
51 Lillie or Arthur
54 Compass point
56 "— Act of LOVe'

38
•39
40
41
43
45

•

37.38D Marilu Henner
role

Time Machine
By Teresa Byrae-Dedge
Flamboyant pianist Liberace first hit the airwaves with
his own TV show in 1952. Co-starring with him, was his
brother George, a violinist and orchestra leader.'
•
I) Llberace got his' first taste Of TV when he became the
summer replacement for a well-known singer's variety
show. Who was she?
2) From what city did Liberace's 1969 variety show origi.
nate?
3) What is Liberice's full name?

SOLUTION
3N V 1
1 V 3 NO

EIZICAltiLM klt11103
yip MU MOW UJ
ElHL
V
MEM' WEI
UTUW
ARM ji7‘a:ffi,71
- •

Tefintiogit'--Rr`-

Weekend with the Stars for •
United Cerebral Palsy
0- CNN Headline News
0- JNN News
271 - Heritage Singers
- Best of 700 Club

Where was "Jessie."
moved to?
10. What was• the name of
the company owned by Lloyd
Bridges on "Paper Dolls"? 11. What was the name of
the company headed by Richard Beymer on -Paper
Dolls"?
12. What rock 'singer
became a. semi-regular on
"Paper Dolls"?

22

24

-

12:15A.M.

—
The networks are lining up
their January schedules - which look radically different
from what was optimistically
unveiled only four months
ago. Ten shows — seven new
series and three old-timers —
have been axed and four others are hanging on. Here's a
quiz to see how well you paid
attention to the brief lives of
these soon-to-be forgotten
series.

•

23

o - Miscellania/ Music

to Gip - News

How well do you
remember '84 series?

UUUUU

12:00 A.M.
MOVIE:- 'Dracula's
Daughter' A
vampire's
daughter kidnaps her lover's
fiancee. Otto Kruger. Gloria
Holden, Marguerite Churchill
1936.
(E)
- MOVIE: To Be
Announced
27) - Mike Macintosh &
Friends
ID - Who Will Hear Their
Cry?

9

l'AGL

AROUND THE DIAL

3:30 A.M.
EI) - Heritage Singers
4:00 A.M„,
By Andrei( J. F.dHelstein
27) - Dr. James -Kennedy
.

3:00 A.M.

1

SATURHAV. JANI.:AR1' 5, 198.5 .

03!-Mir1 OuMateA 11415etM1r--•

•

--7-atopturi(z •

•
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"6
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JNO
10CO
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—1985 TV Spotlight

S.1.1a1Srly
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'i985 TV Spbtliaht

430115 gum°(I

•
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SUNDAY
1 /1 3/85
5:00 A.M.
Telethon:
2.
Weekend with the Stars for
United Cerebral Palsy
O - Sea Hunt
CNN Headline News
ED - Canards Move Out •
27. - TBN Today • ED - College Basketball:
Wisconsin at Indiana
- Ed Young

in the _Ficicktes' When they
abandon the urban rat race
for life in the wilderness Robert Logan 1975 Rated G
ED Mousercise
6:45 A.M.
0- What's Nu?

11) -

7:00 A.M,
0 ,3j - Newscenter
Weekly
O - Silhouettes of The City
0 5 - Jerry Falwell
0,6 - Montage
5:15 A.M.
- To Be Announced
MOVIE:;
Stroker Ace'
0
ED 21 - Sesame
A race car driver schemes to
Street (CC)
even the score with a conniv
0 ED - Dr. D. James
ing corporate kingpin Burt
Kennedy
Reynolds. Loni Anderson.
• - Tony & Susan Alamo
Ned Beatty 1983 Rated PG
• 12 - Robert Schuller
5:30 A.M.
O - Cartoon Carnival
- Farm Digest
0- Video Vibrations' 0- Superman •
ED - MOVIE: 'Sink the
g) - When We First Met
Bismarck!' Air and sea
Two star-crossed lovers disforces are combined to trap
cover that their families are
and sink. the Bismarck KenTiniterby. tragedy'
• v." neth
More, Dana Wynter,
ED - Casey Draws the'Line
Carl Mohner 1960
27 Life of Christ
ED - Good Morning Mickey!
ED - Larry Jones Ministry
27 - Roger McDuff
6:00 A.M.
ED - SportsCenter
€11
: - Cartoons
7:30 A.M.
fi Community Worship
0 3 - Day of Discovery
- Mornings on 5
0- Jerry Falwell
Greatest Sports
0,6; - Amazing Grace .
Legends
- James Robison 12, - Perspective
CD - Robert Schuller'
(13 - Pinwheel
▪ - Herald of Truth
s:R
World Tomorrow
,(li-Lost In Space
▪ - Video Soul
ED - Welcome to Pooh
ED - Good Morning Mickey!
Corner
27 - Ever Increasing Faith
27 - Lloyd Ogilvie
ED - Jimmy Swaggart
ED - College Basketball:
6:15A7M.
North Carolina at Virginia
6 - Weather
8:00 A.M.
Farm Digest "
Telethon.
(-2) Weekend with the Stars for
6:30 A.M.
United Cerebral Palsy
fl :3 -Devlin
O c1,1- James Robison
- Nashville Gospel
03)- It Is Written
Show
0 6
— Accent
0CS; - Young at Heart
- Trinity Tabernacle
- To Be Announced
- Three Score
Newton's • Apple
program
- America's Black" ACC) Tonight's
-takes a look at why we get
Forum
dizzy when we spin, the
12 -_Living Hope
chemistry of great cooking
(11 - It Is Written
and the bald eagle •
ED
MOVIE:
'The
- Mass for Shut-Ins
Wilderness Family' A family
ED - - Grace United
faces a rocky road to survival
Methodist Church

-

o

-

.

o

-

61

r

•_

o

-

•

o
o

4

Alr

ED - Vic's Vacant Lot
ED 1211 - Sesame Street
(CC)
ED - Contraption •
271 - Sunday Special
ED - Kenneth Copeland
8:30 A.M.
01,3,- Kenneth Copeland
Day of Discovery
O C 5 - James Robison
0,6, - Paducah Devotion
18 - --Bobby Jones:
Gospel
- Chicagoland Church
Hour
•- Ernest Angley
ED - Out of Control
11) - Andy Griffith
g) - MOVIE: 'The Pirates
of Penzance' A resigning pin
ate apprentice's budding
romance is jeopardized by
the pirate band's misadventures Linda Ronstadt, Kevin
Kline, Rex_ 'Smith
1983
Rated G
ED - Donald Duck Presents

.

La,oA
Foam

-

to make last-minute changes

9:00 A.M.

-

o- Robert Schutter

- Jackson 5ive Show
-

5 , - Oral Roberts
- Rev. David Paul
0 ,8)' - Wild America
Special
0- Cisco Kid
0- Kids Writes
1151 - Good News
ED 21; - Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
ED - MOVIE: 'Bananas' A
daydreaming inventor heads
for a mythical South American country to become a
macho revolutionary leader
Woody Allen, Louise Lasser,
Carlos Montalban Rated PG
ED - MOVIE: 'The
Gentleman Tramp' Charlie
Chaplin's rags-to-riches life
story is told through film_
clops, photographs, home
movies and rarer footage.
Narrated by Walter Matthau,
Laurence Olivier, Jack Lemmon Rated G
(.2r - James Robison
ED - Lloyd Ogilvie
113

9:15 A.M.

o C6) - Hamilton Bros
9:30 A.M.
World Tomorrow
o
C33

-

Two Rivers Hour
0(6)- Andy Griffith
Oral Roberts
- Lone Ranger
-

o

Mon.-Sat.
10 i.m.-5

ED 1 Jerry Falwell
ED - Lassie
110 - MOVIE: '55 Days At
Peking' _In, China during
1900, an American major
tries ..to_protect Westerners
from the violence of Chinese
nationalists Charlton Heston, Ava Gardner, David
Niven 1963
ED
- Newton's Apple
(CC) Tonight's
program
takes a look at why we get
dizzy when we spin, the
chemistry of great cooking
and the bald eagle
(27)- Father John Bertolucci
Fishin' Hole
ED - Davey & Goliath

ei• _

10:00 A.M.'
- Oral Roberts
- Jim Whittington
- Gilligan's Island
0 18J - Matinee at the
Bijou 'Thunderbolt' and
'White Cliffs Over Dove( are
featured (90 min )
0- Rawhide
- Kids, Inc.
0- Belle & Sebastian
- Wonderworks(CC)
ED
'Hide and Seek.' Two students fight to prevent Imminent
disaster
when
a
computer program develops
the capacity to make it's own
decisions (60 min )
•
(1 - Morning Worship
€11) - Wharton/ Business
Times Management Report
ED - Superbook Club
0

10:30 A.M.
0
- This Week with
David Brinkley
- Ken Copeland
World Tomorrow
0(6)- Eight Is Enough
Heartland Magazine
• - Dance Fever
EP riz - Face the Nation
ED - Dangerrnouse

o

43 (5) -

-

ED - Fraggle Rock Red Frag-gfe Wa6S-fo findffer favb-rite
radish bars gone
- MOVIE: The Princess
and the Pirate' An entertainer and a pnrice.ss are captured by buccaugrs on the
Spanish Main--BoTHope, Virginia Mayo, Walter-Brennan
1945
- Edison Twins
11:00 A.M.
(1) Telethon:
Weekend with the Stars for
United Cerebral Palsy
First Baptist Cpurch
- Wild, Wild West
C - Wonder Woman
,12) - NFL Today
ED - All American
Wrestling
You Can't Do That On
TV The kids take a look at
priorities
ED - Frederick K. Price
ED (2.1) - Sneak Previews
MOVIE: 'Oh, God!
Book II' The Visitor from
above charms a spunky'
schoolgirl into spreading his
message George Burns, Suzanne Pleshette, David Birney
1980 Rated PG
€6) - Wilderness Bound
- Dr. James Kennedy
Religion
ED - SportsCenter Plus
€9 - Honey, Honey

o

o_
o

0
-

:ao A.m.
- Jerry Falwell
Pro Tennis:
Volvo Masters Coverage of
the singles championship
match is presented from Madison Square Garden in New
York (2 hrs 30 min )
MOVIE:'Summer
of '42' Hermie recalls his
15th summer when he fell in
love with an 'older woman'
Jennifer O'Neill, Gary Grimes,
Jerry Houser 1971
Portfolio
C4)

-

113

-

SOFTSHELL
SUNDAY

2 3I i1t,i$1.79

••:

(13

o

-

-

•- MOVIE: 'Behind the
Scenes at Waft Disney
Studios' Through the use of
animation and live action features, this program shows
how animated features are
created
(27) - John Osteen
ED - Flipper
12:30 P.M.
At The Movies
- Search the Scriptures
- Wall Street Week
Louis Rukeyser analyzes the
'80s with a weekly review of
economic and investment
matters
410 - .Lassie
SO - MOVIE: 'Echoes of a
Summer' A 12-year-old facing death gives her father and
mother the strength to accept her fate Jodie Foster,
Richard Harris, Lois Nettle
'ton 1976 Rated PG
riA 4kenny foremenGentfe Ben

O

(3)-

o

—

12:45 P.M.

•_ High Chaparral

Da

TACO JOHNS

1:00 P.M.
NBA Basketball,
Los Angeles at Detroit
• - Southern Travelog

▪

•-•

-

NICK ROCKS: Video
-to Go
ED It) - Comment on
Kentucky
ED - College Football AllStar Game: 1985 Ricoh
Japan Bowl from Yokahama, Japan
ED - Leo the Lion
12:00 P.M.
World Tomorrow
COX- Washington Week/
Review Paul Duke is joined
by top Washington journalists analyzing the week's
news.
- MOVIE: 'Charlie Chan
In Dead Meg Tell' The famous detective gets his answers from the 'dead' while
searching for a sixty-million
dollar treasure. Sidney Toler,
Sheila Ryan. 1941.
fir) - MOVIE: 'Battle Cry'
This drama traces the romances, training and battles of
a group of U.S Marines during World War II. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman,
1955
ED - Bobby Jones Gospel
Show This program highlights the best gospel music
talent in the country
- Scholastic
ED
Challenge

co -

NATURAL

•
•

James Coburn portrays a
powerful attorney who competes with his son for the
love- of the same woman in
."Sins of the Father." an NBC
movie airing Sunday. Jan: 13.
(Stations reserve the right

o

z

•

LAWYER IN
'LOVE

_

CD

Front page, Paducah Sun-Democrat, Wed., Dec. 26, 1984
...you can do more for your own risk of dying from heart
disease, than your doctor can do for you,...' and "...the
average person has a lot of control over his own destiny
here."
These are the results of research in Boston, which found
that lowered cholesterol levels in the diet and decreases in
smoking have had a major impact-on the risk of heart disease
in recent years.
At Red Oak Natural Foods we agree that improving our
diet and exercise habits will enrich our lives. Let us aquaint
you with more of our quality foods and health aids.

' 813 Coldwater Road
753-2844

OAP

••••4
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Its In The News!
I

.1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

,12) - Sunday Morning

-

es)

•
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TIRE Mt KRA1 LEDGER & TIMES
SAll R.DA1', .1 ANi AR1 5, 19f1.1
l'AGE 15
. •Guiness
Book/Records
Cf - Hot Shoe Show Var- Wrap Around
David Frost and Cathy Lee
ious styles of dancing are sal-. •'The
Fkinthearterifernipist.
Crosby -co-host this special _
uteri
Wilderness Family' A family
The life of a wilting but house0
- Nash. Business
someone trying to sabotage
faces a rocky macho survival • - sinth alt=new-leaLs. exploits_
(E) Bobby Joneb.Gospel
bound feminist is depicted
Edition
and bizarre things that people
as many planes as he can.
in the Rockies when they
Show This program highSecond of 5 episodes
0- Raccoons, Let's Dance
do
in
order
to
Stuart Whitman. Sarah Miles,
make
it
into
the
abandon the urban rat race
lights the best gospel music
•- On the Line With...
- Vast Brokers TV
book of records. 460 min )Robert Morley. 1965.
for life in the wilderness Robtalent in the country •
- MOVIE 'Winter
Auction
(CC)
ert-Logan 1975 Rated G
- MOVIE: 'Will Penny:
271 - Father'Manning
. Fever' Disney travels across.
21[ - Are We Educating
gabow-Knig ht Rider MiAn aging cowboy falls in love
- Super Bouts of the
5:00P.M.
the U S to show various winBlack America7
chael
and
KITT
race the clock
with a woman who helps him 70's Ken Norton vs Muhamter
Telethon:
sportirtg events
in an attempt to prove that
ED - MOVIE: 'Twilight
after he. is attacked and left
mad Al, (San Diego, March
Weekend with the Stars for
27) - Praline
the apparent death of a multiTime After twenty years in
for dead by outlaws. Charlton- -United Cerebral
1973) (60 min.)
Palsy
- Sportstireriter
million
thoroughbred
_America, an old.farmer reHeston, Joan Hackett; DonED - In Touch
O
- ABC News (CC)
_racehorse iS lust a stem_ (60
turns to Yugoslavia to buy his
ald Pleasence 1968
10:15P.M.
News
8:30 P.M.
min )
dream farm, but his children
- Livewire Today's
O - ABC News (CC)
Solid
Gold
In
Search
'
of
O
O
don't care about the land or
04)0 12 - Murder,She
guests irfaiide. musician ,GraED - Jerry FalweU
0
- Health Matters
O - Harvest Jazz Music
their 'heritage Karl Malden.
Wrote
ttein Nash and physicist Mern
10:30P.M.
from
Jodi Thelan 1983 Rated PG
the
,greats
Tales
of
the
jazz
from
the
0
Wood- Nature (CC)'Tumfp 2 - Barnaby Jones
world is Performed
Darkside
(27) - Christ Church
bler in the Sky • The African
- NBA Basketball:
3)- ABC News (CC)
- Assaulted Nuts
_ CBS News
''Bateleur's amazing acrobatic
ED - MOVIE:'Oh! Susanna'
Portland at Dallas
Teddy
Bart's Nashville
skills
in
the
An up-from -the ranks army
27
63
sky
Lloyd
are
Ogilvie
Mr.
examined
Wizard's
World
C)- Vida? Vibrations
(60 mini
O 5)- Gunsmoke
officer starts a feud with the
ED 121' - This Old House
9:00 P.M.
ED ITO - Secretaries of
6)- Ron Greene Show
West Point graduate as- Hardy Boys/Nancy
(CC)
State in Conference II Alex13
Trapper
signed as his subordinate.
Drew Mysteries
Jim Bakker
ander Haig, Henry Kissinger,
ED - Super Bowl XVII
John, M D
Rod
Cameron.
0- Lou Grant
Forrest
Hilites
WashirYgton
ED - Yes, Minister.The.MinEdmund Muslue. William Rovs
L8 - Great PerformTucker, Chill Wills 1951.
ister MY Administrative AfMiami
gers, Dean Rusk and Cyrus
- Black Pulse
ances 'Dance in America
fairs and his under-secretary
Vance Join moderator Edwin
€10 MOVIE: 'North
1:30 P.M.
lIZ 7 CBS News
Balanchine " Conclusion Bal
battle in this satire on bureauNewman in this discussion
Country' Two men living off
anchine tells mOch of his own
O 3D - To Be Announced
cracies
fai)
All
American
the land in the remote Alasabout the new administrastory through tape recorded
O (5) ID (12' - NCAA
a._ MOVIE: 'Threads'
Wrestling
tion (60 min )
kan wilderness, face danger
interviews anci footage of
Basketball:
Southern
and adventure'withlittle Iwo63 -Frederick K. Price
- MOVIE: 'Zelig'Eager
most of firs-maw ballets '1111.• C)- Rising Damp
Methodist at University of
from modern technology
to please, a neurotic trans(60 min I
21' - Seeing Things
- MOVIE: 'The Man
North Carolina
1969
forms himself into a human
With Two Brains' The world
News
EID - MOVIE: 'Gulag' (CC)
The Start
Of
chamelebn. Wobdy Allen,
famous surgeon who .inCaught in the nightmare of a
Something Big Exciting
5:15 P.M.
ED - Jerry Falwell
Mia Farrow Rated PG
vented
the
-screw top
Soviet labor camp, an AmeriPeople / Exotic Places
0- Discussions
- CNN News
method*
- Super Bowl III Hilites
of entering the brain
can newsman has ony one
▪
Vast
Brokers TV
at)
- Adam Smith's
5:30
P.M.
marries one -of his patients
New York vs Baltimore
chance for freedom David
Auction
.
Money World
3 - Wild Kingdom
Steve Martin. Kathleen Tur
Keith. Malcolm McDowell
- Wagon Train
Riding
for
21
America
ED
- MOVIE: 'Trapped'
- NBC News
ner. Carl Reiner .1983 Rated
1985.
3:30 P.M.
(I) - MOVIE: 'Sink the
When a man is trapped after
(5) - CBS News
O
MOVIE:
'Bananas'
A-Bismarck!' Air and sea
Lt a - USA -vs. the 00- News
hours in a department store
€11 • • - MOVIE: 'Doctor
, daydreaming inventor heads
World in Amateur Boxing
forces are combined to trap
patrolled .by vicious guard
Detroit' A timid professcir is
al- Working Women
for..a mythical South Ameriand
sink
-the
-Bismarck
Kendogs, he devises an ingenBob Hope
conned into posing as a(lam
can country to become a
Fantasy Island
O
neth
More,-qYa
na Wynter7•
Desert Classic Coverage Of
ious plan to make his way to
boyant mobster .Dan Ayk
macho revolutionary leader
- Twilight Zone
Carl Mohner 1960
championship round golf is
safety. James Wolin, Susan.
royd. Howard Hesseman.
Woody
Allen,
Louise
Lasser.
(12) - Taking Advantage
63•EPCOT Magazine
presented from kaan Wells
Clark, Earl Holliman.- 19
.73.
Donna Dixon 1983 Rated R
Carlos Montalban_ Rated PG
63
NICK
ROCKS:
Country
Video
Club
Palm
in
Springs,
27' - Believers Voice of
- Americanization . of
Contact
MOVIE:
'The
Horse
in
to
Go
CA.(2 hrs)
Victory
Elias A shy immigrant rethe
Gray
Flannel
An
Suit'
10:46 P.M.
a_ Wild World of Animals
flects upon his...unpressions
€11 - Super Bouts of the
0 CD 0 (ft - Sports
adve_rtisin_g_ _executrve_cop
ak3,,...E
nte,ta,..rThts- Sunday -CoVeragiOludes
'CiT AmbricaT "-Muharrfrnad
70's
ED 21' - Dinner at Julia's
'Ali
Vs Ken
fronts trouble when his wayWeek - Chak a Khan talks
the -World Triathlon Cham
Norton (Los Angeles, Sep(1) - Still the Beaver
- Disney Family Album
out promotional campaign
about her successful career
piOnship from Nita, France,
tember, 1973)_ (60 min )
271 - Introduction to Life
runs into complications
2:00 P.M.
and her plans for the future
Junior Figure Skating ChamChanged
Lives
ED - Super Bowl XVIII
Dean Jones, Diane Baker,
a
c2) Telethon:
(60 min )
pionships from Colorado
Hilites Los Angeles vs.
Lloyd Bochner Rated G.
9:15 P.M.
Weekend with the Stars for
,It _ Ron Shumate
Springs, CO. and a- Super
Washingto
n
United Cerebral Palsy
- Reason to Sing
- Coors Sports Page
Show
Bowl preview (90 min.)
firj - America Undercover:
6:00P.M.
- NFL's Greatest
- SportsWorld Coverage
rt) Shock
Waves/
11:00 P.M.
Disposable Heroes Take a
Moments 1976 and 1980
of the World Pro Figure SkatOM0- Ripley's Believe
110
Armageddon
Taking
Advantage
O
World
ing Championships is prelook at what happens to gri
Champion Oakland
It or Not (CC)
Super Bowl V
6
Classic
Country
Raiders Highlights (60 min )
sented from Capital Centre in
diron heroes after the glory
00(4) - Silver Spoons
Highlights Baltimore
Dal•_ Rev. David Paul
Lanclover,'MD (90 min )
days are over.
- Amy Grant Music
Rick plays amateur psychololas
Yes, Minister The Min
Special
Greatest Sports
gist for his friend, Mark
P.m.
9:3o
3:45 P.M:
ister for Administrative AfLegends
-60 Minutes
0
Women
7:30
in
Jazz
P.M.
fairs and his under-setretary
C - Dry
101 CE)- New Tech Times
o cep - Peter Batty (D - NHL Hockey. New
Church
Rock
battle in this satire on bureau
4:00 P.M.
Specials
O- In the Fall A father must
York Islanders at Chicago
Proclaims
cracies
determine the fate of his ani0(1)- Wild America(CC)
- Blue Knight
- Last Of The Summer,
9:45 P.M.
▪ - Video Vibrations
mal companion when the pet
- Standby... Lights!
0 - Reggie Jackson's
Wine This offbeat comedy
_. Day of Discovery
€10 - Fishin' Hole
becomes a financial bulden
Camera! Action!
World of Sports
concerns three senior citi€E) - Larry Jones Ministry
10:00P.M.
on the family
4.
(21) - Painting with Eike
zens determined .to retain
- Best of World
- Cousteau/ Amazon:
- 00,5
a ,2)a 3)
11:15 P.M.
• Sommer
their independence,
Championship Wrestling
Snowstorm in the Jungle
0(6)
- News
e
Norm Stewart
CD
'y12)
27)- Eagles' Nest
ED - MOVIE: 'Smoke'
- Natdre(CC)'Resur- On the Line With...
Tales from the
When a young boy nurses a
Show
rection at Truk Lagoon
8:00 P.M.
Darkside
613 - MOVIE: 'Wuthering
dog back to health, he gains a
Once a World War II supply
-• --006114
:
11)
1111
- MOVIE:.
Heights' A young aristrocrat
new love for the adults in his -depot for Japanese machi'Nighthaw
ks' A New York
falls in love witl a boy who
life Ron Howard, Earl Holhnery, the lagoon is now home
City cop is pitted against a
works in her father's stables
man, Jacquelin Scott
to a variety of underwater
European terrorist looking for
Laurence Olivier, Merle -Ob--species -460 mm)
publicity through bloodshed
271 - Sonshine
eron, David !liven 1939
63 - Wonderful World of
Sylvester Stallone. Billy Dee
▪
Super
Bowl
X
27) - Oral Roberts
Disney
Williams, Rutger
Hauer
Highlights Pittsburgh vs
27, - Gond News
2 '2:30 P.M.
1981
Dallas
ED - SPOrtsCenter
0.;0 - Shopsmith
00 - MOVIE:'Sins of'
ED- MOVIE:'Springtime In
the Father' A man begins a
(0)- Sneak Previews
6:30 P.M.
•••
The Sierras' Roy and the
passionate affair -with the
- MOVIE: 'Hanover
Punky
Brewster
Sons of the Pioneers are raisdaughter of his ex -partner.
'Sfreet' Caught in a bombing
Andy Gitb pottrays a music
ing and selling thoroughbred .
raid on London in 1943, an
teacher who teaches•.Punky_ only to lose her to his son
horses Roy Rogers, Jane
James
Coburn,
Glynrys
American pilot and a married
to love her music lessons
Frazee, Andy Devine 1947
O'Connor, Ted Wass 1984
English nurse must choose
-MOVIE:
'The
Villain'
•O
P.M.
.4:30
O(1)
between desire and honor
(.111 - Crazy Like a
An incompetent outlaw,
-011L - Wild America (CC)
Fox Harry is hired by his old
Harrison Ford, Lesley-Anne
ONLY $ 1 49
trying to prove that he has
girlfriend, now a nun, to clear
Down. Christopher Plummer. •(21) - Woodwright's
whatit takes to be- a mean
Shcip
1979 Rated PG
the nameof a priest who died
With Garlic Bread
desperado, rides into one diMOVIE: !From. the
in_ai)lane crash and who left
Si
(27 --MusicaLMomonts
- -easter after &neither Kirk Salad 59 Extra
Terrace' A man rises from
a hefty amount of insurance
Douglas, Ann-Margret. Ar
3:00 P.M—
poverty 40'vietilth but ',toper-—11ORTSChliV417frnecilprilittr
-C11) - Unsung Heroes
dizes hiS marriage through
0 (1)ED(21)- Masterpiece
Inside Dining Only Free Refills On Drinks
-a-FraggleRockRdifTfaii:
041 7 Six-Gun Heroes
inistinderstanding and negTheatre (CC) The Jewel in
gle wakes to find her favorite
MOVIE:
'These
O
lect Paut Newman, Joanne.
the Crown Regimental Silradish bars gone
Magnificent .Men In Their
Woodward, Myrna by
ver ' Lady Manners con[99 Special For Kids
2t
Jewish
Our
'Roots_
Flying Machines' A 1910 air
1960
.
vinces the GovernOr to
race fio'rn London to Pant,
review the evidence against
- Financial Forum
7:00P.M.
with entrants from all over
Wednesday 11 AM 10 PA/I
Hari Kumar (60 min )
Stew Bowl XIII Hilites
a)e - David
atm
the world. Is complicated by
Volt con I eel this wet/ al home for this p,ice.
Frost Presents:' Sth.
Pittsburgh vs Dallas
0 Ernest Angley
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HEAT AND DUST —
boys attempt,to avenge their
Please settle a bet about the
father's death Dead End
movie "Body Heat." 'Was it
Kids, Little Tough Guys, BarKathleen Turner's character,
ton Maclane 1941
or- the woman who was seen
.
Rat Patrol
briefly as her high-school
O - Frgderick K. Price
friend; on the beach in the
315 A.M.
final scene? — M.S., Atlantic
MOVIE: 'Oh, God!
•
.
Highlands, N.J.
Book Ii The Visitor from
It was Miss Turner's charabove charms " a spunky
acter. She had switched idenschocdgrit mita bpreal..huy
-lilies With- her-friend. and it
message George Burns. Siliwas the friend who.was actuanne Pleshette. David BirneY
-ally blown up in the explosion.
(1)- MOVIE: 'Stroker Ace'
DEAD OR ALIVE — Do
3:30 A.M.
you remember' Richard
That Girl
Jaeckel? Short, stocky, blond
hair? I say he died; my hus4:00 A.M.
band says no. The bet's $20. —
It's Your Business
N.S., Grand Junction, Colo.
Ed Marinaro
- Bobby Jones Gospel
You lose: Jaeckel is very
Show This program highlights the best gospel music BROTHERS — My' brother much alive and is currently
Jeff Bridges
talent in the country
and I have a bet about Ed co-starring in the
Film "Starman."
and
Dan
Marino,
Marinaro
-'Movie Cont'd
quarterback of the Miami
LEGAL EAGLE — Please
27 - TBN Today
Dolphins. Are they brothers? settle a bet. Did Perry Mason
- Prog Cont'd
— R.M., Shelton, Conn.
ever lose a case on TV? —
Off the Air
The two are not related, B.P., Louisville, Ky.
4:30 A.M.
According' to "The Comalthough.Marinaro worked the
(D - Jimmy Swaggart
gridiron before turning to plete Directory to Prime-time
• - Treasures Out of acting. He. was a star running -Network TV Shows," Mason
Darkness
back in both college and the lost a trial in 1963 when his
pros.
client refused to reveal evi- Another Life

a• _

net and -a princess are cap11:30P.M.
tured by buccaneers on.the
13 2. - Face to Face
Spanish Main Bob Hope, VirO - Sports Machine _
19
7
5M4o. Walter Ifrennin
- Face the Nation
• - Waltons
6)- Sportscenter
O Wild, Wild West
2:00 A.M. !This-Girl-For
- INN News
Hire A tenacious female pri0- Fainthearted Feminist
vat in-;destigator • .based in
The life of a willing but house- Hollywood,- attempts to
bound feminist is depicted
'solve the murder of a well
Second of 5 episodes
'
known mystery writer Ce
lesie Holm, Cliff DeYoung,
MOVIE: 'Zelig' Eager
Reddy McDowell 1983
to please, a neUreitiC transforms himself into a human
61 -- NHL'Hockey: New
chameleon Woody Allen.
York Islanders at Chicago
Mia Farrow Rated PG.
O - Last Of 'The Summer
27 - Praise
Wine This offbeat comedy
concerns _three senior cm
•- CMESat
-zens determined to retain
2:30 A.M.
their independerace
O - Puttin" on the Hits
€13 - Large Animals of the
•- Rising Damp
Arctic •
- Tennis: WCT World
• - Auto Racing '84:
Doubles - Championship
SCCA Budweiser Trans
from London, England
Am Coverage of this race is
3:00 A.M.
presented --farm tasi, Veuas,
.
- MOVIE: 'Hit the Road=
• fs,l'z I-60 min
A group of reform school
John Osteen
11:45P.M.
3.
Christian
Children's Fund .
11D 12 - MOVIE: 'Tarzan
the Fearless' Tarzart guides
a young girl aind her fiance
through the perilous jungle
Buster -Crabbe, Jacqueline
•
-Wells 1933
- • 12.:00-A.M.
2' - ABC News (CC)
- CNN Headline News
- Entertainment This
Week
O - Hot, Shoe Show Var
if iiis-st-vies•-tif dime-tier-arttsaluted
(I) - MOVIE:- :The Omen'
The American ambassador
to Britain realizes that his only
_,. child is possessed by a powerful demon Gregory.Peck.
Lee Remick. Harvey Stevens
1976 Rated R
or •
27' - Love Special
• - Small World
12:15A.M.
Ey 3 - Music Magazine
- MOVIE: 'The- Taming
4 81Y2t
of the Shrew' Ar opportun• High performance electronics designed for reliability
ist tries to turn a temperamental woman into the
• Lighted channel numbers for easy viewing
perfect wife Elizabeth Tay• Color Monitor - System automatically adlusts color
lor. Richard Burton. Cyril Cu• Distinctive Mediterranean styling
sach -19
47
- MOVIE: 'Intimate
Mom'ents'A Woman accommodates the needs of the
s most important men
Afeiiiiidra Stewart, Bernard
Altevogt
Dirk
Fresson.
1882 Rated R
12:30 A.M.
(I) - Harvest 'Jazz Music
from the greats of the jazz
world is performed.
Vintage Baseball film:
The Old Ball Game
19" Diagonal
.12:45 A.M.
PORTABLE COLOR TV Model No. 19PC3704
fED 1, 3) - News
1:00 A.M.
C.briatian
CS) al
8!In
t"1
v j
Children's fund
27 - Jerry Barnard
11) - Best of 700 Club
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dence that would clear 'hie.
Perry pursued the case,
anyway, and found the real •
baddie, clearing his client
-0
KID STUFF — On "The
Cosby Show," do the Huxtables have four or five children? I thought someone said
five, but 1 only see four. —
T.L., Ft. Gordon, Ga.
.
On television, Children
sprout full-grown from the
minds of producers and writers, as was the case on '
Cosby's show. They started
with four, and early dialogue
even had Cliff telling one of
his kids, "We have four children because we didn't want
to have five." Then a fifth
child, the eldest daughter, was
introduced in November, only
to be packed off back to
school and a Paris holiday.
ic) 1985, TV Spotlight
(Send your letters to Pepper
O'Brien, United Feature
Syndicate, 200 Park Ave.
Room 6'02, New York, NY
10166. Due to the large volume of mail, personal replies
cannot be given.)
-_-rttlerliii•Mit1818841181.41r-Tre"

FAMILY-SIZE
WASHER & DRYER
Buy the Pair and
Enjoy Big Savings

oi Y

5" Dia-!tonal
CONSOLE COLOR TV

Model DDE530013
GE Washer
with Drop-In
Mini-Backer Tub
Large tub for family-size
loads. Separate drop-in
Mini-Basket" tub for small
loads and delicates.
WAS 1449.93

ep _

1:15 A.M.

-(4 -"- css - News
Q
Nightwratch JIP
1:30 A.M.
CBS News
•
Nightwatch JIP
_11111 - At The Movies
Jazz
.—..
• Women
- 1.101/1E:'The Piincess
•
and the Pirate' An entertat

(T) -

-

1

NOW
ONLY

BE Matching
Neavy-Dety Dryer
4 Cycles—regular,damp dry.
permanent press and dewnnkle.3Drying selections—
normal, low, now-heat fluff.
WAS $349.93

NOW
ONLY

GE.WE BRING (;(X)D THINGS TO LIFE.
;

